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Plunges into the Universe is your anecdote to boring science text books. Uncle John and his
loony lab partners will take you back to the Big Bang and forward to the distant future. You’ll see
the science in everything around (and inside) you, and learn the truth about the most egregious
science myths (such as--you can’t “sweat like a pig” because pigs don’t sweat). How many
amazing facts await your visual cortex in these 494 pages made up of atoms (print version) or
bits and bytes (e-book)? As Carl Sagan would have said, “Billions and Billions!” So put on your
thinking cap and check out… * Pluto denied* Kitchen chemistry* Football gets physics-al* Planet
Earth’s sudden hot flashes* Food’s incredible journey…through you* The science of surfing,
skating, and snowboarding* How they plugged the hole in the ozone layer* How “defenseless”
animals stay alive* Sci-fi that’s more fi than sci* Ancient astronomers* Know your cloudsAnd
much, much more!

“Kate Ramsey tells a fascinating story of antisuperstition legislation in Haiti….a tour de force in
the historical anthropology of Haitian vodou and the paradoxes of modernity that it so vividly
manifests.” -- Andrew Apter ― American Ethnologist“Ramsey’s rich and multilayered book tells
a new history of Haiti that reorients how we think politically. Both hard-hitting and revelatory, it
teaches us how to understand the law writ large, its plural histories, its effects on everyday life,
its ability to absorb and transform and be transformed, to command the public sphere. . . . The
continued deformation of Haitian culture, the maligning of vodou—born out of the legality that
might seem to deny it—is always political. In calling our attention to the relationship between
dead bodies, haunting spirits, and legal authority, Ramsey guarantees a political history that is
rigorous and visible—a necessary wakeup call, it is to be hoped, to a mythologized Haiti of
zombies, sorcery, and witchdoctors that screens the ongoing economic greed, political guile,
and sheer weight of military force.” -- Colin Dayan ― Law, Culture and the Humanities“A
sophisticated investigation of how Vodou has been treated by the ruling powers of the island
since the era of French colonization.” -- Matthew J. Smith ― Radical History Review“The Spirits
and the Law is a nuanced and thorough reading of a religious system that has been historically
misunderstood, demonized, and criminalized. Ramsey effectively shows how Vodou’s treatment
both officially and unofficially is part and parcel of a larger battle for power and self-
determination from various agents that is waged locally and internationally. In her quest to reveal
truths Ramsey leaves no stone unturned. What she cannot include in the main text she includes
in the copious notes that could form another text in themselves. Anyone who seeks to truly “build
Haiti [back] better” should make this text part of required reading, because no work will succeed
in Haiti if those who go in to help refuse to understand that Haiti’s fraught and complex political
history is inextricably woven with its spiritual history, a spiritual history that is not a “hindrance to



progress,” as some would have us believe, but one to be respected and honored as a system
that has supported and sustained Haiti against impossible odds.” -- Toni Pressley-Sanon ― sx
salon“Anthropological studies of Haitian popular religion are legion, but few of them deal with its
history other than to claim for it an important role in the revolution of 1791 to 1804, which ended
slavery and made Haiti the Americas’ second independent state. This impressive book provides
an ethnologically informed history of Vodou with a particular focus on the politics of law. In four
chapters of increasing length, Ramsey deals with the colonial and revolutionary periods, the
nineteenth century, the U.S. occupation from 1915 to 1934, and the debates of the following
decade surrounding an emergent cultural nationalism. Ramsey’s central problem is to explain
why the state only intermittently enforced the laws that criminalized popular ritual practices from
colonial times until the 1987 constitution….This richly detailed and sophisticated study,
supported by 150 pages of notes, extends the work of [Laënnec] Hurbon and makes an original
argument about the interaction of law, culture, and development.” -- David Geggus ― Journal of
Interdisciplinary History“Scholarly interest in the history of Haiti has resurged in recent years,
largely focused on the Haitian Revolution. There is, of course, also a plethora of scholarship on
Vodou in Haiti. Kate Ramsey’s The Spirits and the Law should not be overlooked as a run-of-the-
mill addition to either body of work. Ramsey’s award-winning first book offers a valuable
perspective on both the broader history of Haiti and the sociopolitical role of Vodou as she
examines the creation and enforcement of laws that restricted ritual practices between the
colonial period and the fall of the Duvalier regime.”-- Katharine H. Cross ― Caribbean
Studies“Kate Ramsey’s ground-breaking study of the formative relationship between the popular
practices of Vodou in Haiti and its legal repression in various periods re-shapes our
understanding of the interplay between state power and cultural resistance, and between
spiritual forces (lwa) and legislative codes (loi). In resituating how we might approach the relation
of religion to modernity, she teaches us how the socalled ‘primitive’ beliefs and ‘atavistic’
practices actually emerge out of the ongoing negotiation of power with modernizing states, and
in close relation to the legal codes that govern and regulate everyday life. Based on extensive
and thorough research (both archival and interviews) encompassing more than a century and a
half, this work has the potential to generate transformative understandings of Haitian history, and
more widely of Caribbean critical legal studies, Afro-Caribbean religious history, post-
emancipation political history and international relations, the philosophy of law, and the study of
power and citizenship. Its lessons are also crucial to provoking more thoughtful discussions
about the situation of Haiti today.” -- Mimi Sheller ― Slavery and Abolition“Kate Ramsey is a
gifted, sophisticated, passionate, and objective student of Haitian life and history. In The Spirits
and the Law she has left no stone unturned. She sees Vodou as a modern invention of the
Haitian genius, and the book is a platform for analyzing all the big issues—from imperialism, to
slavery, neocolonialism, and US exceptionalism expressed as racial paternalism—that have
made Haiti what it has become. This is a very big book.”-- Patrick Bellegarde-Smith, University of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee“In The Spirits and the Law Kate Ramsey explores the links between the



construction of Vodou as malicious magic or a progress-impeding force and the penalizing of
superstitious practices by the Haitian state. This brilliantly argued and exhaustively researched
study examines questions of prohibition and denial that are omitted by other works on Haitian
popular religion. It is as much a formidable feat of scholarship as a much needed argument
against seeing Vodou as responsible for Haiti’s underdevelopment.”-- J. Michael Dash, New York
University“In this compelling study of anti-superstition legislation in Haiti, Kate Ramsey culls a
remarkable set of materials to bring to bear on the topic, ranging from colonial travel accounts,
memoirs, State Department records, and U.N. sorcery reports. The richness of her account is a
testament to indefatigable research, and she develops fresh insights into the related literature as
well. This fascinating book adds much to our knowledge of modern Haiti as well as religion and
cultural politics in Latin America and the Caribbean in general.”-- Robin Derby, University of
California, Los Angeles“A tour de force of research and interpretation, this book offers a
spellbinding history of the relationship between popular spiritual practice and the rule of law in
Haiti. With fine-grained detail and theoretical sophistication, Kate Ramsey shows law to be a
fickle spirit—a powerful but capricious force, having the capacity to lie dormant for long periods
and then form suddenly into a dangerous weapon of church, state, and imperial oppression,
while remaining susceptible to popular efforts to harness legal powers for beneficial ends. Can
great scholarship work like medicinal magic? If, as Ramsey argues, popular religion is a vital
resource sustaining Haiti’s people, then perhaps The Spirits and the Law can cure the toxic
pathologies afflicting so much of the ill-informed commentary on Vodou’s role in Haitian life.”--
Vincent Brown, Duke UniversityAbout the AuthorKate Ramsey is associate professor in the
Department of History at the University of Miami. 
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Uncle John’sBATHROOMREADER®PLUNGESINTOTHEUNIVERSEThe Bathroom
Readers’Hysterical SocietyAshland, ORSan Diego, CAUNCLE JOHN’SBATHROOM
READERPLUNGES INTO THE UNIVERSECopyright © 2002 by Portable Press. All rights
reserved. No part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without
written permission, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or
reviews.“Bathroom Reader,” “Portable Press,” and “Bathroom Readers’ Institute” are registered
trademarks of Baker &Taylor, Inc. All rights reserved.For information, writeThe Bathroom
Readers’ InstituteP.O. Box 1117Ashland, OR 97520Email: mail@bathroomreader.comCover
design by Michael BrunsfeldSan Rafael, CA (brunsfeldo@comcast.net)11 12 13 14 15 12 11
10 9 8Project Team:Gordon Javna, PublisherJoAnn Padgett, Director, Editorial &
ProductionStephanie Spadaccini, Project EditorAllison Bocksruker, Project ManagerGeorgine
Lidell, Inventory ManagerTHANK YOU!The Bathroom Readers’ Hysterical Society sincerely
thanks the people whose advice and assistance made this book possible.Bernadette
BaillieMichael BrunsfeldMelinda AllmanMichele CrimDylan DrakeRachael EttelmanJulia
PappsBrandie JeffreysDan MansfieldHeinrich MentiusMana MonzaviJanet NelsonJay
NewmanEllen O’BrienKen & Kelly PadgettSydney StanleyWilliam H. StoddardJennifer
ThorntonCharlie & Cindy TillinghastHi Mom!CONTENTS*Extra-long articles suitable for an
extended sitting session are marked with an asterisk.IntroductionASK UNCLE JOHNAsk Uncle
John: Doing the LaundryAsk Uncle John: About Your BodyAsk Uncle John: Scientific
ConceptsAsk Uncle John: Venomous CreaturesAsk Uncle John: In the BathroomAsk Uncle
John: Zen QuestionsBEHIND THE OUTHOUSE DOORGood Reasons for SpittingDefinitely
DungThe Toilet TreatmentThe Straight PoopIn One End and Out the OtherBIOLOGYKnow Your
PlaceThe InvadersNothing to Fear but the BiosphereI Just Won the Nobel Prize, Have a Cigar!
My, What a Big Girl You Are!High Hopes for HempEverything I Know I Learned From a Fruit
FlyGenomes: From Yeast to YouTHE BIRDS, THE BEES AND THE
ELEPHANTSCinderelephantThat’s Amore!The Original Love BugScratch and SniffDo Ya Think
I’m Sexy?BODY BUILDINGYou’ve Got RhythmIt’s a Blinking MarvelAre You My Type?The
Body’s Second StringThis Mite Surprise YouThe Creature With Two BrainsYou’re PricelessEye
SeeI’ve Got You Under My SkinBeauty or Blight?Balancing ActWalking TallBedtime StoriesHear
Ye! Hear Ye!Islets and Insulin*Take Your Vitamins Already!IF UNCLE JOHN RAN THE ZOOThe
Best Offense, A Good DefenseThe Johnny AwardsSharks With LightsHow Big?Winnie the Pooh
They Ain’tIt Takes Guts to Be an ElephantSilly GooseIt’s Not Just Cold and WetEye Stands for
InspirationTool TimeAll Together NowTo Sleep, Perchance to Dream?Left Out in the Cold*The
Poop on Dog BreedingIS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE OUTHOUSE?Scalpel, Sponge,
MaggotsDr. Burkitt’s DiseaseGo Get BentTheir Names Live On—in DiseasesCalling Dr. Green!
To Your Health! Part IBubonic Plague? Try DenverOutbreak!To Your Health! Part IIIT’S ABOUT
TIME, IT’S ABOUT SPACEThat Whole Unpleasant Pluto ThingAncient AstronomersMyths



About MarsGrab Your Sunscreen!The Cosmic Speed LimitWho Stole Saturn’s Rings?How to
Make a Black HoleSeeing StarsLeap SecondsHeh, Heh, Heh. You Said “Uranus”Dirty
Snowballs in Space*Cool Astronomical Terms to Make Friends and Impress People*The Drake
EquationIT’S NOT EASY BEING GREENHow Cold Is It?Myth EarthLights from the DeepLife’s a
BeachMirage: It Ain’t Just a Casino in VegasVacationland, U.S.AVacationland, the WorldWhy
There’s So Much Sand in the SaharaHow to Make FuelMean MountainsMy Ozone’s Got a Hole
in ItA Salty TaleKeep on Movin’When North Was SouthIT’S NOT NICE TO FOOL WITH
MOTHER NATUREEl Niño, a Bad BoyThe Twister TestHow to Survive an AvalancheWhat
Makes a Perfect Storm?Surf’s Up!The Year Without SummerRed Hot MamaLET’S GET
PHYSICS(AL)The Elemental QuestionsQuarks and Leptons and Bosons, Oh My!Good
VibrationsAn Empty MatterLOST IN SPACESpace JunkSpace JamsReality Bites
AstronautMenu on the MoonAstronauts Do It Sitting DownMOTHERS AND FATHERS OF
INVENTIONCurie-osity Wins Two Nobel PrizesKwolek’s KevlarDanger! Mad Scientist at Work!
Whiz KidsGot Gas? Part IIWham, Yam, Thank You Ma’amVolts, Watts, and BakeliteWe’re Off to
See the WizardThe Mouse That RoaredTo Key or Not to KeyIf You Could Bottle Those
BubblesWhat’s the Frequency, Hedy?Hopper to ItOG THE CAVEMANOut of AfricaWhen Good
Food Goes BadKitchen ChemistryWhat Are You Wearing?OOPS! ACCIDENTAL
DISCOVERIESLittle Things Mean a LotGot Gas? Part IKristian’s CannonArchimedes—the
Greek StreakAccidental DiscoveriesROCK IT SCIENCEJourney to the Center of the
EarthCurious CavesContinental Drift: Part IContinental Drift: Part IIGive Me S’MohsFire Down
BelowEver See a Fulgurite?THE SCIENCE IN SF10 Things Science Fiction Got Wrong10 SF
Books Even Nongeeks Would Love10 Things Science Fiction Got RightSPORTS
AUTHORITYHockey: Let’s Get PhysicalWhy Curling Rocks!Pool SharksFootball Gets
(Physics)alBarry Bonds Kicks AshSuccess in Sports can Depend on De FeetScience Is So
Awesome, Dude!THROUGH THE EVOLVING DOORSA Fish StoryKick-Starting the HorseDead
As a DodoPrehistoric OdditiesGiants and DwarfsHalf a Wing Is Better Than NoneDinosaurs:
Hey, What Happened?What the Heck Is That Thing?Old As the HillsHalf BreedsA Whale of a
TalePleistocene ParkUNCLE JOHN COOKSFood Terrors Part I: Mad CowsLet’s Get
EggucatedFood Terrors Part II: Waste Not, Want NotSomething Fishy About the
FuguFrankenfoodsPass the POPsWaiter! Put More Flies in My Soup!UNCLE JOHN GOES TO
THE MOVIESTime Travel Movie Marathon!“You Think I’m Mad, Don’t You?”AARGH! It’s Coming
Right at Us!The Science of Moving Pictures*Attack of the Movie MonstersURBAN AND
SUBURBAN LEGENDSYou Know the Old SayingSo You Think You’ve Seen a UFOPokémon
PanicThe Strange Tale of Phineas GageCircus MinimusJailhouse PinkMake Your Own
ZombieWhat They Mean IsLife With a RobotWEATHER OR NOTThe Green FlashIn the
CloudsTwilight TimeMother Nature, Weather GalThe Air up ThereRead a Weather Map Like a
ProMedical MeteorologyRANDOM FACTORSBumper Stickers around the UniverseWatt’s So
Funny?Mnemonics You Might MneedLittle-Bitty BuckyballsShutterbug ScienceMath
MnemonicsIt Makes ScentsScientifically SpeakingBug-Hunting We Will GoWhat’s in a Name?



We’ve Got Your Number*Big Moments in Forensics*True Stories of the
ZodiacIndexINTRODUCTIONWe’ve finally made it. Our new book, Uncle John Plunges Into the
Universe, is a reality. Hmm. What is reality? What is the sound of one hand clapping? How much
wood would a woodchuck chuck, if a woodchuck could chuck... but I digress.It’s time for us to
write the introduction and then the last page—one of our favorites, because we look forward to
telling you about some of the new and exciting things that we’re planning in the future—sort of
like visualizing a garden as you plant the seeds. Then we’re finished.JoAnn can go home and
sleep for three days (as if!); Allison can remove her intravenous espresso drip; the rest of us can
reflect on what a crazy and exciting experience it’s been to put this latest book together—and
wonder how the heck we’re going to top this one. We’ll certainly give it our very best effort.And
now for a sneak peek at a few of the mind-bending articles we have in store for you when you
take the plunge between the covers of this book—and we guarantee that they’ll keep you on the
edge of your seat:“The Green Flash”: Myth or reality? Get the inside info on the best methods for
pursuing this elusive and legendary sunset phenomenon. Remember—don’t blink...What animal
has a nose so sensitive that it can detect one odor particle per billion and whose detective
abilities have been used not only to sniff out land mines but also diag(nose) disease? In “It’s Not
Just Wet and Cold” we investigate the amazing workings of this incredible schnozz.We
investigate a fascinating form of alternative cuisine popular all around the world in “Waiter! Put
More Flies in My Soup!”We go astrophysical in “How to Make a Black Hole.”We present our
theories behind the current explosion of home runs in the major leagues in “Barry Bonds Kicks
Ash.”And, finally learn how much wood a woodchuck could chuck in “Ask Uncle John: Zen
Questions.”And as for you, our cherished, loyal (and extremely well-informed) readers...In this
vast universe, though there are seemingly billions and billions of fascinating facts to ponder,
occasionally we may present an article (or two) on a topic that may seem familiar to you. We try
our hardest to avoid this, but sometimes Uncle John is a little forgetful—and honestly, some of
these topics are so darned interesting that we think they can bear examination from another
(and possibly new) angle.That said—your thoughts, opinions, and input on these matters are
always appreciated, and if you have specific questions about the Plunges Into series, please
contact us at unclejohn@btol.com.So please bear with us—we think that this book is absolutely
crammed with fascinating and unusual facts, a slightly more acerbic viewpoint, and lots of good
old-fashioned reading that we hope you’ll enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it
together for you.Sit down and be counted.As always, go with the flow...—Uncle John and the
BRI StaffLet your opinions be known! Join us at .JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE
EARTHAnd we’re not stopping until we get there!Go get a shovel. Why? Because we’re digging
—you’ll be doing most of the heavy work—right straight down to the very core of the earth. Oh,
don’t look like that! Your mom told us you tried to dig to China all the time when you were a kid.
And this time, we’re only going half as far.The crust: Let’s start at the top, which is, conveniently
enough, where we are anyway. The earth’s crust is where we keep pretty much everything—the
oceans, the continents, our cities, ourselves. The crust appears substantial to us, but as far as



layers of the earth go, it’s both the thinnest (40 miles thick on the continents and as little as 9
miles thick underneath the oceans) and the lightest—made of materials that “floated to the top,”
as it were. What is in the crust depends on where you are. On the continents, the crust is mostly
granitic rock, while the ocean floor is mostly basalt. (Why? Granite is lighter than basalt and
“floats” above the heavier rock.)Relative to Earth’s size (almost 8,000 miles in diameter), the
crust is incredibly thin—much thinner than an eggshell would be if it were shrunk down to the
same size. The crust also has a definite boundary, something called the “Mohorovicic
discontinuity.” The “Moho” (as it’s known to geologists who want to sound hip and cool to their
grad students) marks the place where seismic waves traveling down through the crust of the
earth suddenly speed up. Why? Because right on the other side of the Moho is:A person takes
an average of 16 breaths a minute.The mantle: Like the crust, the mantle is made up of rocky
material. However, there are two major differences. The rocky material in the mantle is denser—
this is why the seismic waves speed up—and it’s quite a bit hotter: some 1,800°F (982°C) at the
top of the mantle and even toastier as you head down. (If we were really digging our way down to
the core, we would have basted in our own juices by the time we reached the mantle, not to
mention that our shovels would have melted.) The heat gives the rocky material in the mantle the
consistency of Silly Putty. Unlike the crust, the mantle is impressively thick: some 1,800 miles
deep. What’s waiting on the other side?The outer core: The outer core is denser still than the
mantle because it’s made of molten metal: mostly iron, some nickel, and some sulfur and oxygen
tossed in as well, broiling along at a temperature of 6,700°F (3,704°C). All this liquid iron
sloshing around in the outer core is what’s thought to give the earth its impressive magnetic field:
The convection currents in the liquid generate the field. This is good news for us, since our
planet’s magnetic field deflects a substantial amount of harmful cosmic rays from the earth’s
surface. The outer core’s environs are hellish, but they help make our planet a paradise for
life.The inner core: Now for the hottest and densest part of the planet. The inner core is almost
entirely solid iron, solid despite the infernal heat of 7,700°F (4,260°C). The pressure at the core
of the earth is equally intense. Smack-dab in the center of our planet, the pressure is some three
million times greater than on the surface. Which makes perfect sense, since if you were at the
center of the earth, you’d literally have the weight of the world on your shoulders. Here’s a dirty
secret about the planet’s interior. Although we’re reasonably sure what the planet’s inside looks
like, we’re not 100 percent sure, mainly because we’ve never actually looked. The deepest hole
humans have dug is less than ten miles deep—not even enough to get through the crust. We get
our “view” of the earth’s interior by tracking the speed of seismic waves as they travel down into
the depths. The model of the earth’s interior mentioned here is just one possible option. Some
geologists suggest that our planet’s core is even stranger than we’ve imagined. Geophysicist J.
Marvin Herndon has suggested that the earth’s core isn’t made of iron at all, but of uranium and
plutonium undergoing a huge, long-lived fission reaction that’s been burning underneath our feet
for billions of years—which explains why the earth’s core has remained so hot for so long.How
can we be sure of what’s down there? Grab a shovel. Start digging. Oh, come on, it’ll be fun. Just



remember we have to close up the hole again once we’re done.The total amount of air both
lungs hold when filled to capacity is six liters.OUT OF AFRICAOg is a Neanderthal. He stands
about 5’6” (168 cm) tall. Although he weighs about 185 pounds (84 kg), it’s all muscle. He has a
weak chin, a large nose, and a heavy brow line. Ogga looks similar, but is slightly smaller at 5
feet (152 cm) tall and 175 pounds (79 kg). Unfortunately, they’re dead now, and so is their entire
race. Were they wiped out by natural selection or something more sinister?Paleoanthropology is
the study of human ancestors. You may have recognized the “paleo” from paleontology, the
study of ancient animals.THE CAST OF CHARACTERSPaleoanthropologists classify humans
as both primates and hominids. Primates are bipedal (two-footed) mammals. Hominids are
bipedal primate mammals who walked upright. Apes don’t qualify as hominids, because
although they’re bipedal mammals, they don’t walk upright.A species name has two parts: the
genus, which is capitalized, and the species, which is not. The genus is often abbreviated.Here’s
human evolution in a nutshell.AUSTRALOPITHECINESAustralopithecine means “southern ape,”
but they were no ordinary apes. Australopiths (scientists use that nickname, so we will, too) were
distinguished from ordinary apes because they walked upright, like us. Other than that, they
looked and acted pretty apelike.Who: Ardipithecus ramidusWhen: 4,400,000 years agoWhere:
Eastern AfricaThe first known hominid. It was very similar to a chimpanzee, except for its teeth
(which were smaller) and the fact that it walked. Its teeth had enamel, like the chimps of the
same era, suggesting a relationship with the chimpanzee.A red blood cell lives for 80 to 120
days; white blood cells last an average of only 13 days.Who: Australopithecus anamensisWhen:
4,200,000–3,900,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis hominid also appeared quite apelike
except for its bipedal legs. Its teeth had thicker enamel than A. ramidus, which may mean it ate
much tougher foods.Who: Australopithecus afarensisWhen: 3,900,000–3,000,000 years
agoWhere: Eastern AfricaScientists think this hominid spent a lot of time in trees because of its
long arms and the way its knees and legs are shaped. It’s famous in paleoanthropology circles
because the first discovered skeleton of its species, “Lucy,” was unusually complete. They
named her Lucy because someone on the dig team played the Beatles song “Lucy in the Sky
with Diamonds” over and over again while working.Who: Australopithecus africanusWhen:
3,000,000–2,000,000 years agoWhere: South AfricaThis was the first australopith ever
discovered. It’s also thought to be a direct ancestor of modern man because it’s less primitive
appearing than the other australopiths. Its skull was rounder than its earlier counterparts, and its
teeth looked more like ours do today. It, and its clan, probably ate nuts, seeds, and roots.Who:
Australopithecus garhiWhen: 3,000,000–2,000,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis newly
discovered, somewhat controversial species may be linked to both australopith and homo. Why
controversial? Because not all scientists agree that this species is different enough to merit a
new species name. It still had long arms like an ape, but its legs were also long, like a human’s.
Some bones found near the A. garhi bones hint that it may have used tools. Some scientists
think this is a direct ancestor of modern humans.The “Rh” factor was named for the rhesus
monkeys used in research to identify blood types.Who: Australopithecus aethiopicusWhen:



2,700,000–2,300,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis guy looked a lot like A. afarensis, so
scientists think it may have evolved along that line. These australopiths were great chewers—
their jaws were so powerful that they had ridges on the back of the skull and a greatly elongated
face to accommodate all those chewing muscles.Who: Australopithecus boiseiWhen:
2,300,000–1,400,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaAnother great chewer. Its face was very
wide and caved-in, and its molars were four times larger than ours. What did it find so tasty?
Mostly nuts and roots.Who: Australopithecus robustusWhen: 1,800,000–1,500,000 years
agoWhere: Southern AfricaYet more chewers with flat or concave faces. These were different:
Tools, such as modified bones, were found with these skeletons, hinting that they may have dug
up their food.HOMOHomo is our genus, and simply means “human.” Our own species is called
Homo sapiens, meaning “intelligent human,” but you might know of some exceptions.Who:
Homo habilisWhen: 1,800,000–300,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaHomo habilis was
another toolmaker and used modified stone tools. Its very name means handyman. Its brain was
larger than the australopiths and shaped a lot like ours. In fact, the shape of its skull makes
scientists believe that Homo habilis may have been capable of speech.The moon has a 500,000-
mile tail of sodium atoms that can only be detected by instruments.Who: Homo erectus, Homo
egaster, Homo heidelbergensisWhen: 1,800,000–100,000 years agoWhere: Asia (H. erectus),
Africa (H. egaster), and Europe (H. heidelbergensis)There is some controversy over whether or
not these are separate species—that’s why we’ve listed them together. All these species were
once known as H. erectus. This is the first species that left the African homeland, venturing into
the wide unknown world. It had big teeth, a small chin, a long skull, and heavy brow ridges. It
used tools as well.Who: Homo neanderthalensisWhen: 250,000–30,000 years agoWhere:
Europe and central AsiaThis most famous primitive man is our closest relative. It had a more
massive torso and stronger limbs than we do today. It also had little to no chin, a big nose, and a
ridge along its brow line.Other than that, Neanderthals looked quite human and acted very
human as well: hunting cooperatively, caring for the elderly and sick, and—a significant sign of
civilization—burying their dead.Their stone tools were quite sophisticated. They may have even
created artwork. They lived in the very cold climate of Ice Age Europe. Neanderthals lived
alongside the first Homo sapiens, but most scientists believe that Homo sapiens and
Neanderthals were incapable of interbreeding.Who: Homo sapiens (in the most modern edition,
we’re known as Homo sapiens sapiens)When: 100,000–presentWhere: EverywhereNot long
after Homo sapiens made it onto the scene, all other human races died out. We quickly spread
to every part of the globe, flourishing in every climate from Ice Age Europe to sub-Saharan (not
that there was a Sahara then) Africa. Modern man is unique in human evolution in that we don’t
share the earth with any other human species. At least, we didn’t for long. Sounds rather
suspicious, doesn’t it?* * * * *“In studying the science of yesteryear one comes upon such
interesting notions as gravity, electricity, and the roundness of the earth—while an examination
of more recent phenomena shows a strong trend towards spray cheese, stretch denim, and the
Moog synthesizer.”—Fran Leibowitz, Metropolitan LifeThe rocks on the moon are between 3 and



4.6 billion years old.ASK UNCLE JOHN: DOING THE LAUNDRYThe deep, dark—uhh, we mean
white, bright—secrets of laundry.Dear Uncle John:How does bleach get my whites their very
whitest?By messing with the chemical composition of stains. Many organic stains, from grass to
blood, get their color from chemicals that are known as chromophores. Household bleaches use
a chemical called sodium hypochlorite (highly diluted) that interacts with chromophores and
breaks them up. No chromophore, no color. Combined with the action of the detergent (which
grabs onto dirt and stains) and the agitating motion of your washer (which shakes the dirt and
stains off the clothes), your whites become all nice and sparkly. Now, remember not to use your
bleach on your colored fabrics, since the same chromophores that make up stains also make up
the natural dyes that color your clothes.What about those newer bleaches that you can use on
colors? They aren’t bleaches at all but “optical brighteners” that coat your clothes with an
ultraviolet-absorbing dye to give your clothes a slightly blue tinge, which your brain perceives as
being “brighter.” Clothes treated with optical brighteners aren’t actually any cleaner than they’d
be without the brighteners, mind you. Fun little side effect from using optical brighteners, by the
way: Your clothes will glow under black light. Groovy, man!Mammals, except primates and most
humans, cannot see the colors red or green.Dear Uncle John:What is static cling anyway? And
how does fabric softener defeat it?Static cling is exactly the same stuff that allowed you to rub
your feet on the carpet, sneak up on unsuspecting pets and/or siblings, and zap them full of
voltage—it’s the static electricity that thrives in dry air. When your clothes are tumbling in the
dryer, they rub up against each other like high school sweethearts during a slow dance at the
winter formal—and in the case of the clothes, that means they’re developing static charges. This
is what causes your socks to bond so passionately with your skirt, until you tear them asunder
with a crackling rrrrrrrip. The poor socks. All they wanted was a little love.Love, schmove, you say.
I just want to get rid of the static cling. That’s where your fabric softener comes in. To be blunt
about it, fabric softener gives your drying clothes a nice, thorough lube job. It cuts down the
amount of static electricity by keeping the clothes slightly moist (and allowing electric charges to
flow freely and not get all jammed up). Back to the winter-formal-slow-dance metaphor: If your
clothes are hormonal teenagers looking to generate a spark, your fabric softener is the
chaperone who makes sure there’s eight fingers worth of daylight between them. (And you
thought watching your clothes dry would be boring.)The fabric softener that comes in sheets,
incidentally, uses waxy compounds to lube your clothes. That’s right, you’re waxing your clothes.
You just knew that creepy teddy bear wasn’t telling you the whole story.Dear Uncle John:Are
natural, biodegradable detergents as good as the kind that pollute the water?This is sort of a
trick question. First off, detergents are synthetic by definition (although they can use “natural”
ingredients) and should be differentiated from soaps, which are created from plant or animal oils.
So “natural” detergents are pretty much a contradiction in terms—lots of “natural” detergents are
actually soaps. Should this matter to you? Only to the extent that soaps will leave the dreaded
“soap scum,” a slight film on your clothes that can build up over time, whereas detergents won’t.
Detergents are harsher on the environment than soaps, but your clothes will stay brighter longer



if you use them. Environment versus bright colors? These are the questions that plague modern
man.Bulls are color-blind; the flapping cape annoys the bull, not the color red.As for
“biodegradable,” all soaps and detergents biodegrade eventually, but synthetic detergents take
much longer to degrade than most soaps—and certain ingredients of detergents and soaps,
such as artificial fragrances, won’t degrade naturally. Also, it should be noted that the
biodegradability depends on several factors, including whether the detergent is in an aerobic
(oxygen-filled) or anaerobic (oxygen-deprived) environment, and if there are enough bacteria
around to help biodegrade what soap or detergent is in the water supply. Soaps are nicely
biodegradable in theory, for example, but if the soap (which would quickly degrade in your basic
puddle) is poured into an anaerobic sewer system, along with the soapy water of the rest of a
large community, it’ll take that “biodegradable” stuff quite a bit longer to break down than it would
otherwise. Just something to think about.Dear Uncle John:So, what exactly happens when
something gets dry-cleaned?Here’s the secret: In dry cleaning, your clothes actually do get wet.
The difference is the thing they get wet with isn’t water, it’s a colorless, nonflammable solvent
called perchloroethylene (call it “perc” if you want to sound like a dry-cleaning pro). Your clothes
are immersed in this stuff or in petroleum-based solvents (though these solvents are primarily
confined these days to large industrial machines, not your neighborhood dry-cleaning place). If it
disturbs you to think your clothes are being washed in stuff that’s related to the fuel in your car,
consider that in the early days of dry cleaning, the solvents used were actually kerosene or
gasoline. Yes, gas was used to dry-clean clothes. Please don’t try this at home.After your clothes
are immersed in perchloroethylene and cleaned, they’re placed in an “extractor” and all the perc
is sucked out. Why? Because perc can be a fairly nasty chemical for people and other living
things. It’s a carcinogen that in high concentrations can cause major damage to your nervous
system and any number of your internal organs. Even the low levels of perc residue left in your
clothes can cause irritation of the eyes, nose, and throat. It can also affect your mood and
coordination, especially in a small, enclosed space, like your car on the way home from the dry
cleaners. This is not to say you shouldn’t get your clothes dry-cleaned. Just make sure you’ve
got a good supply of fresh air. Here’s another secret: A lot of clothes that say “Dry Clean Only”
can actually be hand washed gently (or carefully on the gentle cycle of your washing machine).
It’s just that dry cleaning lessens the chance of them losing their shape or shrinking. If you’re
willing to take the risk, pull out the Woolite and go to town. The Dry Cleaning Police won’t burst
through your door and haul you away.Polar bears are ambidextrous.BUMPER STICKERS
AROUND THE UNIVERSEIf you can read these, you’re probably following too closely behind a
scientist.INTERSTELLAR MATTER IS A GASGEOLOGISTS MAKE THE BED ROCKGRAVITY:
NOT JUST A GOOD IDEA...IT’S THE LAW!STOP CONTINENTAL DRIFT!!!DO MOLECULAR
BIOLOGISTS WEAR DESIGNER GENES?FRICTION CAN BE A DRAGBLACK HOLES
REALLY SUCKDO RADIOACTIVE CATS HAVE 18 HALF-LIVES?QUASARS ARE FAR OUT!
NEUTRINOS HAVE BAD BREADTHHYPERSPACE: WHERE YOU PARK AT THE
SUPERSTOREPOLYMER PHYSICISTS ARE INTO CHAINSGRAVITY BRINGS ME



DOWNTIME TRAVEL IS POSSIBLE—AT THE SPEED OF ONE SECOND PER
SECONDMOLECULAR BIOLOGISTS ARE SMALLAs long as lightning doesn’t cross the heart
or spine, a person hit by it will usually survive.FOOD TERRORS PART I: MAD COWSAt the
height of the mad cow disease scare, beef sales in Europe fell 27 percent. That’s a lot of steak-
and-kidney pies.In 1985, a mysterious new disease appeared in British beef cattle: They called it
“bovine spongiform encephalopathy” or BSE, soon to become famous as “mad cow
disease.”The British government has spent billions of pounds trying to deal with the epidemic.
And with a lot of British beef going to Europe, the disease has started appearing there too,
resulting in the European Union spending billions of euros on prevention.But mad cow disease
is untreatable, so all that anyone can do to limit its spread is to test herds and destroy any cows
that are infected. Farmers have gone bankrupt, and the public, understandably enough, is
wondering whether to switch to pork, or chicken, or even Grandpa’s old favorite standby:
mutton.A BRAIN LIKE A SPONGEMad cow disease can cross species, and the human form,
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, does the same thing to people as mad cow does to cows: It makes
holes in the brain, leading to progressive dementia and death. Now the disease has appeared in
Japan, and despite attempts at control, the international food industry is slowly spreading it all
over the world.SCRAPE THAT LAMB CHOP OFF THE GRILL, BILLFor over 100 years, farmers
have known about a disease of sheep called “scrapie,” named for the animal’s uncontrollable
urge to scrape itself against trees or fence posts until its flesh is raw, after which it loses its mind
and dies. Scientists mostly agreed it was caused by some kind of “slow virus”; symptoms took
years to develop. But no one could isolate it, and standard methods of eliminating virus
infections didn’t work.Astronauts temporarily grow between 1/2 to one inch taller in
space.Scrapie wasn’t seen as a serious threat, and sheep that died from it were sold to the
animal feed industry along with other animals that had died from natural causes. Well, this
irresponsible practice has come back to bite us on our beef butts. It’s believed that mad cow
disease began when cows were fed processed feed containing the brains of scrapie-infected
sheep.HISTORY’S MYSTERYThe only historical information about a disease of this type in
humans comes from New Guinea, where one tribe—the Fore Highlanders—was found in the
1950s to be suffering from a unique and fatal illness, which they called Kuru, or the Laughing
Death. Sufferers would gradually, over many years, develop uncontrollable laughter, until their
faces were set in a permanent grin like the Joker’s in Batman. Unable to do anything else, they
would laugh themselves helplessly to death.Investigators found that the tribe practiced ritual
cannibalism, where the brains of relatives who died would be eaten as a mark of respect. The
brains they were eating had those telltale spongelike holes in them. When scientists persuaded
the tribe to stop eating each other’s brains, the disease gradually died out.THE SCIENTIFIC
PUZZLEThe scientific mystery was how these diseases could be spread. Infections are usually
transmitted by bacteria or viruses, but both in this case had been ruled out. A maverick theory by
University of California scientist Stanley Prusiner seems to have provided the answer, though
treatment is still not available.Prusiner had studied Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, and come to the



mind-boggling conclusion that it was normal human proteins, not viruses or bacteria, that
caused the disease. Proteins are large molecules, folded up over themselves like a tangle of
string, and his idea was that in these diseases the string had somehow gotten tangled up in a
different pattern; so it was the same molecule, chemically, but with a different physical shape.
Eating infected meat, especially brain tissue, introduced these deviant molecules, and the
normal proteins in the infected individual would somehow learn to copy the new squiggly
shapes.A mockingbird can have a repertoire of up to 200 songs.SCIENCE EATS ITS HATWhen
this theory was first suggested, most scientists rejected it: Come on, they said, infections are
caused by life forms like viruses and bacteria. Proteins aren’t alive; they don’t contain any
genetic information. Only life forms containing the genetic codes in DNA can reproduce and
cause infections. That’s what scientific orthodoxy said.Well, guess what. After millions of dollars
have been spent on research over the last 15 years, the protein theory is now accepted as the
best available explanation. Prusiner dubbed the shape-shifting proteins “prions”—short for
“proteinaceous infectious particles.” Scientists are actually relieved to have a theory to explain
the mysterious epidemic, even if it’s still not clear how these diseases manage to move across
species, or exactly what it is that makes the spongelike holes in infected brains.WHERE’S THE
BEEF?Since deviant protein molecules are chemically identical to normal ones, it’s difficult to tell
if an individual is infected until symptoms start to appear, which could be 20 years later. You
need an electron microscope to look at the physical shape of a protein molecule, and since the
proteins in question are in the middle of people’s brains, it’s only practical to look for them in
autopsies of patients who’ve already died from the disease. Kind of like closing the barn door
after the cow has run away.It’s possible that hundreds of millions of people are infected. But
some experts think that now that farmers have stopped using scrapie-infected sheep for animal
feed, gotten rid of infected beef in their herds, and taken other preventive measures, mad cow
and its human relatives will quietly go away again.I’LL HAVE THE CHICKENMeanwhile, it’s not
that you don’t have a choice—that chicken club with bacon and ranch dressing is looking better
than ever.* * * * *U.S. Red Meat Consumption by TypeBeef: 58%Pork: 40%Veal: less than
1%Lamb and Mutton: less than 1%—U.S. Department of Agriculture“An average American eats
1,400 chickens, 21 cows, 14sheep, and 12 pigs during his or her lifetime.” —KidbitsAvalanches
travel an average of 22 mph.THE GREEN FLASHNo, it’s not some new superhero who’s going
to save the world. It’s a now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t phenomenon that takes place before the
sun sets and the instant it rises.You’ve seen gorgeous sunsets with brilliant reds, oranges,
violets, pinks, and yellows. But have you seen the green? The green flash, we mean—that split-
second burst of green just as the sun dips below or rises above the horizon. Lots of people talk
about it. Half of them think it’s just a myth; the other have actually seen it.ARE YOU ON MY
WAVELENGTH?Sunlight contains all the colors of the rainbow, each with its own wavelength.
When the light strikes the earth’s atmosphere, the atmosphere acts like a giant prism and
scatters or diffuses the light. The extent to which a light wave is diffused depends on its
wavelength. Take blue, for instance. Blue light waves have a short wavelength and are widely



scattered throughout the atmosphere. That’s why the sky looks blue when the sun is well above
the horizon on a clear day. When the sun is close to the horizon—such as at sunrise or sunset—
the sunlight has to travel through more of the atmosphere to reach our eyes. The highly
scattered blue light doesn’t reach us, but the longer waves, like red, penetrate the dense
atmosphere more easily. This gives the sunset its red-orange color.THE MASTER
FLASHERSpeaking in terms of sunsets, as most research on the subject does, as the edge of
the sun dips below the horizon, its light splits into a spectrum like a rainbow. As the sun
continues to descend, the red portion of the spectrum falls below the horizon and the blue
portion is usually scattered by the atmosphere. It’s at this instant that green is the wavelength of
maximum intensity.Canada is the world’s second largest country with an area of 9,971,500
square kilometers.SEEING IS BELIEVINGGreen flashes are related to mirages, which only
occur below the astronomical, or true, horizon. The apparent horizon—where the sky appears to
meet the earth—should be as far below your eye as possible to maximize your chances of
catching a green flash. A sea horizon is a great place for sighting one, but so is the horizon as
seen from the top of the Empire State Building or even from a plane or balloon. As to the horizon
itself, a sharp horizontal line is best, but even the jagged outline of the top of a forest will do, as
long as your vantage point is higher.THE SEEIN’ O’ THE GREENSo you’re all set. Except for
one more thing. You can call it a “catch” if you want. The weather has to be just right, too. So,
may the sun shine warm upon your face until it sets or rises on a clear, perfectly cloudless
horizon with no air pollution.Good luck.* * * * *DO FISH SLEEP?Despite the fact that they have
no eyelids and that many of them seem to be constantly on the move, most fish curl up for a nap
now and then. Mullet fish head for the ocean floor at night. But other fish sleep during the day,
giving themselves the night to roam around the ocean, safe in the knowledge that any potential
predators are asleep. Even fish such as marlins, which must remain active to pass water over
their gills, become less active in the dark of night, appearing to simply drift with the prevailing
currents.BORED TO THE GILLS?Yes, even fish yawn! Just before a quick move, some fish take
extra oxygen into their gills with a yawning action. Fish have also been known to yawn when
they’re excited, such as when they see an enemy or a source of food.Gingivitis is the most
common noncontagious disease.CURIE-OSITY WINS TWO NOBEL PRIZESWhen Alfred
Nobel’s will was opened after his death in 1896, it was quite a surprise that his fortune was to be
used for the annual prizes that are named for him. Nobel may have been surprised to learn that,
in only the first decade of its history, two of his Nobel Prizes would be awarded to the same
woman.Marya Sklodowska was born in Warsaw in 1867. Both of her parents were teachers who
believed deeply in the importance of education. And even though Marya had a brilliant aptitude
for physics and chemistry, advanced study in the sciences was simply not possible for women in
Poland.PARIS OR BUST!Marya and her elder sister, Bronya, both dreamed of studying at the
Sorbonne in Paris, but the family couldn’t afford it. So Marya and Bronya concocted a plan.
Marya would work as a governess and help support her sister so that Bronya could study
medicine at the Sorbonne. When Bronya had her medical degree, she would contribute to the



cost of Marya’s studies. Marya (Frenchified as Marie) made it to the Sorbonne in 1891, where
she finished first in her physics class and second in math the next year. She married physicist
Pierre Curie in 1895, and with his help, began to look for a subject for her doctoral thesis in
physics.X-RAY VISIONMeanwhile, a number of breakthroughs were paving the way for her. In
1895, Wilhelm Conrad von Roentgen discovered the short-wave, high-frequency counterpart to
radio waves, which had just been discovered by Heinrich Hertz (not the car guy; “Hertz” as in
“megahertz”). Von Roentgen called this new kind of radiation X-rays; the X stood for unknown.
The fact that the radiation could pass through opaque material that was impenetrable to ordinary
light created a great sensation and, in turn, led to a chain of still more exciting findings and
inventions such as the X-ray machine.Bulletproof glass contains layers of polycarbonate to
absorb the force of a bullet.The next year, Henri Becquerel was exposing salts of uranium to
sunlight to study whether the new radiation could have a connection with luminescence, when
he discovered by chance—thanks to a few cloudy days—that another new type of radiation was
spontaneously emanating from them.Marie decided that her doctoral thesis would be a
systematic investigation of the mysterious “uranium rays.”THE GREAT UNKNOWNAt the dawn
of the 20th century, scientists still thought the atom was the most elementary particle in the
universe, although the discovery of the electron around this time hinted that this old idea might
be wrong. Still, no one grasped the complex inner structure of atoms or the immense energy
stored in them.ATOM BOMBSHELLThe surprising result of Marie’s studies of the chemical
compounds of uranium was that the strength of the radiation given off didn’t depend on the
compound—it depended only on the amount of uranium. Chemical compounds of the same
element generally have very different chemical and physical properties. One uranium compound
was a dark powder, another a transparent yellow crystal, but the radiation they gave off
depended only on the amount of uranium they contained.Marie drew the conclusion that the
ability to radiate didn’t depend on the arrangement of the atoms in the molecule—instead, it
must be linked to the interior of the atom itself. This was her most important discovery. She went
on from there to test every element in the periodic table, after which she concluded that only
uranium and thorium gave off this radiation.YOU LOOK RADIANT!With Pierre helping her, she
studied the natural ores that contain uranium and thorium. The Curies confined their study to
pitchblende (the chief ore-mineral source of uranium) because it emitted the strongest rays.
Eventually, they uncovered a new radioactive element, named polonium in honor of Marie’s
native Poland. But the real find was a radioactive element, which they named “radium” for its
radiant blue glow, that was 2 million times more radioactive than uranium! Marie received her
well-earned Ph.D. in 1902.The easiest dog to train is a Border collie, followed by the poodle and
German shepherd.CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUEIn 1903, the French Academy of Sciences
nominated Henri Becquerel and Pierre—but not Marie—as candidates for the Nobel Prize in
Physics. Eventually, one far-sighted member of the nominating committee pulled some strings,
and Marie was nominated, too. The three physicists won the Nobel Prize in 1903 for their
discovery of natural radioactivity.HER NEXT NOBELAfter Pierre’s death in 1906 (he was run



over by a horse-drawn wagon when he stepped in its path), Marie took over his job at the
Sorbonne, which made her the university’s first female faculty member. But she couldn’t give up
her work. She continued trying to isolate pure polonium and pure radium to remove any doubts
about the existence of the new elements. In 1910 she succeeded in isolating pure radium metal.
Her efforts were rewarded with a second Nobel Prize—this time for Chemistry—in 1911.WHAT
DID THEY KNOW?Many of the researchers who experimented with these “mysterious rays” in
the early part of the 20th century handled radioactive materials with their bare hands—Marie
and Pierre were no exception. By the end of the 1920s, her fingers severely burned by radium,
Curie began to suffer almost constantly from fatigue, dizziness, and a low-grade fever. She also
experienced a continuous humming in her ears and a gradual loss of eyesight.On July 4, 1934,
Madame Curie succumbed to leukemia, a disease caused by decades of exposure to the
radium that she devoted her life to. She lived just long enough to see her investigation into
uranium give birth to an entirely new scientific discipline: atomic physics.NO GIRLS
ALLOWEDOnly four people have ever won two Nobel Prizes: Linus Pauling (Chemistry and
Peace), Frederick Sanger (Chemistry), John Bardeen (Physics), and Marie. But despite this
accomplishment (and the fact that she had greatly increased the prestige of France in the
scientific world), Madame Curie was never admitted to the French Academy of Sciences. (Her
hubby, Pierre, was elected to the Academy in 1905, two years after he and Marie had won the
Nobel Prize.)Golden retrievers are the least likely of all dogs to bite humans.CURIOUS
CAVESFrom a cave that moans to a cave that, uh, breaks wind.SHUT THE CAVE UP!In 1851,
the prospectors who discovered Moaning Cave in California’s gold country found a ten-foot-high
pile of bones—remains of unwary folks who had accidentally fallen into the cave from a hole
above. The prospectors left in disappointment, unaware that they’d discovered a treasure. A skull
in the pile was later found to be over 13,000 years old. The cave is famous for wailing sounds,
which are caused by rainwater dripping into bottle-shaped formations deep underground. The
process creates a low thrumming noise similar to blowing across the top of a half-filled bottle.
After the tour, the cavern does echo with moans—from tourists who have to climb over 200
stairs back up.THIS CAVE IS A GASChina’s Yunnan province is home to the Stone Forest, over
64,000 acres of caves and towering limestone pillars that was once an ancient seabed. Over
millions of years, rain and wind eroded its limestone formations into their present shapes. A
highlight is the Strange Wind Cave. In August and November, a strong wind shoots out of the
cave with a thunderous roar. Water from a natural spring inside the cave flows a few yards, then
falls abruptly into an underground river. When the spring creates a water level that rises high
enough and drops down far enough, it produces the roar of falling water and sends a blast of
wind out of the cave.THE MYSTERY OF KITUM CAVEKitum Cave, Kenya, runs 200 feet (61 m)
into the side of Mt. Elgon, a dormant volcano. It’s a tourist attraction famous for its thousands of
bats and for the elephants who bathe in its pools and gouge salty rock from its walls. Kitum went
from famous to infamous when scientists realized it held clues to the incurable Ebola virus,
which can spread like wildfire and kills up to 90 percent of its victims. Scientists were on high



alert when they learned that two unrelated victims of Ebola had visited Kitum Cave. Was the
cave a source of Ebola, or was it just a coincidental factor? It turned out that healthy bats can
carry Ebola without suffering symptoms, and bat guano sometimes contains the live Ebola virus.
Solving the mystery may reduce Ebola’s deadly threat, making Kitum one of the world’s most
important caves.Half of the average man’s body weight is muscle.WHEN GOOD FOOD GOES
BADIn the back of the cave, Og groans in misery. Ogga is smug—she told him to leave that two-
day-old meat alone. But it looked fine to Og, and as usual, he thought with his stomach instead
of his head. Og swears to the gods of food that if only they will let him get through this, he will
never touch meat again.Food, by virtue of once being alive, has a tendency to do what all dead
things do: decompose. Food decomposes when its molecules break down into simpler
molecules and elements. To do this, it needs the assistance of several helpful organisms and
chemicals within its own body.INVASION OF THE MICROSCOPIC KILLER SPONGES!Bacteria
are little more than live microscopic sponges. The cellular wall of a bacterium (that’s what they
call one bacteria) is porous—just like a sponge. To eat, it simply soaks up whatever it happens to
be lying in. (What a life!)NATURAL FOODIn its natural state, food is warm, wet, and out in the
open. Take away any one of those conditions and you take away a bacterium’s ability to thrive.
Therefore, in order to preserve our food we wrap it (to take away its air) and/or chill it (to slow
down its rate of reproduction). Alternately, we can dry it (a bacterium can’t eat what it can’t soak
up).BACTERIA ARE OUR BUDDIESAll bacteria aren’t deadly, of course—in fact, most are
harmless.We have bacteria all through us, both inside and out. We couldn’t live without them.
The deadly bacteria are the ones that produce toxins as they eat and reproduce. Some familiar
examples are salmonella, E. coli, anthrax, and the bacteria that cause botulism.DANGER!
DANGER! ENGAGE DEFENSE MECHANISM!If bacteria are threatened (say, by excessive
heat), they have a special defense mechanism. They produce spores, which are sort of like
seeds that protect the bacteria until they’re in a condition where they can thrive again. And like
seeds, they’re tough. They resist heat. And they can wait around for ages.Human fingernails
grow an average of an inch a year.That’s why it isn’t a good idea to reheat meat too many times.
Every time the meat is reheated, more spores have a chance to form. Then, if the meat is put
back in the fridge, the spores have a chance to germinate (make baby bacteria) before it gets
too cold. If you keep reheating and cooling, you’re just creating more and more heat-resistant
spores that will develop into bacteria whenever conditions are ripe.FUNGI: NATURE’S
RECYCLING PROGRAMWhen a fungus invades your food, it’s just doing its job, which is to
recycle dead matter into nutrients. Unfortunately, if you ever smelled fertilizer, you know how
awful those nutrients smell. And just because they’re good for plants, it doesn’t necessarily
mean they’re good for people.When you digest your food, you keep your digestive enzymes in
your stomach. But a fungus releases its enzymes into its surroundings (like that loaf of bread
you’ve had hanging around for a week), and allows them to go to work breaking down the food
into a form it can absorb.“HOW’S THE MUSHROOM SANDWICH TODAY?”Molds and mildews
are both forms of fungus. The fuzzy stuff on that old bread are actually tiny mushrooms. A fungus



reproduces by forming mushrooms that release microscopic spores into the air. And like
bacterial spores, the fungus’s job is to find a good place to live (and eat!). Where is such a
place? Well, a fungus does not need light to survive, so any warm, dark, wet place suits it just
fine (which is why it’s nice to have a window in your bathroom).ATTACK OF THE
ENZYMESEnzymes are another culprit in food spoilage. They aren’t alive; they’re chemicals
produced by everything that lives. Enzymes are present in all foods, and they don’t just sit there,
they have a very important job: to assist in the break-down process by speeding up chemical
reactions.RIPE FOR THE PLUCKINGOne example is the ripening of fruit. Once the fruit is ripe,
the process doesn’t stop. After all, one of the goals of a fruit (if you can attribute goals to fruit) is
to scatter its seeds. And one way to do this is to create a food succulent enough to entice a
creature to eat it and discard the seeds. Those fruits that aren’t eaten become overripe and
eventually fall apart in a gooey mess. Which is another way to disperse seeds.Hummingbirds fly
at speeds up to 60 mph when diving.“WHAT’S THAT SMELL?”Meats containing lots of fat have
a nasty tendency to go rancid. Rancidity (yes, that’s a scientific term) is a chemical reaction that
breaks down fatty acid molecules into smaller molecular-weight fatty acids. As it does so, some
of the molecules evaporate, releasing unpleasant odors. This actually happens with all meat, but
the process is faster with fatty meats.“WHAT’S THAT BLACK STUFF?”Some spoiled foods are
easy to identify. Mold growing on bread looks fuzzy; if you miss it and take a bite anyway, the
musty flavor should tip you off. Old milk smells sour and tastes worse—if it gets old enough, it
actually curdles. If meat gets old enough, it’ll turn brown without the benefit of cooking.“BUT IT
LOOKS FINE TO ME!”But sometimes you can’t tell when food is spoiled, like when bacteria
leave an invisible slime on meat. You can check for slime by running a knife blade across the
meat. If the blade has cloudy, slippery stuff on it, your meat has been slimed.It’s even harder to
tell if an egg is bad. One way you can test it is to put it in a bowl of water. If it sinks, it’s fine. If it
floats, better get rid of it (preferably without breaking its shell).OLD MUSTARD NEVER DIESNot
all foods go bad so readily. The yellow mustard that’s been in your fridge door for three years, for
instance, is a preservative in itself—that’s why it won’t go bad (though it will lose its flavor).Then
there are antimicrobials (they keep bacteria and fungi from invading your food) and antioxidants
(they prevent rancidity, browning, and black spots). Other preservatives absorb water, preserve
texture, and prevent trace metals from turning your food strange colors. Some old-fashioned
preservatives are salt (to preserve meat and fish), sugar (to preserve fruit), and alcoholic
beverages (which is why Aunt Bess’s fruitcake can keep for years).IT CAME FROM THE BACK
OF THE FRIDGEBut, as you probably know, not all food can be preserved. And if you’ve ever
neglected to clean out your refrigerator for a while, you’ve undoubtedly discovered that the stuff
that lurks in the back has been doing a slow morph into something alien, evil-smelling, and
possibly so dangerous it should come with its own Surgeon General’s Warning.In an ancient
Mexican temple, a meteorite was found wrapped in mummy clothes.YOU’VE GOT
RHYTHMEveryone has rhythm! Circadian rhythm, that is.If you’ve ever tried to stay awake on the
night shift or had jet lag, you’ve felt the effects of the internal clock that tells you when to sleep



and when to be alert: your circadian rhythm.UPS AND DOWNS“Circadian” means “daily,” and
your circadian rhythm is the sleep-wake cycle of every day. And night. But it’s more than that.
Every 24 hours you swing through two high points and two low. Not everyone’s timing is exactly
the same, but the average person’s rhythm goes like this:10 A.M.This is the highest point in the
day, when most people feel alert. Even if you’re really tired, this is probably the best you’ll feel all
day. It’s all downhill from here.2 P.M.You’ve had lunch and now you’d like to go to sleep (but
you’re probably at work). You’ve just hit your first low spot of the day. It’s only a mild one and if
you’ve had a good night’s sleep, you’ll probably stay awake.7 P.M.You just got home and you’re
feeling much better. This is your second high for the day. You’re not as awake as you were at 10
A.M., but you’re much more alert than you were at 2. After 7 though, you’re slowly—but very
slowly—heading for the major low.4 A.M.Usually you’re in bed long before this one hits. If you
were awake, you’d be finding it very hard to stay that way. After 4 A.M. your cycle starts climbing
again toward its morning high at 10. If you stay up all night working, you’ll feel awful at 4, start to
feel better by 6, and by 10, you’ll be wide awake.Calama, a town in the Atacama Desert of Chile,
went 400 years without rain.HOW DOES IT WORK?Science has been studying our rhythms for
decades, but we still don’t have all the answers. In part, the rhythm depends on two opposing
forces: the need for sleep and the need for wakefulness.The need for sleep starts building the
moment you wake up, triggering a sleep urge in one part of the brain, while another part is
working to keep you alert during daylight hours.Light is a signal for our brains to stay alert. (Ever
noticed how much harder it is to wake up in winter? It’s not just because your bed is all warm and
snuggly.)THE WEIRD PARTThe weirdest thing is that it’s not a 24-hour cycle—it’s closer to 25.
Like a faulty alarm clock, your brain has to reset its time every day. Otherwise your rhythm would
drift forward and you’d oversleep and eventually sleep all day. Sleep researchers don’t know why
the cycle is 25 hours, but other animals’ cycles (which usually have more highs and lows than
ours) also need daily resetting.THE NIGHT SHIFTBefore electricity there wasn’t enough light to
keep us awake at night. Now that we have as much light as we want at night, we have countless
ways of messing up our rhythms.Some people live nocturnal lives—and they’re not all vampires.
They work at night and try to sleep during the day. But studies show that even long-term night
workers’ cycles never completely adjust to their lifestyles.Workers on rolling shifts are even
worse off—their rhythms are all over the place. Either way, the graveyard shift is always tough
and it’s hard to get enough rest in the daytime to combat the 4 A.M. low. Which is why a
remarkable number of industrial and traffic accidents happen at about 4 A.M.PLANES, TRAINS
—WELL, MOSTLY JUST PLANESAir travel is one of the best ways to mess up your circadian
rhythm. It’s not as simple as your internal clock thinking it’s still at home, because your brain will
actually have been trying to reset its own time by the lights of the airplane cabin and when you
touch down. If you travel across enough zones, your rhythms will be hopelessly
confused.Experts have observed that people who stutter rarely do so when alone or talking to a
pet.The cure? Some people try to reset their internal clocks with bright light or drugs like
melatonin, but mostly it just takes time. Often you’ll need to catch up on lost sleep as well as



reset your rhythms. Try to adjust to your new zone as quickly as you can (this means dragging
yourself around all day for the first day or two), and remember, if you travel toward the west
(following the apparent movement of the sun), it’s easier to adjust.So let’s all go to California, if
we’re not there already.* * * * *A BREATH OF FRESH AIRA yawn is an involuntary inhalation that
increases our supply of oxygen and refreshes us. That’s why we usually yawn in the evening
when we’re tired and in the morning after we wake up. And we humans aren’t the only ones who
do it.You’ve probably seen cats and dogs yawn. But they don’t necessarily do it because they’re
tired. Different animals do it for different reasons—none of which have to do with lack of interest
in their fellow critters.THE YAWN KINGThe undisputed champ among yawners has got to be the
hippopotamus. This bulky creature can stretch open its huge cavern of a mouth an incredible
150 degrees! With a yawn, an old bull hippo can show everyone else in the hippo pool who’s
boss. It also serves as a toothy warning to any intruders who would dare trespass into his damp
domain.I SMELL GAZELLEThe predatory cats of the African plains often stretch and yawn
before setting out on a hunt. As with humans, a cat’s yawn serves the physiological function of
taking extra air into the lungs, which increases the oxygen in the blood. The heart then rushes it
to other parts of the body, providing instant energy for those short, high-speed chases.It takes
from 25 to 30 seconds for blood to circulate through the body.A FISH STORYA story that sounds
fishy, about a fish that looks and acts more like a cartoon character than the real thing.He’s not
much to look at, but the mudskipper is about as versatile as a fish can get. A native of the Asian
and African coasts, he’s a powerful six-inch-long bundle of muscle and fin that walks on land,
climbs trees, and even dances.A FISH OUT OF WATERThe mudskipper makes his home in a
burrow on a soggy mud flat, but he spends more than half of his life out of water, scampering
across the flats and scurrying up mangrove trees. He survives on land by storing water in his
mouth and gill chambers. And if that isn’t good enough, he can also breathe through his skin.GO
CLIMB A TREEHe takes to tree climbing like a fish to water, using his extremely muscular
pectoral fins like arms to propel himself forward and upward on land. A pair of pelvic fins joined
together under his body act as suction caps to secure him to the tree trunk.THE ALL-SEEING
EYESSounds cute, doesn’t he? Well, think again. Two big bulging eyes sit atop his bulbous head
like a couple of misplaced pool balls. When he swims his eyes stick out of the water and his focal
point moves up and down so he can see above and below the water simultaneously. When he’s
out of the water, his eyes stay moist, because every few seconds they roll back into their
sockets. (Very attractive, no?) At least he doesn’t have to wear glasses. Whereas most fish are
virtually blind out of the water, the mudskipper can see up to 30 feet (9 m) away on land.TANGO,
ANYONE?With a face only a lady mudskipper could love, he needs all the help he can get in the
romance department—and he’s got lots.He’s a pure exhibitionist. Poised on his powerful tail fin,
he’ll jump, twist, flit, rotate, spin, writhe, and contort himself into all manner of suggestive poses
to get a female’s attention.So the next time you’re wandering around the mud flats and you see a
dancing fish, grab your video camera. We can’t wait to see what happens next.It takes almost
seven years for a lobster to reach a weight of one pound.THAT WHOLE UNPLEASANT PLUTO



THINGIs Pluto a planet or not? It depends on whom you ask.In school, kids are taught that our
solar system has nine planets, which are, in order of their orbital distance from the Sun: Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. But at the Rose Center for
Earth and Space, the high-tech museum/planetarium at New York’s American Museum of
Natural History, you’ll be told that the solar system has only eight planets: Pluto’s gone from the
lineup.WHAT???A victim of the Death Star? Hardly. Pluto, already cold and lonely out there in
the dark reaches of the solar system, has been unceremoniously demoted from the lineup by the
Rose Center. Why did they do that? Because, “Pluto should assume its rightful status as the
King of the Kuiper Belt of comets,” said Neil deGrasse Tyson, the Rose Center’s director. One
problem with the demotion: The International Astronomical Union, who one would suspect
knows about this stuff, steadfastly maintains that Pluto is still a planet. The Rose Center is baldly
bucking the scientific community.THOSE NERVY NEW YORKERSSo what’s going on? Is Pluto
a planet or not? How do you demote a planet in the first place? Is this just a case of New Yorkers
being pushy? And what the hell is a Kuiper Belt and why does it have comets? Patience. All will
be explained as we delve into the mysteries of Pluto, the planet that isn’t a planet, except that
maybe it is.Thunderclouds have an average life span of about one hour.THAT FREAKY LITTLE
PLANETNo matter what you call it, Pluto has always been the oddball of the solar system family.
All the other planets fall comfortably into two groups: small, rocky, “terrestrial” planets—Mercury,
Venus, Earth, and Mars—or large, gaseous affairs like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. But
Pluto fits neither description. It’s pretty dinky relative to the other planets (less than 1,500 miles
[2,413 km] in diameter, which makes it smaller than several moons in the solar system, including
our own, which scores 2,200 miles [3,540 km]), but it’s not especially rocky or gassy. It’s more
like a snowball, comprised of ice, some rock, and nitrogen—its composition, in fact, is rather like
that of a comet.MORE FREAKY STUFFThere are other weird things about Pluto as well. First,
while the rest of the planets orbit the Sun within a few degrees of the ecliptic (an imaginary plane
on which Earth’s orbit rests), Pluto’s orbit is wildly off-kilter, dipping above and below the rest of
the solar system by more than 17 degrees. Pluto’s orbit is dramatically elliptical as well; the point
in Pluto’s orbit closest to the Sun is nearly 1.8 billion miles (2.9 billion km) closer than its most
distant point. Pluto’s orbit is so out of whack, in fact, that for a brief period of time in every orbit,
it’s closer to the Sun than Neptune, traditionally the second farthest planet out. (No point hoping
for a collision, however; thanks to Pluto’s orbital tilt, it’s always far above Neptune when this
happens.) Pluto’s far-back position in the solar system is also a puzzle, since all the other small
planets nestle close to the Sun, while the gas planets patrol the outer lanes of the solar
system.HOORAY FOR THE U.S.A.:OR, HOW PLUTO MET MICKEYEven Pluto’s discovery in
1930 was something of an accident.Astronomers were looking for a planet they thought was
disturbing the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, which they figured would have to be roughly six
times the mass of Earth. Clyde Tombaugh, working at the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff,
Arizona, found Pluto instead. As it happens, the Earth is 500 times more massive than Pluto
(and the “perturbations” of the other planetary orbits were probably just errors in measurement),



but hey, who cares?The important thing was that the good ol’ U.S. had discovered a planet!
People went Pluto-crazy; even Walt Disney got into the act, naming Mickey Mouse’s dog after
the new discovery. For the next 60 years or so, Pluto was a planet, no question.Lightning strikes
earth somewhere over 8 million times a day or about 100 times a second.THE OBJECTS OF
OUR REFLECTIONIt took another discovery in 1992 to plant the seeds of doubt about Pluto’s
planetary status. That year, astronomers Dave Jewitt and Jane Luu discovered another object,
similar to Pluto’s composition but much smaller, orbiting the Sun between Neptune and Pluto.
The object, named QB1, was just the first of these sorts of objects to be found—since then,
dozens have been discovered, some of them hundreds of miles in diameter, up to a third of the
size of Pluto itself. They’ve been dubbed “Kuiper Belt Objects,” after Gerald Kuiper, who decades
earlier predicted the existence of such objects, a “belt” where they were located, and the idea
that this belt is where many comets came from.IF IT LOOKS LIKE A PLUTO...You see the
problem. If all these new Kuiper Belt Objects look like Pluto, only smaller, wouldn’t it also be fair
to say that Pluto looks just like these Kuiper Belt Objects, only bigger? Couldn’t Pluto simply be,
as the Rose Center’s director says, “The King of Kuiper Belt Objects”? The answer many
astronomers give is: Of course it’s a Kuiper Belt Object, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be a planet
as well. Because here’s the dirty secret about planets: There’s not a good hard-and-fast
definition of what a planet is.Lightning travels 90,000 miles a second—almost half the speed of
light.YOU CALL THAT A PLANET?Given that there’s no absolute definition, here’s how Pluto
stacks up against its neighbors, including us:• One definition of a “planet” is an object that orbits
the Sun and whose gravity is large enough that the object has compacted into spherical form (a
sphere being the most compact shape possible, from gravity’s point of view—not counting a
black hole, that is). Well, Pluto does orbit the Sun, and it is a sphere, so it passes by that
definition. However, by that definition, so does Ceres, the largest of the asteroids, which is not
given the courtesy of being known as a planet by contemporary astronomers. Some of the larger
of the newly discovered Kuiper Belt Objects might also pass this planetary muster on closer
inspection, but it seems unlikely they’ll be elevated to planetary status, either.• Another definition
of “planet” might include the idea that a planet has to be massive enough to “sweep its lane”—
that is, knock any big objects out of its orbital path. Here Pluto fails, as evidenced by the
preponderance of Kuiper Belt Objects loitering between it and Neptune. On the other hand,
there’s a good chance that if Mercury were placed in Pluto’s orbit, it wouldn’t sweep the lane
either. (There are no big objects in Mercury’s orbit, but it’s also parked next to the Sun, which
helps clear things out.)• Maybe a planet needs an atmosphere? Pluto’s got one, at least part of
the time—a thin nitrogen atmosphere that freezes out as Pluto moves toward the outer reaches
of its orbit. But Mercury doesn’t. How about moons? Pluto has Charon, which is half its diameter,
making it the biggest moon in the system relative to the size of its planet. Once again Mercury
fails, with no moon. Venus also has no moon, but it’s indisputably a planet. It’s Earth-sized, and
has an atmosphere, as well.• The planet controversy works in the other direction, as well. Jupiter
is the largest planet in our solar system by far, but some stars have orbiting balls of hydrogen



and helium gas that are several times larger than Jupiter and even generate heat, but are too
small to be called stars in their own right. These objects are called “brown dwarfs” rather than
planets.THE LAST WORD, AT LEAST FOR NOWUltimately, the definition of a planet is whatever
scientists say it is, and for now, that means that Pluto retains its planetary status.In February
1999, the International Astronomical Union put out a press release that stated, “No proposal to
change the status of Pluto as the ninth planet in the solar system has been made by any
Division, Commission, or Working Group of the IAU responsible for solar system science.”Take
that, Rose Center!* * * * *“A scientist can discover a new star, but he cannot make one. He would
have to ask an engineer to do that.”—Gordon L. GleggBabies cry without tears for up to six
weeks after birth.LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOTThose little things that we take for granted were
once some inventor’s bouncing baby brainchild.Ballpoint Pen: Invented by a Hungarian who
manufactured them in a factory in England, which was eventually taken over by a French
company called Bic. (So should we have been pronouncing it “beek” all this time? As in “fleek
your beek”?)Band-Aid: Invented by the husband of an accident-prone woman who was
constantly cutting and burning herself in the kitchen.Baseball Caps: Most players wore straw
hats until the late 1860s, when they started wearing visored caps that were based on the Union
and Confederate soldiers’ uniforms.Can Opener: Canned food was invented for the British Navy
in 1815. The can opener wasn’t invented until 50 years later. (While waiting, they used a chisel
and a hammer.)Cellophane: Move over, waxed paper. The inventor was trying to make a
stainproof tablecloth and came up with the first clear food wrap instead.Electric Blankets: Not
based as you might think on the electric heating pad, but on the electrically heated flying suits
that U.S. Air Force pilots wore during World War II.Flyswatter: The first was a square piece of
wire screen attached to a yardstick. The inventor wanted to call it a fly “bat,” but “swatter” fans
prevailed.Jockey Shorts: A Midwestern underwear manufacturer copied the design of men’s
bathing suits that were popular in France at the time (the 1930s).Levis: Their creator, Levi
Strauss, decided to dye them indigo blue so most stains would disappear into the fabric.Most
snowflakes are 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch in width and height.Matches: The first match was a stick that
the inventor (who was trying to invent a new kind of explosive) had used to stir his ingredients.
When he tried to remove the dried glob on the end of the stick, it ignited.Miniature Golf: Invented
by an unusual man who loved his family as much as he loved playing golf. This way he could get
his golfing fix and be with the wife and kiddies, too.Motorcycle: The first motorcycle had three
wheels, like a tricycle with a motor.Neon Lights: H. G. Wells wrote about them in When the
Sleeper Awakes; they weren’t invented until 11 years after the book was published.Paper Bag:
The machine that makes paper bags as we know them today—with a flat bottom—was invented
by a woman who worked as a bundler at a paper bag company where the flat-bottomed bags
were made by hand.Paper Cup: Because the inventor had in mind a disposable water cup that
wouldn’t carry germs, he called his invention “health cups.” Luckily, his office happened to be in
the same building as the Dixie Doll Company—voila!—Dixie Cups.Paper Towels: When a
defective roll of toilet paper—too heavy and very wrinkled—arrived at the Scott company’s mill,



somebody had the bright idea to sell it as paper towels.Peanut Butter: Ground peanuts and
peanut oil, it was the brainchild of a doctor whose patient was dying of “protein malnutrition” and,
because of a stomach disorder, couldn’t eat meat.Peanut butter never made it as a medicinal
remedy, but boy, did it catch on as an easy way to get kids to eat protein.Rear-View Mirror: The
first was introduced at the Indy 500 in 1911. Up till then there were two people in each car: the
driver and the mechanic, who also acted as lookout. That year, the inventor drove his rear-view-
mirrored car across the finish line to finish first.Roller Skates: The inventor wanted to make a
grand entrance at a party, playing his violin while wearing his new “wheeled feet,” but he crashed
into a full-length mirror and broke his violin, the mirror, and his new skates.One ragweed plant
can release as many as one billion grains of pollen.Running Shoes: A miler at the University of
Oregon heated some rubber in a waffle iron to get the kind of traction he wanted on the soles of
his running shoes. He started a shoe business and named the shoes Nike, after the Greek
goddess of victory.Scotch Tape: 3M invented it especially for Detroit automakers to use for
painting their two-tone models. The automakers thought 3M had skimped on the tape, so they
called it “scotch” tape (“scotch” being synonymous with “cheap” at the time). The name stuck,
even if the tape didn’t.Shopping Carts: The idea didn’t catch on right away—shoppers were used
to carrying their own baskets around a store—so the inventor (who was also the market owner)
hired some phonies to push the carts around and pretend they were shopping. That did the
trick.Stethoscope: A doctor who was too shy to put his ear to the chest of a pretty patient with a
heart condition invented the stethoscope. To his surprise, he could hear her heart much more
clearly.Typewriter: The first typewriter had no shift key and only printed in capital letters. The
apparent nonsensical scrambling of the letters on the keyboard was deliberate: to prevent the
rods that printed the letters from jamming.Vending Machine: Would you believe that vending
machines have been around since the 17th century? The first one, in England, dispensed one
pipeful of tobacco for a penny.Wire Coat Hanger: When a worker at the Timberlake Wire and
Novelty Company arrived at work and found all the coat hooks taken, he twisted some wire into
what looked pretty much like the ones we use now, and proceeded to hang up his
coat.Wristwatches: They were originally designed for women; men who wore them were
considered sissies. It took more than a hundred years—the end of World War I—for them to be
acceptable as men’s wear.Yo-yo: The word “yo-yo” means “come-come” in Tagalog. It was used
as a hunting weapon in the Philippines.Permafrost is ground that remains at 32°F (0°C) for at
least two years.HOW COLD IS IT?When you think about an island, you probably imagine it filled
with lush tropical vegetation and exotic animals. Wrong!The island we’re talking about is cold
enough to solidify the spit in your mouth and freeze the drippings as they emerge from your
nose. A place where 32°F (0°C) is considered balmy and –140°F (–96°C) is the average for six
to nine months of the year. That’s when most vertebrates (or at least the smart ones) leave for
warmer climates.BOTTOM OF THE WORLD, MA!Antarctica is the biggest island on Earth, the
fifth-largest continent, and the only place in the world that doesn’t have an indigenous human
population. But it wasn’t always the frozen wasteland it is now. Fossils of ancient ferns, primitive



reptiles, and amphibians prove that the island was once covered with greenery. In fact, it was
almost tropical. Hard to believe that a continent covered with 6,000 feet (1,830 m) of ice could
ever be warm or host plants other than mosses and lichens. But that’s what the scientists
say.WHO’D BE CRAZY ENOUGH TO LIVE THERE?Scientists are the only vertebrates—other
than emperor penguins—who live on the continent year-round. During the winter, all the seals
and the other 42 species of birds (of which only seven are penguins) head north to warmer
climes. When they come home for the summer, they’re happily joined by 40 species of chewing
lice, four species of sucking lice, nine species of feather mites, and two species of ticks who
feed on them.HOME SWEET POOPThe rest of Antarctica’s permanent animal residents survive
because they have glycerol, a kind of antifreeze, in their blood. And who are they? Critters who
live in the soil or in bird poop, and who are so tiny you can best see them through a microscope.
The big papa of them all is a midge, the Belgica antarctica, which grows to a whopping half inch
in size.GOIN’ SOUTH?Now that you’ve met everyone, if you’re ever in the neighborhood, drop
by. But don’t forget the hot cocoa!Color-blindness affects 1 in 20 people, mostly
males.SCALPEL, SPONGE, MAGGOTSIn which some very creepy critters stage a medical
comeback.In the bad old days of medieval medicine, a patient would fall deathly ill and the
doctor would arrive—only to place blood-sucking leeches on the poor invalid’s skin. Out on the
battlefield it was worse. Sanitation was so bad that soldiers’ open wounds crawled with flies and
maggots. Sure makes you glad you live in the modern age, where creepy crawlies are a thing of
the past. Oops, maybe not. Leeches and maggots are making a medical comeback, and the
next hospital patient to have bedbugs could be you.A CURE THAT SUCKSLeeches are
segmented worms found mainly in water and swampy areas (remember The African Queen?).
They have suckers on each end of their bodies, and each of those suckers has hundreds of tiny
teeth. Leeches attach themselves to animals and humans, chomp down, then suck out up to ten
times their own body weight in blood.At least as far back as ancient Egypt, doctors used these
rather repulsive parasites to heal their patients. Physicians noticed that taking blood from a sick
person, a procedure called a “phlebotomy,” often made a fever go down (though they couldn’t tell
you why). By Napoleonic times, leeches were used—without much justification—to cure
everything from aches and pains to mental illness. As medicine became more hygienic, leeches
were dumped into history’s trash can as an antiquated medical mistake.LEECHES MAKE A
COMEBACKIt has now been discovered that microsurgeons can reattach severed body parts
with the help of leeches. When an appendage—like, say, a finger—is reattached, sutures can
reconnect severed arteries, but damaged veins are harder to repair because they have thinner
walls. As blood clots and stagnates, the finger turns blue and tissue dies.Rainbows are
doughnut-shaped when viewed from above.A leech placed on damaged veins releases a
pharmaceutical cocktail containing painkillers that anesthetize the wound, natural disinfectants
to prevent infection, an anticoagulant (hirudin) that keeps the blood from clotting, and a
vasodilator that makes blood vessels open. All these chemicals exist, of course, to help blood
flow so that the leech can have a good meal. But the chemicals also help the patient by opening



blood flow in damaged veins.FLYING IN THE FACE OF HYGIENEThe fly’s four stages of life are
egg, larva (also called “maggot” or “grub”), pupa, and finally, fly. And what could be more
repulsive than a black, smelly wound swarming with flies and maggots? A black, smelly wound
without them. Observant physicians like Napoleon’s battlefield surgeon, Baron D. J. Larrey, noted
that wounds filled with maggots healed better than clean wounds kept free of flies. But modern
medicine wasn’t paying attention; it was moving in the direction of cleanliness and antibiotics like
penicillin. So those repulsive maggots were left behind—until now.TAKE TWO MAGGOTS AND
CALL ME IN THE A.M.Dr. Ronald Sherman, at the University of California, Irvine Medical
Center, has seen maggots cure cases that seemed hopeless. When surgeons were about to
amputate a diabetic patient’s gangrenous leg, Dr. Sherman decided to try maggot therapy first.
He sewed sterilized blowfly maggots into the wound and sealed it with glue and gauze. The
maggots weren’t quite a millimeter long when they entered the wound, but they came out two to
three days later (yikes!) five to ten times larger. They’d feasted on the leg’s dead and infected
tissue while excreting a natural, ammonia-like disinfectant that protected the healthy tissue. The
patient’s gangrene healed, and the leg was saved.DOCS GO BUGGYDoctors are using
maggots to treat problems like bedsores, leg ulcers, and surgical wounds that won’t heal. It turns
out that maggot therapy heals wounds with minimal scarring, at low cost, and with no anesthesia
required. And there seem to be no side effects—except for a certain (shudder) creepy
feeling.So, after centuries of taking the bugs out of medicine, modern physicians are putting
them back in.Citronella irritates a mosquito’s feet.KNOW YOUR PLACEA quick tour of the
Linnaean classification system. Oh, come on! It’ll be fun.Calling all Homo sapiens, and yes, that
means you. It’s just a name scientists use to describe the human animal. Do you know why
you’re called a Homo sapiens? It’s because in the mid-1700s, a Swedish botanist named Carl
von Linné (also known by his Latinized name, Carolus Linnaeus) came up with a useful scientific
classification system to tell his favorite flower species apart. That’s how it all began.YOU CAN’T
BEAT THE SYSTEMLinné’s system eventually shoved every living thing into classification levels
(or “taxa,” as scientists like to call them) of varying sizes: From kingdoms, which originally
separated the plants from the animals, all the way down to species, the smallest box of all,
containing a single type of flower, fox, whale, human, or whatever. Humans fit into the box
labeled “Homo sapiens”—that’s “wise person” in Latin, a rather optimistic assessment of the
human race, but you can’t blame scientists for being hopeful.IF IT’S BROKE, FIX ITSince the
1700s, of course, there’ve been a few changes to the original setup, as biologists learned more
about how life evolved and how the species that are alive today are related to each other. But the
basic skeleton is intact and allows scientists to more or less accurately place every species into
its own cozy spot in the biosphere.So where do humans fit into this grand classification system?
Let’s take a tour of the order of things and see where we end up. We’ll start at the top and work
our way down.Scientists believe that a new star is born every 18 days.THE GRAND
TOURDomain: Domains? What about kingdoms? Aren’t kingdoms the top level of the
classification system of life? Not anymore—because “life” isn’t just about plants and animals,



you know. Nowadays many scientists recognize another level of life called the domain. There are
three domains: Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya. You’ve heard of Bacteria—they’re the single-
celled creepies that cause a number of diseases in humans (although a few bacteria are good
for us, too); Archaea are also single-celled things, most of which live in places where no other
life can be found, like in hot springs or alkaline lakes. Humans belong to the domain Eukarya, as
do most things we typically think of as “life”: plants, animals, fungi, and so on.Kingdom: Did you
think there were only two kingdoms: animal and plants? Surprise! Meet the breakaway kingdoms
of Fungi (mushrooms, toadstools) and Protista (various algae). They’re not quite plants, not quite
animals, and frankly, they were just bringing down the property values in those kingdoms
anyway.Also note that the kingdom Animalia has a new name as well: Metazoa—a “metazoan”
being a multicellular animal with organs (which, barring an unfortunate industrial accident,
describes you). Don’t worry, you can still call it the animal kingdom in casual conversation. Plants
are still plants, so far as we know. Ever wonder how we tell the animals from the plants (and fungi
and protista)? One word: collagen. Really. We have it, they don’t. So it’s not just for plumping up
wrinkly lips after all!Phylum: Got a nerve cord? No, don’t take it out; we believe you.
Congratulations, you’re in Chordata, one of the 35 or so phyla in the animal (or Metazoa)
kingdom. Phyla are the most basic step of categorization after kingdom, sorting out life by gross
evolutionary characteristics. In addition to the chordates, other major animal phyla include
Echinodermata (starfish, sea urchins), Arthropoda (crabs, insects), Mollusca (clams, snails),
and Annelida (segmented worms). In addition to being chordates, humans are also vertebrates,
a rather exclusive subphylum open only to those creatures with spines and skulls. Spine but no
skull? Take a hike, pal. Go whine to the Cephalachordates. Maybe they’ll let you in.Seawater is,
on average, three to four percent salt. The Dead Sea has a salt content of 32%.Class: Within the
vertebrate subphylum reside seven classes of animals, which are largely the creatures we think
of when we imagine the word “animal.” Of these, three classes are fish: Agnatha (jawless fish,
like lampreys), Chondrichthyes (sharks and other fish with cartilage instead of bone), and
Osteichthyes (fish with bones). Then come the landlubbers: Amphibia (frogs, toads, newts),
Reptilia (snakes, lizards, dinosaurs), Aves (birds), and our class, Mammalia (mammals). Birds
and mammals are notable for having self-regulating metabolisms (which is a fancy way of saying
we’re warm-blooded); mammals also have hair and mammary glands (stop that snickering).Like
phyla, classes can be further subdivided. Humans, for example, are part of the mammalian
subclass Theria, which includes marsupials and placental mammals, and then also of the
infraclass Eutheria, in which those lousy marsupials are given the boot and only the placental
mammals remain. Go placentals!Order: Here’s where we start parting out the mammals into
broad categories, and you’ll find you’re familiar with some of these orders right off the bat (bats
being of the order Chiroptera, of course). Mice, rats, and squirrels: order Rodentia. Deer, sheep,
cows: order Artiodactyla. Lions, tigers, and bears (oh my!): order Carnivora. Rabbits, commonly
thought to be rodents, are actually in their own order, Lagomorpha. Horses also have their own
order, Perissodactyla.Humans belong to order Primata, the primates, which we share with



lemurs, lorises (small Asian prosimians with big eyes), monkeys, gorillas, and chimpanzees, all
of which share our opposable thumbs and forward-looking eyes, for an unbeatable combination
of visual depth perception and grabbiness.Any suborders? There sure are. Humans ditch the
lemurs and lorises to hang with the chimps, gorillas, and monkeys in the suborder Anthropoidea,
and we further lose some of the monkeys by joining the infraorder Catarrhini.Family: Sure, if by
family you mean family Hominidae.Hominidae are better known for things they lack than the
things they have. For example, they lack tails, broad incisors, and fangs. On the other hand, we
all also have relatively big brains, complex social structures, and nests (humans call their nests
“real estate”). Humans share this family with chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans. It’s worth
noting that until fairly recently, man was all alone in Hominidae, with chimps, gorillas, and
orangutans in their own family, Pongidae. But scientists eventually suggested we all belonged in
the same family. Think of it as the original family reunion; just don’t ask what the chimps put in
the potato salad.Since 1995, more than 40 planets outside our solar system have been
discovered.Genus: Humans are all alone in their genus of Homo, which is known for its big brain
and head relative to other primates, its upright stature, and its ability to walk on two legs all the
time. But don’t get emotional about it—today’s humans weren’t the only members of genus
Homo that ever existed. The first man was Homo habilis (whose name translates to
“handyman”), who was playing with tools on the African savanna 2.5 million years ago. After him
came Homo erectus (stop that!) 1.8 million years ago. Both of these variations of man died out
hundreds of thousands of years ago, however, leaving their descendants—us—to carry on the
whole human franchise.Species: Homo sapiens (that’s us) showed up about 300,000 years ago
and are identifiable by their use of complex tools (spears, hoes, computers), the invention of
agriculture and shampoo, and the ability to amuse themselves by staring dazedly into a noisy
box of electrons during the prime-time hours. Modern man is actually a subspecies of Homo
sapiens known as Homo sapiens sapiens (“wise wise person,” and how’s that for being both
smug and redundant), who arrived on the scene about 100,000 years ago and have since
transformed the world. Remember, however, that it took us 95 percent of that time to figure out
how to put a seed in the ground and then have the patience to watch it grow. So don’t get too
cocky.HOMO SAPIENS SEEKS SAMESo, to review, you are Homo sapiens. But your full
taxonomic classification is Eukarya Metazoa Chordata Mammalia Primata Hominidae Homo
sapiens sapiens [your name here]. Try putting that in a personal ad. Or better yet, memorize it
and recite it to a biologist. You’ll make a friend for life.* * * * *MNEAT MNEMONICSThe
Taxonomic Classification for HumansEukarya, Metazoa, Chordata, Mammalia, Primata,
Hominidae, Homo Sapiens• Exotic Malaises Can Make People Hate Helping the Sick.The
Biological Groupings Used in TaxonomyDomain, Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family,
Genus, Species• Danish Kings Possess Crowns Of Fine Gem Stones.• Dandy King Phillip
Came Over for Gene’s Special Variety.• Delighted Kings Play Cards On Fairly Good Soft
Velvet.• Drunken Kings Play Cards On Fat Girls’ Stomachs.• Destructive King Phillip Cuts Open
Five Green Snakes.• Dolphins, Kingfish, Pickerel, Catfish Over-Flowed God’s Seas.The face



and head are covered with over 50 small muscles.KICK-STARTING THE HORSEHow the
eohippus got its start on the long road to horsehood.The horse didn’t spring full-grown out of the
Marlboro Man’s head, you know. First there was eohippus, meaning “dawn horse.” But it was far
from the long-legged beast of today.CHANGING HORSESEohippus looked like a horse, but it
was two feet (60 cm) long and eight or nine inches (20–23 cm) high at the shoulder—about the
size of a beagle. It had four hoofed toes on the front feet, three hoofed toes on each hind foot,
and a long skull with 44 teeth. It lived about 50 to 60 million years ago in the Northern
Hemisphere during the early Eocene epoch. So there it was, living in the forest, contentedly
munching leaves from bushes. Eventually the earth’s forests started to shrink and grasslands
started to spread. So some of our evolving horses wandered out into the open and started to eat
all that grass.HORSE-FEEDBut plants evolve to survive, too, so some of them got harder to eat.
Over the next few million years, horses and grasses were locked into an arms race that changed
them both.For instance, endangered “lallang” grasses started including silica—jagged grains of
sand—in their leaves. That wore down the horses’ teeth, so some of them died off. The horses
that had bigger teeth with thicker enamel lived long enough to reproduce. And their offspring
developed longer faces with stronger jaws to make even better use of those big, efficient
teeth.RIDING THE OL’ PRAIRIEAnd you’re thinking, but they’re still so short! Oh, no. The whole
time they were battling the grass—they were out on the wide-open grasslands, remember—they
could easily be seen by predators. So they entered into speed races to survive. Each new
species was longer-legged, faster, and stronger—and had fewer toes, until they got down to the
one toe per hoof of modern horses.Skin cells live 19 to 34 days.YOU KNOW THE OLD
SAYINGUncle John debunks a few famous—but overworked—sayings about the animal
worldYou’ve heard the saying “sly as a fox.” Well, as it turns out, foxes are pretty cunning, based
mostly on their well-developed senses of sight, smell, and hearing. But if you believe these other
notions, you’ll be led astray.If you want to be thin, eat like a bird.Birds have a high metabolic rate
and must consume more food in proportion to their size than most animals. A warbler might eat
80 percent of its body weight in a day. A hummingbird has to eat constantly or it will die of
starvation in a matter of hours. If you want to be thin, it’s better to eat like a mayfly: Their mouths
aren’t fully developed, so they can’t feed.Take care of your vision, or you’ll go blind as a bat.Bats
aren’t blind, and most species of bats can see very well, thank you. But bats that hunt tiny
insects at night don’t rely on their vision. Instead they use a system called “echolocation.” The
bat emits high-frequency sound pulses that strike nearby objects and send “echoes” back to the
bat, which it then uses to locate objects and navigate through the dark.When humans get
overheated, they can sweat like a pig.Pigs have no sweat glands and are unable to sweat;
instead, they wallow in mud to cool down. Their mucky appearance gives pigs a reputation for
slovenliness. Actually, pigs are some of the cleanest animals around. If given a choice, they
refuse to excrete anywhere near their living or eating areas.If you’re really brawny, you’re strong
as a horse.Horses have fragile legs and feet for their weight and size. This can make them prone
to injury and lameness. If you’ve ever seen an ox at work, you’ll know that “strong as an ox” is



much more appropriate.Sweat produces enough nutrition to feed 65,000 bacteria per square
inch of the human body.When you’re feeling good, you’re happy as a clam.As you may have
guessed, it’s hard to tell when a clam is happy. The full saying is: “as happy as a clam at high
tide.” The idea is that clams are happy at high tide because folks collect them at low tide.
Unfortunately, the clam probably isn’t very happy for long because it’s also preyed upon by
green crabs, starfish, seabirds, fish, whelks, and lobsters. With all those predators going after it,
you have to pity the poor, unhappy clam.Gone ’round the bend? You’re as crazy as a
loon.Common loons are shy, solitary water birds. They’re beautiful, a symbol of the North
American wilderness—and perfectly sane. The idea of being crazy as a loon comes from the
loon’s “tremolo” call that can heard for miles across the water. The tremolo, which sounds like a
strange (some call it crazy) laugh, can be used to greet another loon or to signal worry or
alarm.Don’t bother trying to change someone: You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.Oh, yes you
can. Dogs can learn tricks at any age. If they’re smart enough. Often it’s breed, rather than age,
that helps a dog learn. Border Collies, poodles, German Shepherds, and golden retrievers are
said to learn tricks the fastest with the least repetition.People who pretend to be sad are crying
crocodile tears.The belief that crocodiles wept over their victims before they ate them dates back
to at least the 13th century. Though crocodiles do have lachrymal (tear) glands, if a croc sheds
tears it has nothing to do with phony sadness or remorse; it’s because he’s been out of the water
long enough for his eyes to need moistening.A fish’s age is determined by its scales, which have
growth rings like trees.People who ignore things are taking the “ostrich defense” by burying their
heads in the sand.At up to 8 feet (2.4 m) tall and 300 pounds (136 kg), the ostrich has a fine
defense against danger that has nothing to do with sand. Fast enough to easily run away from
most predators, the ostrich also fights them off with nasty kicks from its strong legs and clawed
toes. The idea of the ostrich burying its head may have come from the fact that when the female
is sitting on her eggs, she’ll stretch her head along the ground when danger approaches—
supposedly in an attempt to camouflage herself as a grassy mound or bush. Also, male
ostriches use their bills to dig shallow nests in the sand and move their eggs around, which
might look like the male is sticking his head in the sand.A brave and noble person is lion-hearted
—like the noble King of Beasts.The King of Beasts is actually something of a bum. The lion’s
mighty roar is used to scare game in the direction of his mate, who is the real hunter. While the
King of Beasts sits around looking brave and noble, it’s actually the females in the pride who
hunt for food and care for the young. The Lord of the Nap is a better name for him, since the King
can snooze for up to 20 hours a day.* * * * *THE SURVIVORCockroaches are ugly—flat and oval
with long antennae, but they’re really only harmful to people with allergies. Most of them range in
length from a half inch to more than three inches (8 cm). The biggest cockroach in the world (at
about four inches [10 cm]) does not (thankfully!) live in North America. It lives in tropical
Madagascar and hisses like a snake in an effort to scare predators. This cockroach is called—
you could maybe guess—the Giant Hissing Cockroach.The most common cockroach in North
America is the American cockroach. This black or brown insect is usually no longer than two



inches (5 cm). (But it’s still a cockroach.)Most of the breed are scavengers and like to eat
decaying plants and animals. The North American variety usually live under rotting logs and
vegetation, but a few kinds find their way indoors, where they come out at night (they’re repelled
by light) to rummage through garbage and unsealed food in kitchen cupboards.And if you think
you can get rid of them permanently, think again. Cockroach fossils have been dated at 55
million years before the dinosaurs. They’re survivors.Average time between blinks of the eye—
2.8 seconds.MYTH EARTHThought you knew everything about our home planet? These items
might surprise you as they debunk some common myth-conceptions!Myth: Mt. Everest is the
earth’s tallest mountain.Fact: If you measure from the very bottom of the mountain to its peak,
the world’s tallest peak is Mauna Kea on the island of Hawaii. It rises 13,784 feet (4,201 m)
above sea level, straight from the bottom of the sea. Of course the mountain would seem a lot
taller if you could see all of it. But even though 18,000 feet (5,486 m) of the mountain is under the
ocean, from its base to its height, Mauna Kea is over 31,000 feet (9,448 m) high. Mt. Everest’s
peak is a paltry 29,000 feet (8,839 m) high—above sea level.Myth: The wettest spot on earth is
located in the South American rain forest. (That’s why they call it the rain forest.)Fact: Hawaii
scores again. The wettest spot is on Mt. Waialeale on the island of Kauai. Waialeale is
consistently drenched by rainfall at the rate of nearly 500 inches (1,270 cm) per year.Myth: The
driest spot on earth is in the Saharan desert.Fact: The driest place on earth is in Chile. It’s so dry
in Calama, Chile, that 400 years went by without rain; the only source of moisture was the fog in
the air. (A torrential rainstorm broke the 400-year dry spell in 1972, but the record remains
intact.)Myth: The Andes is the longest mountain range in the world.Fact: Actually, the longest
mountain range is underwater—in the Atlantic Ocean to be exact. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge runs
10,000 miles (16,093 km), all the way from Iceland to Antarctica.Myth: There’s a hell of a lot of
sand at the bottom of the sea.Fact: The ocean floor is mostly made of basalt rock, formed by the
lava spewed up from chains of underwater volcanoes along the midocean ridges.Myth: Most of
the world’s plant life is in the dense jungles of Africa and South America.Fact: The vast majority—
85 percent, in fact—of the world’s greenery is in the oceans.The Pacific Ocean comprises 46%
of the Earth’s water area.LIGHTS FROM THE DEEPStrange things are happening thousands of
feet below the surface of our oceans. Take a deep breath and come on down.Thousands and
thousands of feet below the ocean waves is a land without light. This strange, dark kingdom is
inhabited only by sea creatures who have either evolved to live in utter darkness or who have
evolved cunning ways to produce their own light. Down here in the dark, nothing grows and few
creatures live, with eternal darkness their lot from birth to death.But wait a minute.THE LIGHT
AT THE END OF THE AIR-HOSEThat was what scientists always believed, that the deepest
parts of the oceans were black as pitch. That is, until 1988, when a source of light was
discovered at the bottom of the sea floor—a light that nourishes its own utterly unique forms of
life—and possibly even gives us the first example of photosynthesis that doesn’t stem from the
sun’s rays. The discovery has positively cosmic implications. If life can flourish around this odd
underwater light, why wouldn’t it be able to proliferate in equally hostile locations elsewhere?A



SHRIMP TELLS ALLThe lights were discovered by a University of Alaska marine biologist who
only intended to study a species of shrimp, Rimicaris exoculata. The shrimp was not only blind,
but also didn’t have any vision organs. It spent its life swimming around its own neighborhood:
the warm hydrothermal vents on the mid-Atlantic range of underwater volcanic ridges.IN HOT
WATERThe ridges, formed when edges of the earth’s crust pull apart and allow hot magma to
seep in between, have small vents that spew volcanically heated liquid. The toxic liquid is as hot
as 662°F (350°C), and contains a lot of heavy metal and poisonous compounds. Surrounding
that incredibly hot water is intensely cold water just above freezing, with water pressure that
would instantly crush a land-dwelling creature. Doesn’t sound like much of a homestead to us,
but the shrimp seemed to enjoy it.The biggest snowflake ever reported measured 15 inches
across.A HOT MEALScientists think that the shrimp feed on bacteria that themselves feed on
the sulfur compounds in the vent water. But to get at the bacteria, the shrimp have to get awfully
close to that superhot vent liquid. If you can cook ’em on the stove, imagine what 662°F (350°C)
water could do. How was it the shrimp were staying close enough to the plumes of heat to nibble
on bacteria, but at the same time staying far away enough to avoid getting cooked?EYES IN
THE BACK OF ITS SHELLUniversity of Alaska scientist Cindy Lee Van Dover found one
possible reason. After careful study of the exoculata (which means “no eyes”) shrimp, her team
found that the animal actually did have visual organs, but they were on the back of its shell
instead of on its head. And if it did have “eyes,” just what exactly did it need them for? Down in
the dark ocean there was no light to see. Or was there? Van Dover and a few other scientists
began to suspect there was some primitive form of light emerging from the hydrothermal vents.
Finally they confirmed it with underwater digital pictures.ALL AGLOWThe discovery flew in the
face of accepted scientific knowledge of the underwater depths. Scientists still aren’t sure
exactly what causes the haunting glow, but published reports by Van Dover and other scientists
suggest four main theories:• Crystalloluminescence: The chemical brew emitted by the vents
spews out at 662°F (350°C) and comes into contact with sea water (at a much colder 36°F
[2°C]). As they clash, dissolved minerals in the hot water crystallize and become too heavy for
the solution. The energy produced by the crystallization and the “dropping out” of the liquid
solution produces light.• Chemiluminescence: In a reaction similar to crystalloluminescence,
chemical reactions in the vent water release energy in light form.• Triboluminescence: Mineral
crystals in the hot liquid emanate from the vent crack in the cold or bang together to produce
light.• Sonoluminescence: Microscopic bubbles collapse in the hot fluid, emitting a glow.The
Great Barrier Reef is the world’s longest reef at 1,250 miles (2,012 km).GENESIS?Even though
they can’t yet pin down the cause of the light, some scientists are becoming curious about what
the light means.One of the great scientific mysteries is our own evolution. How did we come to
be here at all? How did the magnificent human brain evolve from a soup of microbes and gases?
And perhaps most puzzling, how did we evolve over millions of years as vast asteroids hit the
earth and Ice Ages advanced and retreated? Recent evolutionary biology research suggests
that hyperthermophiles (microbes that thrive at high temperatures) are ancestral to all organisms



alive on the earth today. Could we have evolved from such watery environments?COSMIC
QUESTIONSThe deep-sea light’s surprising strength also raises questions surrounding
photosynthesis. Do the bacteria that live nearby, the bacteria on which the shrimp feed, use the
light for photosynthesis? Could the lights emanating from the thermal vents actually spark
photosynthesis that has nothing to do with the sun’s rays? And if it does, does that open up the
possibility of life in other environments far from Earth’s sun?Stay tuned.* * * * *YOU WOULD
THINK...That water pollution wouldn’t be a problem, since the natural water cycle purifies all the
water on earth. That’s the hydrologic cycle, nature’s ongoing way of purifying water. (Did you
know that the water we use today is the same water the human race started with? The next
glass of water you drink may have once helped fill Cleopatra’s bathtub.) The water cycle works
thusly. The sun turns water into vapor, which rises, and when it cools it forms clouds that become
heavy with water and rain back to earth—all squeaky clean and purified. But when fossil fuels
like coal are burned, releasing sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere, and car exhausts contribute
nitrous oxide, the two oxides combine to create sulfuric acid and nitrous acid, which fall back to
earth as acid rain, which joins the rest of the earth’s water as part of the hydrologic cycle.The
brain uses 20% of the body’s total blood supply.EL NIÑO, A BAD BOYNaughty little boys get
blamed for lots of troubles: spills, broken windows, fires, floods, storms, cholera epidemics…
Well, maybe not all little boys.The weather phenomenon they call El Niño means “the boy,” but it
wasn’t named for a brat. Fishermen off the Peruvian coast noticed a warm current in the ocean
that appeared right after Christmas every year, so they named it after the baby Jesus. If they’d
known the kind of trouble the kid could get into, they might have called it something else.A
BOUNCING BABY BOYEl Niños are born when the surface of the Pacific Ocean, starting near
the equator, gets warmer (no one knows why it happens—it just does). The warm air rises and
causes the trade winds, which normally blow to the west, to subside and sometimes even
change direction. Weather-wise, all hell breaks loose.WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER GETS HOME!
In most places, the weather flip-flops. Normally dry areas in both North and South America get
drenched with rain and snow; months later the snow melts, which means floods and mudslides
that can destroy crops. In poorer countries flooding can lead to the destruction of sewage
systems and cholera outbreaks.Tropical islands like Indonesia and the Philippines get hit with
drought; Australia, India, and China get less rain, too. Meanwhile, Hawaii gets more dangerous
typhoons and the Atlantic gets fewer hurricanes. In North America, El Niño winters are warm and
the springtimes are wetter.THE BABY-SITTER’S REPORTResearchers have been keeping an
eye on El Niños for 300 years. The usual pattern calls for an El Niño every three to seven years,
but for some reason there are more El Niños than ever, most recently in 1986, 1991, 1993, 1994,
1997, and 2002. Science is getting better at predicting them, so that farmers can get a heads-up
on the best crops to plant, and everyone in general can get a head start on managing water or
stockpiling resources when they know El Niño is coming over to their house for a visit.History’s
deadliest cyclone: in 1970 in Bangladesh. It killed more than one million people.SO YOU THINK
YOU’VE SEEN A UFOA checklist to use before you tell all your buddies at the bar.Everybody



loves a good UFO story. What’s not to love? Strange moving lights in the sky, alien abductions,
cow dissections, and of course, those famous probings of the human anatomy that aliens just
can’t seem to get enough of.Besides, even former President Jimmy Carter has filed a UFO
report (in 1973—before he was president, mind you). So seeing a UFO doesn’t automatically
make you a deranged paranoid who hates X-Files reruns because they don’t go far enough. You
could just be a normal person with an extraordinary experience to share. One that doesn’t
involve a probe of some sort.THE CHECKLISTWell, before you start telling all your friends about
your close encounter, keep the following in mind. Because while we would never say you didn’t
see a UFO, we also want to keep you from enduring a lifetime of mockery from less open-
minded “friends.”1. Make sure it’s not Venus: Yes, Venus is a famous culprit in many UFO
sightings, because it’s bright and unblinking and because it can be seen while it’s still light out
(and, apparently, many people think that a bright, unblinking light just hanging there in the sky
while it’s still light has just got to be a UFO). Now, you might say to yourself, “Who the heck can’t
tell the difference between a UFO and a planet millions of miles away?” Well, Jimmy Carter, for
one; an examination of the details of the UFO observation he and others made on the night in
question rather strongly suggests that the 39th prez was looking at Venus. Jupiter, which can get
almost as bright as Venus, is another common planetary UFO culprit.The first hurricane given a
male name was “Bob,” in July 1979.2. Make sure it’s not a meteor: Most meteors streak across
the sky and are done with it, but some larger ones can become fireballs and zoom across the
sky for a good long time, trailing smoke and sparks behind them and even exploding in midair
(when they do that, it’s called a “bolis”). Fireballs and bolises can be seen during the day as well,
so don’t let that fool you.3. Make sure it’s not falling space junk, either: Booster rockets,
communications satellites, abandoned space stations—sooner or later they all fall back to earth.
Don’t be the one that confuses them for aliens making a U-turn on their way back to deep space.
Also, be aware that man-made satellites that aren’t falling are often mistaken for UFOs because
they’re bright, starlike objects that cruise across the sky at a good clip.4. Make sure it’s not a
cloud: No, we’re not trying to insult your intelligence. Certain types of altocumulus clouds take on
the traditional “flying saucer” shape and do such a good job of it that people get fooled.5.
Weather balloons are out there: They’re released every day all across the U.S.; they’re bright and
shiny, and they float up tremendously high in the sky (well into the stratosphere), pretty much
where you’d suspect there’s no man-made object at all. They also make “course changes”
depending on the winds up there.6. Military aircraft can get you: Sure, most people know what a
commercial aircraft looks like. But lots of people were fooled in the early days of the SR-71 spy
plane, especially when the pilot of said plane did a maneuver called the “Dipsy Doodle,” which to
a ground observer looks like a UFO diving, hovering for a second, and then taking off at
tremendous speeds. More recently, various “stealth” planes have frightened the credulous with
their unconventional shapes.7. Electrical discharges happen: This is the famous “swamp gas”
and “St. Elmo’s Fire,” in which strange but perfectly natural balls of ionized particles bounce and
glow and make some people think they’re being chased by those crazy ETs. Electrical



discharges near high-power lines and power stations have also been known to get a UFO label
slapped on them.Earth’s 15 tectonic plates move one inch a year, about the same rate that
fingernails grow.8. Your eyes see more than what’s there: Here’s a dirty little fact about human
eyesight—it’s not as reliable as people think it is. Involuntary eye movements can make objects
that are perfectly still appear to jerk around in the night sky (this is one of the reasons Venus is
so frequently confused for a UFO when it’s just sitting there).Human eyes will also embellish
briefly seen objects with details that aren’t actually there: People reporting UFOs that turn out to
be reentering space junk will often report blinking lights, windows, and purposeful movement,
when none of those things were part of the falling debris. This tendency will likely be
accentuated if (ahem) you’re under the influence of anything.9. Get Independent Third-Party
Verification: One of the really big problems with so many UFO sightings is that no one else is
around to see them. Your UFO experience will be much more believable if someone else is
experiencing it as well, preferably someone you don’t know. There’s nothing like having a total
stranger come up to you and say, “Did you just see what I just saw?” It won’t mean that what you
saw is any more a true UFO than it would otherwise be (please review points 1 through 8). But at
least you’ll have some backup when you go to the bar to tell your friends.* * * * *Mnemonics for
the spectral classes of stars, hottest to coldest:OBAFGKMRNSThe astronomer who first
classified them in alphabetical order didn’t really know what he was doing, so later astronomers
had to switch them around, but they kept the letters. That’s why the list looks like a spoonful of
alphabet soup. So:• Oh Be A Fine Girl Kiss Me Right Now, Sweetheart.• Octopus Brains, A
Favorite Gastronomical Kitchen Menu, Requires No Sauce.• Odd Ball Astronomers Find
Generally Kooky Mnemonics Really Nifty Stuff.• Oh Big And Ferocious Gorilla, Kiss My
Roommate Next Saturday.• Oven Baked Ants, Fried Gently, Kept Moist, Retain Natural
Succulence.The elephant is the only mammal with four knees.TIME TRAVEL MOVIE
MARATHON!Got some time? Here’s at least a day’s worth of time travel flicks.Hollywood loves
time travel—they’re always punting people forward in time or backward in time, or just plopping
them into a feedback loop where they relive the same day over and over and over again. Even
though time travel is scientifically impossible (sorry to disappoint), it doesn’t keep people from
making or going to movies about it.Army of Darkness: Technically the third part of director Sam
Raimi’s Evil Dead series, but it’s not like you need a road map for this plot, which features a one-
handed discount store salesman (the impossibly lantern-jawed Bruce Campbell) hurled back
into the Middle Ages to fight zombies and skeletons and a creepy, man-eating flying book. It’s
kind of dumb, but all horror freaks love it (and you know how high their standards are). It’s pretty
funny, in a stupid comic-book way. Besides, any movie in which a minimum-wage earner from
the future can condescendingly call a castle full of medieval types a bunch of “monkeys” can’t be
all bad.Back to the Future: Michael J. Fox goes back to the 1950s and is called “Calvin” because
that’s the name sewn into his underwear (Calvin Klein underwear—can’t believe we need to
explain this). The film’s still funny in its own right (especially with freaky Crispin Glover as Fox’s
loser dad), but now it’s like two time travel movies in one. First you get the 1950s, which Fox



goes back to, then you get the 1980s, which is the “present” for the film. It’s enough to give you a
shiver (look for the Huey Lewis cameo). There were two more Back to the Future films, but
unless you’ve got a thing for Michael J., you needn’t bother.The Great Lakes contain one-fifth of
the world’s fresh surface water.Groundhog Day: Bill Murray goes back in time—exactly one day,
over and over again. In the process he turns from obnoxious twit to the perfect man (or at least
the perfect man for Andie MacDowell, and who wouldn’t want to be that man?). It’s a fine, fine
film, and in addition to being funny, it’s actually sweet and even a little serious, and it proved that
Murray was a little better of an actor than anyone gave him credit for before. But let’s not kid
ourselves: If you had to live Groundhog Day over and over again, you’d become a little zen
yourself to keep from going utterly freakin’ insane.Planet of the Apes: Charlton Heston lands on
what he thinks is an alien planet and finds it populated by talking apes who think he’s a savage
(mind you, this was before he became the NRA’s alpha male). Ol’ Charlie is awesome in this—he
grunts, he snarls, he chews scenery like a silverback confronted with a particularly choice bunch
of bananas (“Get your stinking paws off me, you damned dirty ape!”). They remade this one
recently, but the new version is—how do the French say? Ah yes—un lame-o stinkeroo. Stick
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EggucatedFood Terrors Part II: Waste Not, Want NotSomething Fishy About the
FuguFrankenfoodsPass the POPsWaiter! Put More Flies in My Soup!UNCLE JOHN GOES TO
THE MOVIESTime Travel Movie Marathon!“You Think I’m Mad, Don’t You?”AARGH! It’s Coming
Right at Us!The Science of Moving Pictures*Attack of the Movie MonstersURBAN AND
SUBURBAN LEGENDSYou Know the Old SayingSo You Think You’ve Seen a UFOPokémon
PanicThe Strange Tale of Phineas GageCircus MinimusJailhouse PinkMake Your Own
ZombieWhat They Mean IsLife With a RobotWEATHER OR NOTThe Green FlashIn the
CloudsTwilight TimeMother Nature, Weather GalThe Air up ThereRead a Weather Map Like a
ProMedical MeteorologyRANDOM FACTORSBumper Stickers around the UniverseWatt’s So
Funny?Mnemonics You Might MneedLittle-Bitty BuckyballsShutterbug ScienceMath
MnemonicsIt Makes ScentsScientifically SpeakingBug-Hunting We Will GoWhat’s in a Name?
We’ve Got Your Number*Big Moments in Forensics*True Stories of the
ZodiacIndexINTRODUCTIONWe’ve finally made it. Our new book, Uncle John Plunges Into the
Universe, is a reality. Hmm. What is reality? What is the sound of one hand clapping? How much
wood would a woodchuck chuck, if a woodchuck could chuck... but I digress.It’s time for us to
write the introduction and then the last page—one of our favorites, because we look forward to
telling you about some of the new and exciting things that we’re planning in the future—sort of
like visualizing a garden as you plant the seeds. Then we’re finished.JoAnn can go home and
sleep for three days (as if!); Allison can remove her intravenous espresso drip; the rest of us can
reflect on what a crazy and exciting experience it’s been to put this latest book together—and
wonder how the heck we’re going to top this one. We’ll certainly give it our very best effort.And
now for a sneak peek at a few of the mind-bending articles we have in store for you when you
take the plunge between the covers of this book—and we guarantee that they’ll keep you on the
edge of your seat:“The Green Flash”: Myth or reality? Get the inside info on the best methods for
pursuing this elusive and legendary sunset phenomenon. Remember—don’t blink...What animal
has a nose so sensitive that it can detect one odor particle per billion and whose detective
abilities have been used not only to sniff out land mines but also diag(nose) disease? In “It’s Not
Just Wet and Cold” we investigate the amazing workings of this incredible schnozz.We
investigate a fascinating form of alternative cuisine popular all around the world in “Waiter! Put
More Flies in My Soup!”We go astrophysical in “How to Make a Black Hole.”We present our
theories behind the current explosion of home runs in the major leagues in “Barry Bonds Kicks
Ash.”And, finally learn how much wood a woodchuck could chuck in “Ask Uncle John: Zen
Questions.”And as for you, our cherished, loyal (and extremely well-informed) readers...In this
vast universe, though there are seemingly billions and billions of fascinating facts to ponder,
occasionally we may present an article (or two) on a topic that may seem familiar to you. We try
our hardest to avoid this, but sometimes Uncle John is a little forgetful—and honestly, some of
these topics are so darned interesting that we think they can bear examination from another
(and possibly new) angle.That said—your thoughts, opinions, and input on these matters are



always appreciated, and if you have specific questions about the Plunges Into series, please
contact us at unclejohn@btol.com.So please bear with us—we think that this book is absolutely
crammed with fascinating and unusual facts, a slightly more acerbic viewpoint, and lots of good
old-fashioned reading that we hope you’ll enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it
together for you.Sit down and be counted.As always, go with the flow...—Uncle John and the
BRI StaffLet your opinions be known! Join us at .INTRODUCTIONWe’ve finally made it. Our new
book, Uncle John Plunges Into the Universe, is a reality. Hmm. What is reality? What is the
sound of one hand clapping? How much wood would a woodchuck chuck, if a woodchuck could
chuck... but I digress.It’s time for us to write the introduction and then the last page—one of our
favorites, because we look forward to telling you about some of the new and exciting things that
we’re planning in the future—sort of like visualizing a garden as you plant the seeds. Then we’re
finished.JoAnn can go home and sleep for three days (as if!); Allison can remove her
intravenous espresso drip; the rest of us can reflect on what a crazy and exciting experience it’s
been to put this latest book together—and wonder how the heck we’re going to top this one.
We’ll certainly give it our very best effort.And now for a sneak peek at a few of the mind-bending
articles we have in store for you when you take the plunge between the covers of this book—and
we guarantee that they’ll keep you on the edge of your seat:“The Green Flash”: Myth or reality?
Get the inside info on the best methods for pursuing this elusive and legendary sunset
phenomenon. Remember—don’t blink...What animal has a nose so sensitive that it can detect
one odor particle per billion and whose detective abilities have been used not only to sniff out
land mines but also diag(nose) disease? In “It’s Not Just Wet and Cold” we investigate the
amazing workings of this incredible schnozz.We investigate a fascinating form of alternative
cuisine popular all around the world in “Waiter! Put More Flies in My Soup!”We go astrophysical
in “How to Make a Black Hole.”We present our theories behind the current explosion of home
runs in the major leagues in “Barry Bonds Kicks Ash.”And, finally learn how much wood a
woodchuck could chuck in “Ask Uncle John: Zen Questions.”And as for you, our cherished, loyal
(and extremely well-informed) readers...In this vast universe, though there are seemingly billions
and billions of fascinating facts to ponder, occasionally we may present an article (or two) on a
topic that may seem familiar to you. We try our hardest to avoid this, but sometimes Uncle John
is a little forgetful—and honestly, some of these topics are so darned interesting that we think
they can bear examination from another (and possibly new) angle.That said—your thoughts,
opinions, and input on these matters are always appreciated, and if you have specific questions
about the Plunges Into series, please contact us at unclejohn@btol.com.So please bear with us
—we think that this book is absolutely crammed with fascinating and unusual facts, a slightly
more acerbic viewpoint, and lots of good old-fashioned reading that we hope you’ll enjoy
reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together for you.Sit down and be counted.As always,
go with the flow...—Uncle John and the BRI StaffLet your opinions be known! Join us
at .JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTHAnd we’re not stopping until we get there!Go
get a shovel. Why? Because we’re digging—you’ll be doing most of the heavy work—right



straight down to the very core of the earth. Oh, don’t look like that! Your mom told us you tried to
dig to China all the time when you were a kid. And this time, we’re only going half as far.The
crust: Let’s start at the top, which is, conveniently enough, where we are anyway. The earth’s
crust is where we keep pretty much everything—the oceans, the continents, our cities,
ourselves. The crust appears substantial to us, but as far as layers of the earth go, it’s both the
thinnest (40 miles thick on the continents and as little as 9 miles thick underneath the oceans)
and the lightest—made of materials that “floated to the top,” as it were. What is in the crust
depends on where you are. On the continents, the crust is mostly granitic rock, while the ocean
floor is mostly basalt. (Why? Granite is lighter than basalt and “floats” above the heavier
rock.)Relative to Earth’s size (almost 8,000 miles in diameter), the crust is incredibly thin—much
thinner than an eggshell would be if it were shrunk down to the same size. The crust also has a
definite boundary, something called the “Mohorovicic discontinuity.” The “Moho” (as it’s known to
geologists who want to sound hip and cool to their grad students) marks the place where
seismic waves traveling down through the crust of the earth suddenly speed up. Why? Because
right on the other side of the Moho is:A person takes an average of 16 breaths a minute.The
mantle: Like the crust, the mantle is made up of rocky material. However, there are two major
differences. The rocky material in the mantle is denser—this is why the seismic waves speed up
—and it’s quite a bit hotter: some 1,800°F (982°C) at the top of the mantle and even toastier as
you head down. (If we were really digging our way down to the core, we would have basted in
our own juices by the time we reached the mantle, not to mention that our shovels would have
melted.) The heat gives the rocky material in the mantle the consistency of Silly Putty. Unlike the
crust, the mantle is impressively thick: some 1,800 miles deep. What’s waiting on the other side?
The outer core: The outer core is denser still than the mantle because it’s made of molten metal:
mostly iron, some nickel, and some sulfur and oxygen tossed in as well, broiling along at a
temperature of 6,700°F (3,704°C). All this liquid iron sloshing around in the outer core is what’s
thought to give the earth its impressive magnetic field: The convection currents in the liquid
generate the field. This is good news for us, since our planet’s magnetic field deflects a
substantial amount of harmful cosmic rays from the earth’s surface. The outer core’s environs
are hellish, but they help make our planet a paradise for life.The inner core: Now for the hottest
and densest part of the planet. The inner core is almost entirely solid iron, solid despite the
infernal heat of 7,700°F (4,260°C). The pressure at the core of the earth is equally intense.
Smack-dab in the center of our planet, the pressure is some three million times greater than on
the surface. Which makes perfect sense, since if you were at the center of the earth, you’d
literally have the weight of the world on your shoulders. Here’s a dirty secret about the planet’s
interior. Although we’re reasonably sure what the planet’s inside looks like, we’re not 100 percent
sure, mainly because we’ve never actually looked. The deepest hole humans have dug is less
than ten miles deep—not even enough to get through the crust. We get our “view” of the earth’s
interior by tracking the speed of seismic waves as they travel down into the depths. The model of
the earth’s interior mentioned here is just one possible option. Some geologists suggest that our



planet’s core is even stranger than we’ve imagined. Geophysicist J. Marvin Herndon has
suggested that the earth’s core isn’t made of iron at all, but of uranium and plutonium
undergoing a huge, long-lived fission reaction that’s been burning underneath our feet for billions
of years—which explains why the earth’s core has remained so hot for so long.How can we be
sure of what’s down there? Grab a shovel. Start digging. Oh, come on, it’ll be fun. Just remember
we have to close up the hole again once we’re done.The total amount of air both lungs hold
when filled to capacity is six liters.JOURNEY TO THE CENTER OF THE EARTHAnd we’re not
stopping until we get there!Go get a shovel. Why? Because we’re digging—you’ll be doing most
of the heavy work—right straight down to the very core of the earth. Oh, don’t look like that! Your
mom told us you tried to dig to China all the time when you were a kid. And this time, we’re only
going half as far.The crust: Let’s start at the top, which is, conveniently enough, where we are
anyway. The earth’s crust is where we keep pretty much everything—the oceans, the continents,
our cities, ourselves. The crust appears substantial to us, but as far as layers of the earth go, it’s
both the thinnest (40 miles thick on the continents and as little as 9 miles thick underneath the
oceans) and the lightest—made of materials that “floated to the top,” as it were. What is in the
crust depends on where you are. On the continents, the crust is mostly granitic rock, while the
ocean floor is mostly basalt. (Why? Granite is lighter than basalt and “floats” above the heavier
rock.)Relative to Earth’s size (almost 8,000 miles in diameter), the crust is incredibly thin—much
thinner than an eggshell would be if it were shrunk down to the same size. The crust also has a
definite boundary, something called the “Mohorovicic discontinuity.” The “Moho” (as it’s known to
geologists who want to sound hip and cool to their grad students) marks the place where
seismic waves traveling down through the crust of the earth suddenly speed up. Why? Because
right on the other side of the Moho is:A person takes an average of 16 breaths a minute.A
person takes an average of 16 breaths a minute.The mantle: Like the crust, the mantle is made
up of rocky material. However, there are two major differences. The rocky material in the mantle
is denser—this is why the seismic waves speed up—and it’s quite a bit hotter: some 1,800°F
(982°C) at the top of the mantle and even toastier as you head down. (If we were really digging
our way down to the core, we would have basted in our own juices by the time we reached the
mantle, not to mention that our shovels would have melted.) The heat gives the rocky material in
the mantle the consistency of Silly Putty. Unlike the crust, the mantle is impressively thick: some
1,800 miles deep. What’s waiting on the other side?The outer core: The outer core is denser still
than the mantle because it’s made of molten metal: mostly iron, some nickel, and some sulfur
and oxygen tossed in as well, broiling along at a temperature of 6,700°F (3,704°C). All this liquid
iron sloshing around in the outer core is what’s thought to give the earth its impressive magnetic
field: The convection currents in the liquid generate the field. This is good news for us, since our
planet’s magnetic field deflects a substantial amount of harmful cosmic rays from the earth’s
surface. The outer core’s environs are hellish, but they help make our planet a paradise for
life.The inner core: Now for the hottest and densest part of the planet. The inner core is almost
entirely solid iron, solid despite the infernal heat of 7,700°F (4,260°C). The pressure at the core



of the earth is equally intense. Smack-dab in the center of our planet, the pressure is some three
million times greater than on the surface. Which makes perfect sense, since if you were at the
center of the earth, you’d literally have the weight of the world on your shoulders. Here’s a dirty
secret about the planet’s interior. Although we’re reasonably sure what the planet’s inside looks
like, we’re not 100 percent sure, mainly because we’ve never actually looked. The deepest hole
humans have dug is less than ten miles deep—not even enough to get through the crust. We get
our “view” of the earth’s interior by tracking the speed of seismic waves as they travel down into
the depths. The model of the earth’s interior mentioned here is just one possible option. Some
geologists suggest that our planet’s core is even stranger than we’ve imagined. Geophysicist J.
Marvin Herndon has suggested that the earth’s core isn’t made of iron at all, but of uranium and
plutonium undergoing a huge, long-lived fission reaction that’s been burning underneath our feet
for billions of years—which explains why the earth’s core has remained so hot for so long.How
can we be sure of what’s down there? Grab a shovel. Start digging. Oh, come on, it’ll be fun. Just
remember we have to close up the hole again once we’re done.The total amount of air both
lungs hold when filled to capacity is six liters.The total amount of air both lungs hold when filled
to capacity is six liters.OUT OF AFRICAOg is a Neanderthal. He stands about 5’6” (168 cm) tall.
Although he weighs about 185 pounds (84 kg), it’s all muscle. He has a weak chin, a large nose,
and a heavy brow line. Ogga looks similar, but is slightly smaller at 5 feet (152 cm) tall and 175
pounds (79 kg). Unfortunately, they’re dead now, and so is their entire race. Were they wiped out
by natural selection or something more sinister?Paleoanthropology is the study of human
ancestors. You may have recognized the “paleo” from paleontology, the study of ancient
animals.THE CAST OF CHARACTERSPaleoanthropologists classify humans as both primates
and hominids. Primates are bipedal (two-footed) mammals. Hominids are bipedal primate
mammals who walked upright. Apes don’t qualify as hominids, because although they’re bipedal
mammals, they don’t walk upright.A species name has two parts: the genus, which is
capitalized, and the species, which is not. The genus is often abbreviated.Here’s human
evolution in a nutshell.AUSTRALOPITHECINESAustralopithecine means “southern ape,” but
they were no ordinary apes. Australopiths (scientists use that nickname, so we will, too) were
distinguished from ordinary apes because they walked upright, like us. Other than that, they
looked and acted pretty apelike.Who: Ardipithecus ramidusWhen: 4,400,000 years agoWhere:
Eastern AfricaThe first known hominid. It was very similar to a chimpanzee, except for its teeth
(which were smaller) and the fact that it walked. Its teeth had enamel, like the chimps of the
same era, suggesting a relationship with the chimpanzee.A red blood cell lives for 80 to 120
days; white blood cells last an average of only 13 days.Who: Australopithecus anamensisWhen:
4,200,000–3,900,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis hominid also appeared quite apelike
except for its bipedal legs. Its teeth had thicker enamel than A. ramidus, which may mean it ate
much tougher foods.Who: Australopithecus afarensisWhen: 3,900,000–3,000,000 years
agoWhere: Eastern AfricaScientists think this hominid spent a lot of time in trees because of its
long arms and the way its knees and legs are shaped. It’s famous in paleoanthropology circles



because the first discovered skeleton of its species, “Lucy,” was unusually complete. They
named her Lucy because someone on the dig team played the Beatles song “Lucy in the Sky
with Diamonds” over and over again while working.Who: Australopithecus africanusWhen:
3,000,000–2,000,000 years agoWhere: South AfricaThis was the first australopith ever
discovered. It’s also thought to be a direct ancestor of modern man because it’s less primitive
appearing than the other australopiths. Its skull was rounder than its earlier counterparts, and its
teeth looked more like ours do today. It, and its clan, probably ate nuts, seeds, and roots.Who:
Australopithecus garhiWhen: 3,000,000–2,000,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis newly
discovered, somewhat controversial species may be linked to both australopith and homo. Why
controversial? Because not all scientists agree that this species is different enough to merit a
new species name. It still had long arms like an ape, but its legs were also long, like a human’s.
Some bones found near the A. garhi bones hint that it may have used tools. Some scientists
think this is a direct ancestor of modern humans.The “Rh” factor was named for the rhesus
monkeys used in research to identify blood types.Who: Australopithecus aethiopicusWhen:
2,700,000–2,300,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis guy looked a lot like A. afarensis, so
scientists think it may have evolved along that line. These australopiths were great chewers—
their jaws were so powerful that they had ridges on the back of the skull and a greatly elongated
face to accommodate all those chewing muscles.Who: Australopithecus boiseiWhen:
2,300,000–1,400,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaAnother great chewer. Its face was very
wide and caved-in, and its molars were four times larger than ours. What did it find so tasty?
Mostly nuts and roots.Who: Australopithecus robustusWhen: 1,800,000–1,500,000 years
agoWhere: Southern AfricaYet more chewers with flat or concave faces. These were different:
Tools, such as modified bones, were found with these skeletons, hinting that they may have dug
up their food.HOMOHomo is our genus, and simply means “human.” Our own species is called
Homo sapiens, meaning “intelligent human,” but you might know of some exceptions.Who:
Homo habilisWhen: 1,800,000–300,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaHomo habilis was
another toolmaker and used modified stone tools. Its very name means handyman. Its brain was
larger than the australopiths and shaped a lot like ours. In fact, the shape of its skull makes
scientists believe that Homo habilis may have been capable of speech.The moon has a 500,000-
mile tail of sodium atoms that can only be detected by instruments.Who: Homo erectus, Homo
egaster, Homo heidelbergensisWhen: 1,800,000–100,000 years agoWhere: Asia (H. erectus),
Africa (H. egaster), and Europe (H. heidelbergensis)There is some controversy over whether or
not these are separate species—that’s why we’ve listed them together. All these species were
once known as H. erectus. This is the first species that left the African homeland, venturing into
the wide unknown world. It had big teeth, a small chin, a long skull, and heavy brow ridges. It
used tools as well.Who: Homo neanderthalensisWhen: 250,000–30,000 years agoWhere:
Europe and central AsiaThis most famous primitive man is our closest relative. It had a more
massive torso and stronger limbs than we do today. It also had little to no chin, a big nose, and a
ridge along its brow line.Other than that, Neanderthals looked quite human and acted very



human as well: hunting cooperatively, caring for the elderly and sick, and—a significant sign of
civilization—burying their dead.Their stone tools were quite sophisticated. They may have even
created artwork. They lived in the very cold climate of Ice Age Europe. Neanderthals lived
alongside the first Homo sapiens, but most scientists believe that Homo sapiens and
Neanderthals were incapable of interbreeding.Who: Homo sapiens (in the most modern edition,
we’re known as Homo sapiens sapiens)When: 100,000–presentWhere: EverywhereNot long
after Homo sapiens made it onto the scene, all other human races died out. We quickly spread
to every part of the globe, flourishing in every climate from Ice Age Europe to sub-Saharan (not
that there was a Sahara then) Africa. Modern man is unique in human evolution in that we don’t
share the earth with any other human species. At least, we didn’t for long. Sounds rather
suspicious, doesn’t it?* * * * *“In studying the science of yesteryear one comes upon such
interesting notions as gravity, electricity, and the roundness of the earth—while an examination
of more recent phenomena shows a strong trend towards spray cheese, stretch denim, and the
Moog synthesizer.”—Fran Leibowitz, Metropolitan LifeThe rocks on the moon are between 3 and
4.6 billion years old.OUT OF AFRICAOg is a Neanderthal. He stands about 5’6” (168 cm) tall.
Although he weighs about 185 pounds (84 kg), it’s all muscle. He has a weak chin, a large nose,
and a heavy brow line. Ogga looks similar, but is slightly smaller at 5 feet (152 cm) tall and 175
pounds (79 kg). Unfortunately, they’re dead now, and so is their entire race. Were they wiped out
by natural selection or something more sinister?Paleoanthropology is the study of human
ancestors. You may have recognized the “paleo” from paleontology, the study of ancient
animals.THE CAST OF CHARACTERSPaleoanthropologists classify humans as both primates
and hominids. Primates are bipedal (two-footed) mammals. Hominids are bipedal primate
mammals who walked upright. Apes don’t qualify as hominids, because although they’re bipedal
mammals, they don’t walk upright.A species name has two parts: the genus, which is
capitalized, and the species, which is not. The genus is often abbreviated.Here’s human
evolution in a nutshell.AUSTRALOPITHECINESAustralopithecine means “southern ape,” but
they were no ordinary apes. Australopiths (scientists use that nickname, so we will, too) were
distinguished from ordinary apes because they walked upright, like us. Other than that, they
looked and acted pretty apelike.Who: Ardipithecus ramidusWhen: 4,400,000 years agoWhere:
Eastern AfricaThe first known hominid. It was very similar to a chimpanzee, except for its teeth
(which were smaller) and the fact that it walked. Its teeth had enamel, like the chimps of the
same era, suggesting a relationship with the chimpanzee.A red blood cell lives for 80 to 120
days; white blood cells last an average of only 13 days.A red blood cell lives for 80 to 120 days;
white blood cells last an average of only 13 days.Who: Australopithecus anamensisWhen:
4,200,000–3,900,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis hominid also appeared quite apelike
except for its bipedal legs. Its teeth had thicker enamel than A. ramidus, which may mean it ate
much tougher foods.Who: Australopithecus afarensisWhen: 3,900,000–3,000,000 years
agoWhere: Eastern AfricaScientists think this hominid spent a lot of time in trees because of its
long arms and the way its knees and legs are shaped. It’s famous in paleoanthropology circles



because the first discovered skeleton of its species, “Lucy,” was unusually complete. They
named her Lucy because someone on the dig team played the Beatles song “Lucy in the Sky
with Diamonds” over and over again while working.Who: Australopithecus africanusWhen:
3,000,000–2,000,000 years agoWhere: South AfricaThis was the first australopith ever
discovered. It’s also thought to be a direct ancestor of modern man because it’s less primitive
appearing than the other australopiths. Its skull was rounder than its earlier counterparts, and its
teeth looked more like ours do today. It, and its clan, probably ate nuts, seeds, and roots.Who:
Australopithecus garhiWhen: 3,000,000–2,000,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis newly
discovered, somewhat controversial species may be linked to both australopith and homo. Why
controversial? Because not all scientists agree that this species is different enough to merit a
new species name. It still had long arms like an ape, but its legs were also long, like a human’s.
Some bones found near the A. garhi bones hint that it may have used tools. Some scientists
think this is a direct ancestor of modern humans.The “Rh” factor was named for the rhesus
monkeys used in research to identify blood types.The “Rh” factor was named for the rhesus
monkeys used in research to identify blood types.Who: Australopithecus aethiopicusWhen:
2,700,000–2,300,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaThis guy looked a lot like A. afarensis, so
scientists think it may have evolved along that line. These australopiths were great chewers—
their jaws were so powerful that they had ridges on the back of the skull and a greatly elongated
face to accommodate all those chewing muscles.Who: Australopithecus boiseiWhen:
2,300,000–1,400,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaAnother great chewer. Its face was very
wide and caved-in, and its molars were four times larger than ours. What did it find so tasty?
Mostly nuts and roots.Who: Australopithecus robustusWhen: 1,800,000–1,500,000 years
agoWhere: Southern AfricaYet more chewers with flat or concave faces. These were different:
Tools, such as modified bones, were found with these skeletons, hinting that they may have dug
up their food.HOMOHomo is our genus, and simply means “human.” Our own species is called
Homo sapiens, meaning “intelligent human,” but you might know of some exceptions.Who:
Homo habilisWhen: 1,800,000–300,000 years agoWhere: Eastern AfricaHomo habilis was
another toolmaker and used modified stone tools. Its very name means handyman. Its brain was
larger than the australopiths and shaped a lot like ours. In fact, the shape of its skull makes
scientists believe that Homo habilis may have been capable of speech.The moon has a 500,000-
mile tail of sodium atoms that can only be detected by instruments.The moon has a 500,000-
mile tail of sodium atoms that can only be detected by instruments.Who: Homo erectus, Homo
egaster, Homo heidelbergensisWhen: 1,800,000–100,000 years agoWhere: Asia (H. erectus),
Africa (H. egaster), and Europe (H. heidelbergensis)There is some controversy over whether or
not these are separate species—that’s why we’ve listed them together. All these species were
once known as H. erectus. This is the first species that left the African homeland, venturing into
the wide unknown world. It had big teeth, a small chin, a long skull, and heavy brow ridges. It
used tools as well.Who: Homo neanderthalensisWhen: 250,000–30,000 years agoWhere:
Europe and central AsiaThis most famous primitive man is our closest relative. It had a more



massive torso and stronger limbs than we do today. It also had little to no chin, a big nose, and a
ridge along its brow line.Other than that, Neanderthals looked quite human and acted very
human as well: hunting cooperatively, caring for the elderly and sick, and—a significant sign of
civilization—burying their dead.Their stone tools were quite sophisticated. They may have even
created artwork. They lived in the very cold climate of Ice Age Europe. Neanderthals lived
alongside the first Homo sapiens, but most scientists believe that Homo sapiens and
Neanderthals were incapable of interbreeding.Who: Homo sapiens (in the most modern edition,
we’re known as Homo sapiens sapiens)When: 100,000–presentWhere: EverywhereNot long
after Homo sapiens made it onto the scene, all other human races died out. We quickly spread
to every part of the globe, flourishing in every climate from Ice Age Europe to sub-Saharan (not
that there was a Sahara then) Africa. Modern man is unique in human evolution in that we don’t
share the earth with any other human species. At least, we didn’t for long. Sounds rather
suspicious, doesn’t it?* * * * *“In studying the science of yesteryear one comes upon such
interesting notions as gravity, electricity, and the roundness of the earth—while an examination
of more recent phenomena shows a strong trend towards spray cheese, stretch denim, and the
Moog synthesizer.”—Fran Leibowitz, Metropolitan LifeThe rocks on the moon are between 3 and
4.6 billion years old.The rocks on the moon are between 3 and 4.6 billion years old.ASK UNCLE
JOHN: DOING THE LAUNDRYThe deep, dark—uhh, we mean white, bright—secrets of
laundry.Dear Uncle John:How does bleach get my whites their very whitest?By messing with the
chemical composition of stains. Many organic stains, from grass to blood, get their color from
chemicals that are known as chromophores. Household bleaches use a chemical called sodium
hypochlorite (highly diluted) that interacts with chromophores and breaks them up. No
chromophore, no color. Combined with the action of the detergent (which grabs onto dirt and
stains) and the agitating motion of your washer (which shakes the dirt and stains off the clothes),
your whites become all nice and sparkly. Now, remember not to use your bleach on your colored
fabrics, since the same chromophores that make up stains also make up the natural dyes that
color your clothes.What about those newer bleaches that you can use on colors? They aren’t
bleaches at all but “optical brighteners” that coat your clothes with an ultraviolet-absorbing dye
to give your clothes a slightly blue tinge, which your brain perceives as being “brighter.” Clothes
treated with optical brighteners aren’t actually any cleaner than they’d be without the
brighteners, mind you. Fun little side effect from using optical brighteners, by the way: Your
clothes will glow under black light. Groovy, man!Mammals, except primates and most humans,
cannot see the colors red or green.Dear Uncle John:What is static cling anyway? And how does
fabric softener defeat it?Static cling is exactly the same stuff that allowed you to rub your feet on
the carpet, sneak up on unsuspecting pets and/or siblings, and zap them full of voltage—it’s the
static electricity that thrives in dry air. When your clothes are tumbling in the dryer, they rub up
against each other like high school sweethearts during a slow dance at the winter formal—and in
the case of the clothes, that means they’re developing static charges. This is what causes your
socks to bond so passionately with your skirt, until you tear them asunder with a crackling



rrrrrrrip. The poor socks. All they wanted was a little love.Love, schmove, you say. I just want to
get rid of the static cling. That’s where your fabric softener comes in. To be blunt about it, fabric
softener gives your drying clothes a nice, thorough lube job. It cuts down the amount of static
electricity by keeping the clothes slightly moist (and allowing electric charges to flow freely and
not get all jammed up). Back to the winter-formal-slow-dance metaphor: If your clothes are
hormonal teenagers looking to generate a spark, your fabric softener is the chaperone who
makes sure there’s eight fingers worth of daylight between them. (And you thought watching
your clothes dry would be boring.)The fabric softener that comes in sheets, incidentally, uses
waxy compounds to lube your clothes. That’s right, you’re waxing your clothes. You just knew
that creepy teddy bear wasn’t telling you the whole story.Dear Uncle John:Are natural,
biodegradable detergents as good as the kind that pollute the water?This is sort of a trick
question. First off, detergents are synthetic by definition (although they can use “natural”
ingredients) and should be differentiated from soaps, which are created from plant or animal oils.
So “natural” detergents are pretty much a contradiction in terms—lots of “natural” detergents are
actually soaps. Should this matter to you? Only to the extent that soaps will leave the dreaded
“soap scum,” a slight film on your clothes that can build up over time, whereas detergents won’t.
Detergents are harsher on the environment than soaps, but your clothes will stay brighter longer
if you use them. Environment versus bright colors? These are the questions that plague modern
man.Bulls are color-blind; the flapping cape annoys the bull, not the color red.As for
“biodegradable,” all soaps and detergents biodegrade eventually, but synthetic detergents take
much longer to degrade than most soaps—and certain ingredients of detergents and soaps,
such as artificial fragrances, won’t degrade naturally. Also, it should be noted that the
biodegradability depends on several factors, including whether the detergent is in an aerobic
(oxygen-filled) or anaerobic (oxygen-deprived) environment, and if there are enough bacteria
around to help biodegrade what soap or detergent is in the water supply. Soaps are nicely
biodegradable in theory, for example, but if the soap (which would quickly degrade in your basic
puddle) is poured into an anaerobic sewer system, along with the soapy water of the rest of a
large community, it’ll take that “biodegradable” stuff quite a bit longer to break down than it would
otherwise. Just something to think about.Dear Uncle John:So, what exactly happens when
something gets dry-cleaned?Here’s the secret: In dry cleaning, your clothes actually do get wet.
The difference is the thing they get wet with isn’t water, it’s a colorless, nonflammable solvent
called perchloroethylene (call it “perc” if you want to sound like a dry-cleaning pro). Your clothes
are immersed in this stuff or in petroleum-based solvents (though these solvents are primarily
confined these days to large industrial machines, not your neighborhood dry-cleaning place). If it
disturbs you to think your clothes are being washed in stuff that’s related to the fuel in your car,
consider that in the early days of dry cleaning, the solvents used were actually kerosene or
gasoline. Yes, gas was used to dry-clean clothes. Please don’t try this at home.After your clothes
are immersed in perchloroethylene and cleaned, they’re placed in an “extractor” and all the perc
is sucked out. Why? Because perc can be a fairly nasty chemical for people and other living



things. It’s a carcinogen that in high concentrations can cause major damage to your nervous
system and any number of your internal organs. Even the low levels of perc residue left in your
clothes can cause irritation of the eyes, nose, and throat. It can also affect your mood and
coordination, especially in a small, enclosed space, like your car on the way home from the dry
cleaners. This is not to say you shouldn’t get your clothes dry-cleaned. Just make sure you’ve
got a good supply of fresh air. Here’s another secret: A lot of clothes that say “Dry Clean Only”
can actually be hand washed gently (or carefully on the gentle cycle of your washing machine).
It’s just that dry cleaning lessens the chance of them losing their shape or shrinking. If you’re
willing to take the risk, pull out the Woolite and go to town. The Dry Cleaning Police won’t burst
through your door and haul you away.Polar bears are ambidextrous.ASK UNCLE JOHN: DOING
THE LAUNDRYThe deep, dark—uhh, we mean white, bright—secrets of laundry.Dear Uncle
John:How does bleach get my whites their very whitest?By messing with the chemical
composition of stains. Many organic stains, from grass to blood, get their color from chemicals
that are known as chromophores. Household bleaches use a chemical called sodium
hypochlorite (highly diluted) that interacts with chromophores and breaks them up. No
chromophore, no color. Combined with the action of the detergent (which grabs onto dirt and
stains) and the agitating motion of your washer (which shakes the dirt and stains off the clothes),
your whites become all nice and sparkly. Now, remember not to use your bleach on your colored
fabrics, since the same chromophores that make up stains also make up the natural dyes that
color your clothes.What about those newer bleaches that you can use on colors? They aren’t
bleaches at all but “optical brighteners” that coat your clothes with an ultraviolet-absorbing dye
to give your clothes a slightly blue tinge, which your brain perceives as being “brighter.” Clothes
treated with optical brighteners aren’t actually any cleaner than they’d be without the
brighteners, mind you. Fun little side effect from using optical brighteners, by the way: Your
clothes will glow under black light. Groovy, man!Mammals, except primates and most humans,
cannot see the colors red or green.Mammals, except primates and most humans, cannot see
the colors red or green.Dear Uncle John:What is static cling anyway? And how does fabric
softener defeat it?Static cling is exactly the same stuff that allowed you to rub your feet on the
carpet, sneak up on unsuspecting pets and/or siblings, and zap them full of voltage—it’s the
static electricity that thrives in dry air. When your clothes are tumbling in the dryer, they rub up
against each other like high school sweethearts during a slow dance at the winter formal—and in
the case of the clothes, that means they’re developing static charges. This is what causes your
socks to bond so passionately with your skirt, until you tear them asunder with a crackling
rrrrrrrip. The poor socks. All they wanted was a little love.Love, schmove, you say. I just want to
get rid of the static cling. That’s where your fabric softener comes in. To be blunt about it, fabric
softener gives your drying clothes a nice, thorough lube job. It cuts down the amount of static
electricity by keeping the clothes slightly moist (and allowing electric charges to flow freely and
not get all jammed up). Back to the winter-formal-slow-dance metaphor: If your clothes are
hormonal teenagers looking to generate a spark, your fabric softener is the chaperone who



makes sure there’s eight fingers worth of daylight between them. (And you thought watching
your clothes dry would be boring.)The fabric softener that comes in sheets, incidentally, uses
waxy compounds to lube your clothes. That’s right, you’re waxing your clothes. You just knew
that creepy teddy bear wasn’t telling you the whole story.Dear Uncle John:Are natural,
biodegradable detergents as good as the kind that pollute the water?This is sort of a trick
question. First off, detergents are synthetic by definition (although they can use “natural”
ingredients) and should be differentiated from soaps, which are created from plant or animal oils.
So “natural” detergents are pretty much a contradiction in terms—lots of “natural” detergents are
actually soaps. Should this matter to you? Only to the extent that soaps will leave the dreaded
“soap scum,” a slight film on your clothes that can build up over time, whereas detergents won’t.
Detergents are harsher on the environment than soaps, but your clothes will stay brighter longer
if you use them. Environment versus bright colors? These are the questions that plague modern
man.Bulls are color-blind; the flapping cape annoys the bull, not the color red.Bulls are color-
blind; the flapping cape annoys the bull, not the color red.As for “biodegradable,” all soaps and
detergents biodegrade eventually, but synthetic detergents take much longer to degrade than
most soaps—and certain ingredients of detergents and soaps, such as artificial fragrances,
won’t degrade naturally. Also, it should be noted that the biodegradability depends on several
factors, including whether the detergent is in an aerobic (oxygen-filled) or anaerobic (oxygen-
deprived) environment, and if there are enough bacteria around to help biodegrade what soap or
detergent is in the water supply. Soaps are nicely biodegradable in theory, for example, but if the
soap (which would quickly degrade in your basic puddle) is poured into an anaerobic sewer
system, along with the soapy water of the rest of a large community, it’ll take that
“biodegradable” stuff quite a bit longer to break down than it would otherwise. Just something to
think about.Dear Uncle John:So, what exactly happens when something gets dry-cleaned?
Here’s the secret: In dry cleaning, your clothes actually do get wet. The difference is the thing
they get wet with isn’t water, it’s a colorless, nonflammable solvent called perchloroethylene (call
it “perc” if you want to sound like a dry-cleaning pro). Your clothes are immersed in this stuff or in
petroleum-based solvents (though these solvents are primarily confined these days to large
industrial machines, not your neighborhood dry-cleaning place). If it disturbs you to think your
clothes are being washed in stuff that’s related to the fuel in your car, consider that in the early
days of dry cleaning, the solvents used were actually kerosene or gasoline. Yes, gas was used to
dry-clean clothes. Please don’t try this at home.After your clothes are immersed in
perchloroethylene and cleaned, they’re placed in an “extractor” and all the perc is sucked out.
Why? Because perc can be a fairly nasty chemical for people and other living things. It’s a
carcinogen that in high concentrations can cause major damage to your nervous system and
any number of your internal organs. Even the low levels of perc residue left in your clothes can
cause irritation of the eyes, nose, and throat. It can also affect your mood and coordination,
especially in a small, enclosed space, like your car on the way home from the dry cleaners. This
is not to say you shouldn’t get your clothes dry-cleaned. Just make sure you’ve got a good



supply of fresh air. Here’s another secret: A lot of clothes that say “Dry Clean Only” can actually
be hand washed gently (or carefully on the gentle cycle of your washing machine). It’s just that
dry cleaning lessens the chance of them losing their shape or shrinking. If you’re willing to take
the risk, pull out the Woolite and go to town. The Dry Cleaning Police won’t burst through your
door and haul you away.Polar bears are ambidextrous.Polar bears are ambidextrous.BUMPER
STICKERS AROUND THE UNIVERSEIf you can read these, you’re probably following too
closely behind a scientist.INTERSTELLAR MATTER IS A GASGEOLOGISTS MAKE THE BED
ROCKGRAVITY: NOT JUST A GOOD IDEA...IT’S THE LAW!STOP CONTINENTAL DRIFT!!!DO
MOLECULAR BIOLOGISTS WEAR DESIGNER GENES?FRICTION CAN BE A DRAGBLACK
HOLES REALLY SUCKDO RADIOACTIVE CATS HAVE 18 HALF-LIVES?QUASARS ARE FAR
OUT!NEUTRINOS HAVE BAD BREADTHHYPERSPACE: WHERE YOU PARK AT THE
SUPERSTOREPOLYMER PHYSICISTS ARE INTO CHAINSGRAVITY BRINGS ME
DOWNTIME TRAVEL IS POSSIBLE—AT THE SPEED OF ONE SECOND PER
SECONDMOLECULAR BIOLOGISTS ARE SMALLAs long as lightning doesn’t cross the heart
or spine, a person hit by it will usually survive.BUMPER STICKERS AROUND THE UNIVERSEIf
you can read these, you’re probably following too closely behind a scientist.INTERSTELLAR
MATTER IS A GASGEOLOGISTS MAKE THE BED ROCKGRAVITY: NOT JUST A GOOD
IDEA...IT’S THE LAW!STOP CONTINENTAL DRIFT!!!DO MOLECULAR BIOLOGISTS WEAR
DESIGNER GENES?FRICTION CAN BE A DRAGBLACK HOLES REALLY SUCKDO
RADIOACTIVE CATS HAVE 18 HALF-LIVES?QUASARS ARE FAR OUT!NEUTRINOS HAVE
BAD BREADTHHYPERSPACE: WHERE YOU PARK AT THE SUPERSTOREPOLYMER
PHYSICISTS ARE INTO CHAINSGRAVITY BRINGS ME DOWNTIME TRAVEL IS POSSIBLE—
AT THE SPEED OF ONE SECOND PER SECONDMOLECULAR BIOLOGISTS ARE SMALLAs
long as lightning doesn’t cross the heart or spine, a person hit by it will usually survive.As long
as lightning doesn’t cross the heart or spine, a person hit by it will usually survive.FOOD
TERRORS PART I: MAD COWSAt the height of the mad cow disease scare, beef sales in
Europe fell 27 percent. That’s a lot of steak-and-kidney pies.In 1985, a mysterious new disease
appeared in British beef cattle: They called it “bovine spongiform encephalopathy” or BSE, soon
to become famous as “mad cow disease.”The British government has spent billions of pounds
trying to deal with the epidemic. And with a lot of British beef going to Europe, the disease has
started appearing there too, resulting in the European Union spending billions of euros on
prevention.But mad cow disease is untreatable, so all that anyone can do to limit its spread is to
test herds and destroy any cows that are infected. Farmers have gone bankrupt, and the public,
understandably enough, is wondering whether to switch to pork, or chicken, or even Grandpa’s
old favorite standby: mutton.A BRAIN LIKE A SPONGEMad cow disease can cross species,
and the human form, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, does the same thing to people as mad cow
does to cows: It makes holes in the brain, leading to progressive dementia and death. Now the
disease has appeared in Japan, and despite attempts at control, the international food industry
is slowly spreading it all over the world.SCRAPE THAT LAMB CHOP OFF THE GRILL, BILLFor



over 100 years, farmers have known about a disease of sheep called “scrapie,” named for the
animal’s uncontrollable urge to scrape itself against trees or fence posts until its flesh is raw,
after which it loses its mind and dies. Scientists mostly agreed it was caused by some kind of
“slow virus”; symptoms took years to develop. But no one could isolate it, and standard methods
of eliminating virus infections didn’t work.Astronauts temporarily grow between 1/2 to one inch
taller in space.Scrapie wasn’t seen as a serious threat, and sheep that died from it were sold to
the animal feed industry along with other animals that had died from natural causes. Well, this
irresponsible practice has come back to bite us on our beef butts. It’s believed that mad cow
disease began when cows were fed processed feed containing the brains of scrapie-infected
sheep.HISTORY’S MYSTERYThe only historical information about a disease of this type in
humans comes from New Guinea, where one tribe—the Fore Highlanders—was found in the
1950s to be suffering from a unique and fatal illness, which they called Kuru, or the Laughing
Death. Sufferers would gradually, over many years, develop uncontrollable laughter, until their
faces were set in a permanent grin like the Joker’s in Batman. Unable to do anything else, they
would laugh themselves helplessly to death.Investigators found that the tribe practiced ritual
cannibalism, where the brains of relatives who died would be eaten as a mark of respect. The
brains they were eating had those telltale spongelike holes in them. When scientists persuaded
the tribe to stop eating each other’s brains, the disease gradually died out.THE SCIENTIFIC
PUZZLEThe scientific mystery was how these diseases could be spread. Infections are usually
transmitted by bacteria or viruses, but both in this case had been ruled out. A maverick theory by
University of California scientist Stanley Prusiner seems to have provided the answer, though
treatment is still not available.Prusiner had studied Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, and come to the
mind-boggling conclusion that it was normal human proteins, not viruses or bacteria, that
caused the disease. Proteins are large molecules, folded up over themselves like a tangle of
string, and his idea was that in these diseases the string had somehow gotten tangled up in a
different pattern; so it was the same molecule, chemically, but with a different physical shape.
Eating infected meat, especially brain tissue, introduced these deviant molecules, and the
normal proteins in the infected individual would somehow learn to copy the new squiggly
shapes.A mockingbird can have a repertoire of up to 200 songs.SCIENCE EATS ITS HATWhen
this theory was first suggested, most scientists rejected it: Come on, they said, infections are
caused by life forms like viruses and bacteria. Proteins aren’t alive; they don’t contain any
genetic information. Only life forms containing the genetic codes in DNA can reproduce and
cause infections. That’s what scientific orthodoxy said.Well, guess what. After millions of dollars
have been spent on research over the last 15 years, the protein theory is now accepted as the
best available explanation. Prusiner dubbed the shape-shifting proteins “prions”—short for
“proteinaceous infectious particles.” Scientists are actually relieved to have a theory to explain
the mysterious epidemic, even if it’s still not clear how these diseases manage to move across
species, or exactly what it is that makes the spongelike holes in infected brains.WHERE’S THE
BEEF?Since deviant protein molecules are chemically identical to normal ones, it’s difficult to tell



if an individual is infected until symptoms start to appear, which could be 20 years later. You
need an electron microscope to look at the physical shape of a protein molecule, and since the
proteins in question are in the middle of people’s brains, it’s only practical to look for them in
autopsies of patients who’ve already died from the disease. Kind of like closing the barn door
after the cow has run away.It’s possible that hundreds of millions of people are infected. But
some experts think that now that farmers have stopped using scrapie-infected sheep for animal
feed, gotten rid of infected beef in their herds, and taken other preventive measures, mad cow
and its human relatives will quietly go away again.I’LL HAVE THE CHICKENMeanwhile, it’s not
that you don’t have a choice—that chicken club with bacon and ranch dressing is looking better
than ever.* * * * *U.S. Red Meat Consumption by TypeBeef: 58%Pork: 40%Veal: less than
1%Lamb and Mutton: less than 1%—U.S. Department of Agriculture“An average American eats
1,400 chickens, 21 cows, 14sheep, and 12 pigs during his or her lifetime.” —KidbitsAvalanches
travel an average of 22 mph.FOOD TERRORS PART I: MAD COWSAt the height of the mad
cow disease scare, beef sales in Europe fell 27 percent. That’s a lot of steak-and-kidney pies.In
1985, a mysterious new disease appeared in British beef cattle: They called it “bovine
spongiform encephalopathy” or BSE, soon to become famous as “mad cow disease.”The British
government has spent billions of pounds trying to deal with the epidemic. And with a lot of British
beef going to Europe, the disease has started appearing there too, resulting in the European
Union spending billions of euros on prevention.But mad cow disease is untreatable, so all that
anyone can do to limit its spread is to test herds and destroy any cows that are infected. Farmers
have gone bankrupt, and the public, understandably enough, is wondering whether to switch to
pork, or chicken, or even Grandpa’s old favorite standby: mutton.A BRAIN LIKE A SPONGEMad
cow disease can cross species, and the human form, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, does the same
thing to people as mad cow does to cows: It makes holes in the brain, leading to progressive
dementia and death. Now the disease has appeared in Japan, and despite attempts at control,
the international food industry is slowly spreading it all over the world.SCRAPE THAT LAMB
CHOP OFF THE GRILL, BILLFor over 100 years, farmers have known about a disease of sheep
called “scrapie,” named for the animal’s uncontrollable urge to scrape itself against trees or fence
posts until its flesh is raw, after which it loses its mind and dies. Scientists mostly agreed it was
caused by some kind of “slow virus”; symptoms took years to develop. But no one could isolate
it, and standard methods of eliminating virus infections didn’t work.Astronauts temporarily grow
between 1/2 to one inch taller in space.Astronauts temporarily grow between 1/2 to one inch
taller in space.Scrapie wasn’t seen as a serious threat, and sheep that died from it were sold to
the animal feed industry along with other animals that had died from natural causes. Well, this
irresponsible practice has come back to bite us on our beef butts. It’s believed that mad cow
disease began when cows were fed processed feed containing the brains of scrapie-infected
sheep.HISTORY’S MYSTERYThe only historical information about a disease of this type in
humans comes from New Guinea, where one tribe—the Fore Highlanders—was found in the
1950s to be suffering from a unique and fatal illness, which they called Kuru, or the Laughing



Death. Sufferers would gradually, over many years, develop uncontrollable laughter, until their
faces were set in a permanent grin like the Joker’s in Batman. Unable to do anything else, they
would laugh themselves helplessly to death.Investigators found that the tribe practiced ritual
cannibalism, where the brains of relatives who died would be eaten as a mark of respect. The
brains they were eating had those telltale spongelike holes in them. When scientists persuaded
the tribe to stop eating each other’s brains, the disease gradually died out.THE SCIENTIFIC
PUZZLEThe scientific mystery was how these diseases could be spread. Infections are usually
transmitted by bacteria or viruses, but both in this case had been ruled out. A maverick theory by
University of California scientist Stanley Prusiner seems to have provided the answer, though
treatment is still not available.Prusiner had studied Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, and come to the
mind-boggling conclusion that it was normal human proteins, not viruses or bacteria, that
caused the disease. Proteins are large molecules, folded up over themselves like a tangle of
string, and his idea was that in these diseases the string had somehow gotten tangled up in a
different pattern; so it was the same molecule, chemically, but with a different physical shape.
Eating infected meat, especially brain tissue, introduced these deviant molecules, and the
normal proteins in the infected individual would somehow learn to copy the new squiggly
shapes.A mockingbird can have a repertoire of up to 200 songs.A mockingbird can have a
repertoire of up to 200 songs.SCIENCE EATS ITS HATWhen this theory was first suggested,
most scientists rejected it: Come on, they said, infections are caused by life forms like viruses
and bacteria. Proteins aren’t alive; they don’t contain any genetic information. Only life forms
containing the genetic codes in DNA can reproduce and cause infections. That’s what scientific
orthodoxy said.Well, guess what. After millions of dollars have been spent on research over the
last 15 years, the protein theory is now accepted as the best available explanation. Prusiner
dubbed the shape-shifting proteins “prions”—short for “proteinaceous infectious particles.”
Scientists are actually relieved to have a theory to explain the mysterious epidemic, even if it’s
still not clear how these diseases manage to move across species, or exactly what it is that
makes the spongelike holes in infected brains.WHERE’S THE BEEF?Since deviant protein
molecules are chemically identical to normal ones, it’s difficult to tell if an individual is infected
until symptoms start to appear, which could be 20 years later. You need an electron microscope
to look at the physical shape of a protein molecule, and since the proteins in question are in the
middle of people’s brains, it’s only practical to look for them in autopsies of patients who’ve
already died from the disease. Kind of like closing the barn door after the cow has run away.It’s
possible that hundreds of millions of people are infected. But some experts think that now that
farmers have stopped using scrapie-infected sheep for animal feed, gotten rid of infected beef in
their herds, and taken other preventive measures, mad cow and its human relatives will quietly
go away again.I’LL HAVE THE CHICKENMeanwhile, it’s not that you don’t have a choice—that
chicken club with bacon and ranch dressing is looking better than ever.* * * * *U.S. Red Meat
Consumption by TypeBeef: 58%Pork: 40%Veal: less than 1%Lamb and Mutton: less than 1%—
U.S. Department of Agriculture“An average American eats 1,400 chickens, 21 cows, 14sheep,



and 12 pigs during his or her lifetime.” —KidbitsAvalanches travel an average of 22
mph.Avalanches travel an average of 22 mph.THE GREEN FLASHNo, it’s not some new
superhero who’s going to save the world. It’s a now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t phenomenon that
takes place before the sun sets and the instant it rises.You’ve seen gorgeous sunsets with
brilliant reds, oranges, violets, pinks, and yellows. But have you seen the green? The green
flash, we mean—that split-second burst of green just as the sun dips below or rises above the
horizon. Lots of people talk about it. Half of them think it’s just a myth; the other have actually
seen it.ARE YOU ON MY WAVELENGTH?Sunlight contains all the colors of the rainbow, each
with its own wavelength. When the light strikes the earth’s atmosphere, the atmosphere acts like
a giant prism and scatters or diffuses the light. The extent to which a light wave is diffused
depends on its wavelength. Take blue, for instance. Blue light waves have a short wavelength
and are widely scattered throughout the atmosphere. That’s why the sky looks blue when the
sun is well above the horizon on a clear day. When the sun is close to the horizon—such as at
sunrise or sunset—the sunlight has to travel through more of the atmosphere to reach our eyes.
The highly scattered blue light doesn’t reach us, but the longer waves, like red, penetrate the
dense atmosphere more easily. This gives the sunset its red-orange color.THE MASTER
FLASHERSpeaking in terms of sunsets, as most research on the subject does, as the edge of
the sun dips below the horizon, its light splits into a spectrum like a rainbow. As the sun
continues to descend, the red portion of the spectrum falls below the horizon and the blue
portion is usually scattered by the atmosphere. It’s at this instant that green is the wavelength of
maximum intensity.Canada is the world’s second largest country with an area of 9,971,500
square kilometers.SEEING IS BELIEVINGGreen flashes are related to mirages, which only
occur below the astronomical, or true, horizon. The apparent horizon—where the sky appears to
meet the earth—should be as far below your eye as possible to maximize your chances of
catching a green flash. A sea horizon is a great place for sighting one, but so is the horizon as
seen from the top of the Empire State Building or even from a plane or balloon. As to the horizon
itself, a sharp horizontal line is best, but even the jagged outline of the top of a forest will do, as
long as your vantage point is higher.THE SEEIN’ O’ THE GREENSo you’re all set. Except for
one more thing. You can call it a “catch” if you want. The weather has to be just right, too. So,
may the sun shine warm upon your face until it sets or rises on a clear, perfectly cloudless
horizon with no air pollution.Good luck.* * * * *DO FISH SLEEP?Despite the fact that they have
no eyelids and that many of them seem to be constantly on the move, most fish curl up for a nap
now and then. Mullet fish head for the ocean floor at night. But other fish sleep during the day,
giving themselves the night to roam around the ocean, safe in the knowledge that any potential
predators are asleep. Even fish such as marlins, which must remain active to pass water over
their gills, become less active in the dark of night, appearing to simply drift with the prevailing
currents.BORED TO THE GILLS?Yes, even fish yawn! Just before a quick move, some fish take
extra oxygen into their gills with a yawning action. Fish have also been known to yawn when
they’re excited, such as when they see an enemy or a source of food.Gingivitis is the most



common noncontagious disease.THE GREEN FLASHNo, it’s not some new superhero who’s
going to save the world. It’s a now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t phenomenon that takes place
before the sun sets and the instant it rises.You’ve seen gorgeous sunsets with brilliant reds,
oranges, violets, pinks, and yellows. But have you seen the green? The green flash, we mean—
that split-second burst of green just as the sun dips below or rises above the horizon. Lots of
people talk about it. Half of them think it’s just a myth; the other have actually seen it.ARE YOU
ON MY WAVELENGTH?Sunlight contains all the colors of the rainbow, each with its own
wavelength. When the light strikes the earth’s atmosphere, the atmosphere acts like a giant
prism and scatters or diffuses the light. The extent to which a light wave is diffused depends on
its wavelength. Take blue, for instance. Blue light waves have a short wavelength and are widely
scattered throughout the atmosphere. That’s why the sky looks blue when the sun is well above
the horizon on a clear day. When the sun is close to the horizon—such as at sunrise or sunset—
the sunlight has to travel through more of the atmosphere to reach our eyes. The highly
scattered blue light doesn’t reach us, but the longer waves, like red, penetrate the dense
atmosphere more easily. This gives the sunset its red-orange color.THE MASTER
FLASHERSpeaking in terms of sunsets, as most research on the subject does, as the edge of
the sun dips below the horizon, its light splits into a spectrum like a rainbow. As the sun
continues to descend, the red portion of the spectrum falls below the horizon and the blue
portion is usually scattered by the atmosphere. It’s at this instant that green is the wavelength of
maximum intensity.Canada is the world’s second largest country with an area of 9,971,500
square kilometers.Canada is the world’s second largest country with an area of 9,971,500
square kilometers.SEEING IS BELIEVINGGreen flashes are related to mirages, which only
occur below the astronomical, or true, horizon. The apparent horizon—where the sky appears to
meet the earth—should be as far below your eye as possible to maximize your chances of
catching a green flash. A sea horizon is a great place for sighting one, but so is the horizon as
seen from the top of the Empire State Building or even from a plane or balloon. As to the horizon
itself, a sharp horizontal line is best, but even the jagged outline of the top of a forest will do, as
long as your vantage point is higher.THE SEEIN’ O’ THE GREENSo you’re all set. Except for
one more thing. You can call it a “catch” if you want. The weather has to be just right, too. So,
may the sun shine warm upon your face until it sets or rises on a clear, perfectly cloudless
horizon with no air pollution.Good luck.* * * * *DO FISH SLEEP?Despite the fact that they have
no eyelids and that many of them seem to be constantly on the move, most fish curl up for a nap
now and then. Mullet fish head for the ocean floor at night. But other fish sleep during the day,
giving themselves the night to roam around the ocean, safe in the knowledge that any potential
predators are asleep. Even fish such as marlins, which must remain active to pass water over
their gills, become less active in the dark of night, appearing to simply drift with the prevailing
currents.BORED TO THE GILLS?Yes, even fish yawn! Just before a quick move, some fish take
extra oxygen into their gills with a yawning action. Fish have also been known to yawn when
they’re excited, such as when they see an enemy or a source of food.Gingivitis is the most



common noncontagious disease.Gingivitis is the most common noncontagious disease.CURIE-
OSITY WINS TWO NOBEL PRIZESWhen Alfred Nobel’s will was opened after his death in
1896, it was quite a surprise that his fortune was to be used for the annual prizes that are named
for him. Nobel may have been surprised to learn that, in only the first decade of its history, two of
his Nobel Prizes would be awarded to the same woman.Marya Sklodowska was born in Warsaw
in 1867. Both of her parents were teachers who believed deeply in the importance of education.
And even though Marya had a brilliant aptitude for physics and chemistry, advanced study in the
sciences was simply not possible for women in Poland.PARIS OR BUST!Marya and her elder
sister, Bronya, both dreamed of studying at the Sorbonne in Paris, but the family couldn’t afford
it. So Marya and Bronya concocted a plan. Marya would work as a governess and help support
her sister so that Bronya could study medicine at the Sorbonne. When Bronya had her medical
degree, she would contribute to the cost of Marya’s studies. Marya (Frenchified as Marie) made
it to the Sorbonne in 1891, where she finished first in her physics class and second in math the
next year. She married physicist Pierre Curie in 1895, and with his help, began to look for a
subject for her doctoral thesis in physics.X-RAY VISIONMeanwhile, a number of breakthroughs
were paving the way for her. In 1895, Wilhelm Conrad von Roentgen discovered the short-wave,
high-frequency counterpart to radio waves, which had just been discovered by Heinrich Hertz
(not the car guy; “Hertz” as in “megahertz”). Von Roentgen called this new kind of radiation X-
rays; the X stood for unknown. The fact that the radiation could pass through opaque material
that was impenetrable to ordinary light created a great sensation and, in turn, led to a chain of
still more exciting findings and inventions such as the X-ray machine.Bulletproof glass contains
layers of polycarbonate to absorb the force of a bullet.The next year, Henri Becquerel was
exposing salts of uranium to sunlight to study whether the new radiation could have a
connection with luminescence, when he discovered by chance—thanks to a few cloudy days—
that another new type of radiation was spontaneously emanating from them.Marie decided that
her doctoral thesis would be a systematic investigation of the mysterious “uranium rays.”THE
GREAT UNKNOWNAt the dawn of the 20th century, scientists still thought the atom was the
most elementary particle in the universe, although the discovery of the electron around this time
hinted that this old idea might be wrong. Still, no one grasped the complex inner structure of
atoms or the immense energy stored in them.ATOM BOMBSHELLThe surprising result of
Marie’s studies of the chemical compounds of uranium was that the strength of the radiation
given off didn’t depend on the compound—it depended only on the amount of uranium.
Chemical compounds of the same element generally have very different chemical and physical
properties. One uranium compound was a dark powder, another a transparent yellow crystal, but
the radiation they gave off depended only on the amount of uranium they contained.Marie drew
the conclusion that the ability to radiate didn’t depend on the arrangement of the atoms in the
molecule—instead, it must be linked to the interior of the atom itself. This was her most
important discovery. She went on from there to test every element in the periodic table, after
which she concluded that only uranium and thorium gave off this radiation.YOU LOOK



RADIANT!With Pierre helping her, she studied the natural ores that contain uranium and
thorium. The Curies confined their study to pitchblende (the chief ore-mineral source of uranium)
because it emitted the strongest rays. Eventually, they uncovered a new radioactive element,
named polonium in honor of Marie’s native Poland. But the real find was a radioactive element,
which they named “radium” for its radiant blue glow, that was 2 million times more radioactive
than uranium! Marie received her well-earned Ph.D. in 1902.The easiest dog to train is a Border
collie, followed by the poodle and German shepherd.CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUEIn 1903,
the French Academy of Sciences nominated Henri Becquerel and Pierre—but not Marie—as
candidates for the Nobel Prize in Physics. Eventually, one far-sighted member of the nominating
committee pulled some strings, and Marie was nominated, too. The three physicists won the
Nobel Prize in 1903 for their discovery of natural radioactivity.HER NEXT NOBELAfter Pierre’s
death in 1906 (he was run over by a horse-drawn wagon when he stepped in its path), Marie
took over his job at the Sorbonne, which made her the university’s first female faculty member.
But she couldn’t give up her work. She continued trying to isolate pure polonium and pure
radium to remove any doubts about the existence of the new elements. In 1910 she succeeded
in isolating pure radium metal. Her efforts were rewarded with a second Nobel Prize—this time
for Chemistry—in 1911.WHAT DID THEY KNOW?Many of the researchers who experimented
with these “mysterious rays” in the early part of the 20th century handled radioactive materials
with their bare hands—Marie and Pierre were no exception. By the end of the 1920s, her fingers
severely burned by radium, Curie began to suffer almost constantly from fatigue, dizziness, and
a low-grade fever. She also experienced a continuous humming in her ears and a gradual loss of
eyesight.On July 4, 1934, Madame Curie succumbed to leukemia, a disease caused by
decades of exposure to the radium that she devoted her life to. She lived just long enough to see
her investigation into uranium give birth to an entirely new scientific discipline: atomic
physics.NO GIRLS ALLOWEDOnly four people have ever won two Nobel Prizes: Linus Pauling
(Chemistry and Peace), Frederick Sanger (Chemistry), John Bardeen (Physics), and Marie. But
despite this accomplishment (and the fact that she had greatly increased the prestige of France
in the scientific world), Madame Curie was never admitted to the French Academy of Sciences.
(Her hubby, Pierre, was elected to the Academy in 1905, two years after he and Marie had won
the Nobel Prize.)Golden retrievers are the least likely of all dogs to bite humans.CURIE-OSITY
WINS TWO NOBEL PRIZESWhen Alfred Nobel’s will was opened after his death in 1896, it was
quite a surprise that his fortune was to be used for the annual prizes that are named for him.
Nobel may have been surprised to learn that, in only the first decade of its history, two of his
Nobel Prizes would be awarded to the same woman.Marya Sklodowska was born in Warsaw in
1867. Both of her parents were teachers who believed deeply in the importance of education.
And even though Marya had a brilliant aptitude for physics and chemistry, advanced study in the
sciences was simply not possible for women in Poland.PARIS OR BUST!Marya and her elder
sister, Bronya, both dreamed of studying at the Sorbonne in Paris, but the family couldn’t afford
it. So Marya and Bronya concocted a plan. Marya would work as a governess and help support



her sister so that Bronya could study medicine at the Sorbonne. When Bronya had her medical
degree, she would contribute to the cost of Marya’s studies. Marya (Frenchified as Marie) made
it to the Sorbonne in 1891, where she finished first in her physics class and second in math the
next year. She married physicist Pierre Curie in 1895, and with his help, began to look for a
subject for her doctoral thesis in physics.X-RAY VISIONMeanwhile, a number of breakthroughs
were paving the way for her. In 1895, Wilhelm Conrad von Roentgen discovered the short-wave,
high-frequency counterpart to radio waves, which had just been discovered by Heinrich Hertz
(not the car guy; “Hertz” as in “megahertz”). Von Roentgen called this new kind of radiation X-
rays; the X stood for unknown. The fact that the radiation could pass through opaque material
that was impenetrable to ordinary light created a great sensation and, in turn, led to a chain of
still more exciting findings and inventions such as the X-ray machine.Bulletproof glass contains
layers of polycarbonate to absorb the force of a bullet.Bulletproof glass contains layers of
polycarbonate to absorb the force of a bullet.The next year, Henri Becquerel was exposing salts
of uranium to sunlight to study whether the new radiation could have a connection with
luminescence, when he discovered by chance—thanks to a few cloudy days—that another new
type of radiation was spontaneously emanating from them.Marie decided that her doctoral
thesis would be a systematic investigation of the mysterious “uranium rays.”THE GREAT
UNKNOWNAt the dawn of the 20th century, scientists still thought the atom was the most
elementary particle in the universe, although the discovery of the electron around this time
hinted that this old idea might be wrong. Still, no one grasped the complex inner structure of
atoms or the immense energy stored in them.ATOM BOMBSHELLThe surprising result of
Marie’s studies of the chemical compounds of uranium was that the strength of the radiation
given off didn’t depend on the compound—it depended only on the amount of uranium.
Chemical compounds of the same element generally have very different chemical and physical
properties. One uranium compound was a dark powder, another a transparent yellow crystal, but
the radiation they gave off depended only on the amount of uranium they contained.Marie drew
the conclusion that the ability to radiate didn’t depend on the arrangement of the atoms in the
molecule—instead, it must be linked to the interior of the atom itself. This was her most
important discovery. She went on from there to test every element in the periodic table, after
which she concluded that only uranium and thorium gave off this radiation.YOU LOOK
RADIANT!With Pierre helping her, she studied the natural ores that contain uranium and
thorium. The Curies confined their study to pitchblende (the chief ore-mineral source of uranium)
because it emitted the strongest rays. Eventually, they uncovered a new radioactive element,
named polonium in honor of Marie’s native Poland. But the real find was a radioactive element,
which they named “radium” for its radiant blue glow, that was 2 million times more radioactive
than uranium! Marie received her well-earned Ph.D. in 1902.The easiest dog to train is a Border
collie, followed by the poodle and German shepherd.The easiest dog to train is a Border collie,
followed by the poodle and German shepherd.CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUEIn 1903, the
French Academy of Sciences nominated Henri Becquerel and Pierre—but not Marie—as



candidates for the Nobel Prize in Physics. Eventually, one far-sighted member of the nominating
committee pulled some strings, and Marie was nominated, too. The three physicists won the
Nobel Prize in 1903 for their discovery of natural radioactivity.HER NEXT NOBELAfter Pierre’s
death in 1906 (he was run over by a horse-drawn wagon when he stepped in its path), Marie
took over his job at the Sorbonne, which made her the university’s first female faculty member.
But she couldn’t give up her work. She continued trying to isolate pure polonium and pure
radium to remove any doubts about the existence of the new elements. In 1910 she succeeded
in isolating pure radium metal. Her efforts were rewarded with a second Nobel Prize—this time
for Chemistry—in 1911.WHAT DID THEY KNOW?Many of the researchers who experimented
with these “mysterious rays” in the early part of the 20th century handled radioactive materials
with their bare hands—Marie and Pierre were no exception. By the end of the 1920s, her fingers
severely burned by radium, Curie began to suffer almost constantly from fatigue, dizziness, and
a low-grade fever. She also experienced a continuous humming in her ears and a gradual loss of
eyesight.On July 4, 1934, Madame Curie succumbed to leukemia, a disease caused by
decades of exposure to the radium that she devoted her life to. She lived just long enough to see
her investigation into uranium give birth to an entirely new scientific discipline: atomic
physics.NO GIRLS ALLOWEDOnly four people have ever won two Nobel Prizes: Linus Pauling
(Chemistry and Peace), Frederick Sanger (Chemistry), John Bardeen (Physics), and Marie. But
despite this accomplishment (and the fact that she had greatly increased the prestige of France
in the scientific world), Madame Curie was never admitted to the French Academy of Sciences.
(Her hubby, Pierre, was elected to the Academy in 1905, two years after he and Marie had won
the Nobel Prize.)Golden retrievers are the least likely of all dogs to bite humans.Golden
retrievers are the least likely of all dogs to bite humans.CURIOUS CAVESFrom a cave that
moans to a cave that, uh, breaks wind.SHUT THE CAVE UP!In 1851, the prospectors who
discovered Moaning Cave in California’s gold country found a ten-foot-high pile of bones—
remains of unwary folks who had accidentally fallen into the cave from a hole above. The
prospectors left in disappointment, unaware that they’d discovered a treasure. A skull in the pile
was later found to be over 13,000 years old. The cave is famous for wailing sounds, which are
caused by rainwater dripping into bottle-shaped formations deep underground. The process
creates a low thrumming noise similar to blowing across the top of a half-filled bottle. After the
tour, the cavern does echo with moans—from tourists who have to climb over 200 stairs back
up.THIS CAVE IS A GASChina’s Yunnan province is home to the Stone Forest, over 64,000
acres of caves and towering limestone pillars that was once an ancient seabed. Over millions of
years, rain and wind eroded its limestone formations into their present shapes. A highlight is the
Strange Wind Cave. In August and November, a strong wind shoots out of the cave with a
thunderous roar. Water from a natural spring inside the cave flows a few yards, then falls abruptly
into an underground river. When the spring creates a water level that rises high enough and
drops down far enough, it produces the roar of falling water and sends a blast of wind out of the
cave.THE MYSTERY OF KITUM CAVEKitum Cave, Kenya, runs 200 feet (61 m) into the side of



Mt. Elgon, a dormant volcano. It’s a tourist attraction famous for its thousands of bats and for the
elephants who bathe in its pools and gouge salty rock from its walls. Kitum went from famous to
infamous when scientists realized it held clues to the incurable Ebola virus, which can spread
like wildfire and kills up to 90 percent of its victims. Scientists were on high alert when they
learned that two unrelated victims of Ebola had visited Kitum Cave. Was the cave a source of
Ebola, or was it just a coincidental factor? It turned out that healthy bats can carry Ebola without
suffering symptoms, and bat guano sometimes contains the live Ebola virus. Solving the mystery
may reduce Ebola’s deadly threat, making Kitum one of the world’s most important caves.Half of
the average man’s body weight is muscle.CURIOUS CAVESFrom a cave that moans to a cave
that, uh, breaks wind.SHUT THE CAVE UP!In 1851, the prospectors who discovered Moaning
Cave in California’s gold country found a ten-foot-high pile of bones—remains of unwary folks
who had accidentally fallen into the cave from a hole above. The prospectors left in
disappointment, unaware that they’d discovered a treasure. A skull in the pile was later found to
be over 13,000 years old. The cave is famous for wailing sounds, which are caused by rainwater
dripping into bottle-shaped formations deep underground. The process creates a low thrumming
noise similar to blowing across the top of a half-filled bottle. After the tour, the cavern does echo
with moans—from tourists who have to climb over 200 stairs back up.THIS CAVE IS A
GASChina’s Yunnan province is home to the Stone Forest, over 64,000 acres of caves and
towering limestone pillars that was once an ancient seabed. Over millions of years, rain and wind
eroded its limestone formations into their present shapes. A highlight is the Strange Wind Cave.
In August and November, a strong wind shoots out of the cave with a thunderous roar. Water
from a natural spring inside the cave flows a few yards, then falls abruptly into an underground
river. When the spring creates a water level that rises high enough and drops down far enough, it
produces the roar of falling water and sends a blast of wind out of the cave.THE MYSTERY OF
KITUM CAVEKitum Cave, Kenya, runs 200 feet (61 m) into the side of Mt. Elgon, a dormant
volcano. It’s a tourist attraction famous for its thousands of bats and for the elephants who bathe
in its pools and gouge salty rock from its walls. Kitum went from famous to infamous when
scientists realized it held clues to the incurable Ebola virus, which can spread like wildfire and
kills up to 90 percent of its victims. Scientists were on high alert when they learned that two
unrelated victims of Ebola had visited Kitum Cave. Was the cave a source of Ebola, or was it just
a coincidental factor? It turned out that healthy bats can carry Ebola without suffering symptoms,
and bat guano sometimes contains the live Ebola virus. Solving the mystery may reduce Ebola’s
deadly threat, making Kitum one of the world’s most important caves.Half of the average man’s
body weight is muscle.Half of the average man’s body weight is muscle.WHEN GOOD FOOD
GOES BADIn the back of the cave, Og groans in misery. Ogga is smug—she told him to leave
that two-day-old meat alone. But it looked fine to Og, and as usual, he thought with his stomach
instead of his head. Og swears to the gods of food that if only they will let him get through this,
he will never touch meat again.Food, by virtue of once being alive, has a tendency to do what all
dead things do: decompose. Food decomposes when its molecules break down into simpler



molecules and elements. To do this, it needs the assistance of several helpful organisms and
chemicals within its own body.INVASION OF THE MICROSCOPIC KILLER SPONGES!Bacteria
are little more than live microscopic sponges. The cellular wall of a bacterium (that’s what they
call one bacteria) is porous—just like a sponge. To eat, it simply soaks up whatever it happens to
be lying in. (What a life!)NATURAL FOODIn its natural state, food is warm, wet, and out in the
open. Take away any one of those conditions and you take away a bacterium’s ability to thrive.
Therefore, in order to preserve our food we wrap it (to take away its air) and/or chill it (to slow
down its rate of reproduction). Alternately, we can dry it (a bacterium can’t eat what it can’t soak
up).BACTERIA ARE OUR BUDDIESAll bacteria aren’t deadly, of course—in fact, most are
harmless.We have bacteria all through us, both inside and out. We couldn’t live without them.
The deadly bacteria are the ones that produce toxins as they eat and reproduce. Some familiar
examples are salmonella, E. coli, anthrax, and the bacteria that cause botulism.DANGER!
DANGER! ENGAGE DEFENSE MECHANISM!If bacteria are threatened (say, by excessive
heat), they have a special defense mechanism. They produce spores, which are sort of like
seeds that protect the bacteria until they’re in a condition where they can thrive again. And like
seeds, they’re tough. They resist heat. And they can wait around for ages.Human fingernails
grow an average of an inch a year.That’s why it isn’t a good idea to reheat meat too many times.
Every time the meat is reheated, more spores have a chance to form. Then, if the meat is put
back in the fridge, the spores have a chance to germinate (make baby bacteria) before it gets
too cold. If you keep reheating and cooling, you’re just creating more and more heat-resistant
spores that will develop into bacteria whenever conditions are ripe.FUNGI: NATURE’S
RECYCLING PROGRAMWhen a fungus invades your food, it’s just doing its job, which is to
recycle dead matter into nutrients. Unfortunately, if you ever smelled fertilizer, you know how
awful those nutrients smell. And just because they’re good for plants, it doesn’t necessarily
mean they’re good for people.When you digest your food, you keep your digestive enzymes in
your stomach. But a fungus releases its enzymes into its surroundings (like that loaf of bread
you’ve had hanging around for a week), and allows them to go to work breaking down the food
into a form it can absorb.“HOW’S THE MUSHROOM SANDWICH TODAY?”Molds and mildews
are both forms of fungus. The fuzzy stuff on that old bread are actually tiny mushrooms. A fungus
reproduces by forming mushrooms that release microscopic spores into the air. And like
bacterial spores, the fungus’s job is to find a good place to live (and eat!). Where is such a
place? Well, a fungus does not need light to survive, so any warm, dark, wet place suits it just
fine (which is why it’s nice to have a window in your bathroom).ATTACK OF THE
ENZYMESEnzymes are another culprit in food spoilage. They aren’t alive; they’re chemicals
produced by everything that lives. Enzymes are present in all foods, and they don’t just sit there,
they have a very important job: to assist in the break-down process by speeding up chemical
reactions.RIPE FOR THE PLUCKINGOne example is the ripening of fruit. Once the fruit is ripe,
the process doesn’t stop. After all, one of the goals of a fruit (if you can attribute goals to fruit) is
to scatter its seeds. And one way to do this is to create a food succulent enough to entice a



creature to eat it and discard the seeds. Those fruits that aren’t eaten become overripe and
eventually fall apart in a gooey mess. Which is another way to disperse seeds.Hummingbirds fly
at speeds up to 60 mph when diving.“WHAT’S THAT SMELL?”Meats containing lots of fat have
a nasty tendency to go rancid. Rancidity (yes, that’s a scientific term) is a chemical reaction that
breaks down fatty acid molecules into smaller molecular-weight fatty acids. As it does so, some
of the molecules evaporate, releasing unpleasant odors. This actually happens with all meat, but
the process is faster with fatty meats.“WHAT’S THAT BLACK STUFF?”Some spoiled foods are
easy to identify. Mold growing on bread looks fuzzy; if you miss it and take a bite anyway, the
musty flavor should tip you off. Old milk smells sour and tastes worse—if it gets old enough, it
actually curdles. If meat gets old enough, it’ll turn brown without the benefit of cooking.“BUT IT
LOOKS FINE TO ME!”But sometimes you can’t tell when food is spoiled, like when bacteria
leave an invisible slime on meat. You can check for slime by running a knife blade across the
meat. If the blade has cloudy, slippery stuff on it, your meat has been slimed.It’s even harder to
tell if an egg is bad. One way you can test it is to put it in a bowl of water. If it sinks, it’s fine. If it
floats, better get rid of it (preferably without breaking its shell).OLD MUSTARD NEVER DIESNot
all foods go bad so readily. The yellow mustard that’s been in your fridge door for three years, for
instance, is a preservative in itself—that’s why it won’t go bad (though it will lose its flavor).Then
there are antimicrobials (they keep bacteria and fungi from invading your food) and antioxidants
(they prevent rancidity, browning, and black spots). Other preservatives absorb water, preserve
texture, and prevent trace metals from turning your food strange colors. Some old-fashioned
preservatives are salt (to preserve meat and fish), sugar (to preserve fruit), and alcoholic
beverages (which is why Aunt Bess’s fruitcake can keep for years).IT CAME FROM THE BACK
OF THE FRIDGEBut, as you probably know, not all food can be preserved. And if you’ve ever
neglected to clean out your refrigerator for a while, you’ve undoubtedly discovered that the stuff
that lurks in the back has been doing a slow morph into something alien, evil-smelling, and
possibly so dangerous it should come with its own Surgeon General’s Warning.In an ancient
Mexican temple, a meteorite was found wrapped in mummy clothes.WHEN GOOD FOOD
GOES BADIn the back of the cave, Og groans in misery. Ogga is smug—she told him to leave
that two-day-old meat alone. But it looked fine to Og, and as usual, he thought with his stomach
instead of his head. Og swears to the gods of food that if only they will let him get through this,
he will never touch meat again.Food, by virtue of once being alive, has a tendency to do what all
dead things do: decompose. Food decomposes when its molecules break down into simpler
molecules and elements. To do this, it needs the assistance of several helpful organisms and
chemicals within its own body.INVASION OF THE MICROSCOPIC KILLER SPONGES!Bacteria
are little more than live microscopic sponges. The cellular wall of a bacterium (that’s what they
call one bacteria) is porous—just like a sponge. To eat, it simply soaks up whatever it happens to
be lying in. (What a life!)NATURAL FOODIn its natural state, food is warm, wet, and out in the
open. Take away any one of those conditions and you take away a bacterium’s ability to thrive.
Therefore, in order to preserve our food we wrap it (to take away its air) and/or chill it (to slow



down its rate of reproduction). Alternately, we can dry it (a bacterium can’t eat what it can’t soak
up).BACTERIA ARE OUR BUDDIESAll bacteria aren’t deadly, of course—in fact, most are
harmless.We have bacteria all through us, both inside and out. We couldn’t live without them.
The deadly bacteria are the ones that produce toxins as they eat and reproduce. Some familiar
examples are salmonella, E. coli, anthrax, and the bacteria that cause botulism.DANGER!
DANGER! ENGAGE DEFENSE MECHANISM!If bacteria are threatened (say, by excessive
heat), they have a special defense mechanism. They produce spores, which are sort of like
seeds that protect the bacteria until they’re in a condition where they can thrive again. And like
seeds, they’re tough. They resist heat. And they can wait around for ages.Human fingernails
grow an average of an inch a year.Human fingernails grow an average of an inch a year.That’s
why it isn’t a good idea to reheat meat too many times. Every time the meat is reheated, more
spores have a chance to form. Then, if the meat is put back in the fridge, the spores have a
chance to germinate (make baby bacteria) before it gets too cold. If you keep reheating and
cooling, you’re just creating more and more heat-resistant spores that will develop into bacteria
whenever conditions are ripe.FUNGI: NATURE’S RECYCLING PROGRAMWhen a fungus
invades your food, it’s just doing its job, which is to recycle dead matter into nutrients.
Unfortunately, if you ever smelled fertilizer, you know how awful those nutrients smell. And just
because they’re good for plants, it doesn’t necessarily mean they’re good for people.When you
digest your food, you keep your digestive enzymes in your stomach. But a fungus releases its
enzymes into its surroundings (like that loaf of bread you’ve had hanging around for a week),
and allows them to go to work breaking down the food into a form it can absorb.“HOW’S THE
MUSHROOM SANDWICH TODAY?”Molds and mildews are both forms of fungus. The fuzzy
stuff on that old bread are actually tiny mushrooms. A fungus reproduces by forming mushrooms
that release microscopic spores into the air. And like bacterial spores, the fungus’s job is to find a
good place to live (and eat!). Where is such a place? Well, a fungus does not need light to
survive, so any warm, dark, wet place suits it just fine (which is why it’s nice to have a window in
your bathroom).ATTACK OF THE ENZYMESEnzymes are another culprit in food spoilage. They
aren’t alive; they’re chemicals produced by everything that lives. Enzymes are present in all
foods, and they don’t just sit there, they have a very important job: to assist in the break-down
process by speeding up chemical reactions.RIPE FOR THE PLUCKINGOne example is the
ripening of fruit. Once the fruit is ripe, the process doesn’t stop. After all, one of the goals of a
fruit (if you can attribute goals to fruit) is to scatter its seeds. And one way to do this is to create a
food succulent enough to entice a creature to eat it and discard the seeds. Those fruits that
aren’t eaten become overripe and eventually fall apart in a gooey mess. Which is another way to
disperse seeds.Hummingbirds fly at speeds up to 60 mph when diving.Hummingbirds fly at
speeds up to 60 mph when diving.“WHAT’S THAT SMELL?”Meats containing lots of fat have a
nasty tendency to go rancid. Rancidity (yes, that’s a scientific term) is a chemical reaction that
breaks down fatty acid molecules into smaller molecular-weight fatty acids. As it does so, some
of the molecules evaporate, releasing unpleasant odors. This actually happens with all meat, but



the process is faster with fatty meats.“WHAT’S THAT BLACK STUFF?”Some spoiled foods are
easy to identify. Mold growing on bread looks fuzzy; if you miss it and take a bite anyway, the
musty flavor should tip you off. Old milk smells sour and tastes worse—if it gets old enough, it
actually curdles. If meat gets old enough, it’ll turn brown without the benefit of cooking.“BUT IT
LOOKS FINE TO ME!”But sometimes you can’t tell when food is spoiled, like when bacteria
leave an invisible slime on meat. You can check for slime by running a knife blade across the
meat. If the blade has cloudy, slippery stuff on it, your meat has been slimed.It’s even harder to
tell if an egg is bad. One way you can test it is to put it in a bowl of water. If it sinks, it’s fine. If it
floats, better get rid of it (preferably without breaking its shell).OLD MUSTARD NEVER DIESNot
all foods go bad so readily. The yellow mustard that’s been in your fridge door for three years, for
instance, is a preservative in itself—that’s why it won’t go bad (though it will lose its flavor).Then
there are antimicrobials (they keep bacteria and fungi from invading your food) and antioxidants
(they prevent rancidity, browning, and black spots). Other preservatives absorb water, preserve
texture, and prevent trace metals from turning your food strange colors. Some old-fashioned
preservatives are salt (to preserve meat and fish), sugar (to preserve fruit), and alcoholic
beverages (which is why Aunt Bess’s fruitcake can keep for years).IT CAME FROM THE BACK
OF THE FRIDGEBut, as you probably know, not all food can be preserved. And if you’ve ever
neglected to clean out your refrigerator for a while, you’ve undoubtedly discovered that the stuff
that lurks in the back has been doing a slow morph into something alien, evil-smelling, and
possibly so dangerous it should come with its own Surgeon General’s Warning.In an ancient
Mexican temple, a meteorite was found wrapped in mummy clothes.In an ancient Mexican
temple, a meteorite was found wrapped in mummy clothes.YOU’VE GOT RHYTHMEveryone
has rhythm! Circadian rhythm, that is.If you’ve ever tried to stay awake on the night shift or had
jet lag, you’ve felt the effects of the internal clock that tells you when to sleep and when to be
alert: your circadian rhythm.UPS AND DOWNS“Circadian” means “daily,” and your circadian
rhythm is the sleep-wake cycle of every day. And night. But it’s more than that. Every 24 hours
you swing through two high points and two low. Not everyone’s timing is exactly the same, but
the average person’s rhythm goes like this:10 A.M.This is the highest point in the day, when
most people feel alert. Even if you’re really tired, this is probably the best you’ll feel all day. It’s all
downhill from here.2 P.M.You’ve had lunch and now you’d like to go to sleep (but you’re probably
at work). You’ve just hit your first low spot of the day. It’s only a mild one and if you’ve had a good
night’s sleep, you’ll probably stay awake.7 P.M.You just got home and you’re feeling much better.
This is your second high for the day. You’re not as awake as you were at 10 A.M., but you’re
much more alert than you were at 2. After 7 though, you’re slowly—but very slowly—heading for
the major low.4 A.M.Usually you’re in bed long before this one hits. If you were awake, you’d be
finding it very hard to stay that way. After 4 A.M. your cycle starts climbing again toward its
morning high at 10. If you stay up all night working, you’ll feel awful at 4, start to feel better by 6,
and by 10, you’ll be wide awake.Calama, a town in the Atacama Desert of Chile, went 400 years
without rain.HOW DOES IT WORK?Science has been studying our rhythms for decades, but we



still don’t have all the answers. In part, the rhythm depends on two opposing forces: the need for
sleep and the need for wakefulness.The need for sleep starts building the moment you wake up,
triggering a sleep urge in one part of the brain, while another part is working to keep you alert
during daylight hours.Light is a signal for our brains to stay alert. (Ever noticed how much harder
it is to wake up in winter? It’s not just because your bed is all warm and snuggly.)THE WEIRD
PARTThe weirdest thing is that it’s not a 24-hour cycle—it’s closer to 25. Like a faulty alarm
clock, your brain has to reset its time every day. Otherwise your rhythm would drift forward and
you’d oversleep and eventually sleep all day. Sleep researchers don’t know why the cycle is 25
hours, but other animals’ cycles (which usually have more highs and lows than ours) also need
daily resetting.THE NIGHT SHIFTBefore electricity there wasn’t enough light to keep us awake
at night. Now that we have as much light as we want at night, we have countless ways of
messing up our rhythms.Some people live nocturnal lives—and they’re not all vampires. They
work at night and try to sleep during the day. But studies show that even long-term night workers’
cycles never completely adjust to their lifestyles.Workers on rolling shifts are even worse off—
their rhythms are all over the place. Either way, the graveyard shift is always tough and it’s hard to
get enough rest in the daytime to combat the 4 A.M. low. Which is why a remarkable number of
industrial and traffic accidents happen at about 4 A.M.PLANES, TRAINS—WELL, MOSTLY
JUST PLANESAir travel is one of the best ways to mess up your circadian rhythm. It’s not as
simple as your internal clock thinking it’s still at home, because your brain will actually have been
trying to reset its own time by the lights of the airplane cabin and when you touch down. If you
travel across enough zones, your rhythms will be hopelessly confused.Experts have observed
that people who stutter rarely do so when alone or talking to a pet.The cure? Some people try to
reset their internal clocks with bright light or drugs like melatonin, but mostly it just takes time.
Often you’ll need to catch up on lost sleep as well as reset your rhythms. Try to adjust to your
new zone as quickly as you can (this means dragging yourself around all day for the first day or
two), and remember, if you travel toward the west (following the apparent movement of the sun),
it’s easier to adjust.So let’s all go to California, if we’re not there already.* * * * *A BREATH OF
FRESH AIRA yawn is an involuntary inhalation that increases our supply of oxygen and
refreshes us. That’s why we usually yawn in the evening when we’re tired and in the morning
after we wake up. And we humans aren’t the only ones who do it.You’ve probably seen cats and
dogs yawn. But they don’t necessarily do it because they’re tired. Different animals do it for
different reasons—none of which have to do with lack of interest in their fellow critters.THE
YAWN KINGThe undisputed champ among yawners has got to be the hippopotamus. This bulky
creature can stretch open its huge cavern of a mouth an incredible 150 degrees! With a yawn,
an old bull hippo can show everyone else in the hippo pool who’s boss. It also serves as a toothy
warning to any intruders who would dare trespass into his damp domain.I SMELL GAZELLEThe
predatory cats of the African plains often stretch and yawn before setting out on a hunt. As with
humans, a cat’s yawn serves the physiological function of taking extra air into the lungs, which
increases the oxygen in the blood. The heart then rushes it to other parts of the body, providing



instant energy for those short, high-speed chases.It takes from 25 to 30 seconds for blood to
circulate through the body.YOU’VE GOT RHYTHMEveryone has rhythm! Circadian rhythm, that
is.If you’ve ever tried to stay awake on the night shift or had jet lag, you’ve felt the effects of the
internal clock that tells you when to sleep and when to be alert: your circadian rhythm.UPS AND
DOWNS“Circadian” means “daily,” and your circadian rhythm is the sleep-wake cycle of every
day. And night. But it’s more than that. Every 24 hours you swing through two high points and two
low. Not everyone’s timing is exactly the same, but the average person’s rhythm goes like this:10
A.M.This is the highest point in the day, when most people feel alert. Even if you’re really tired,
this is probably the best you’ll feel all day. It’s all downhill from here.2 P.M.You’ve had lunch and
now you’d like to go to sleep (but you’re probably at work). You’ve just hit your first low spot of the
day. It’s only a mild one and if you’ve had a good night’s sleep, you’ll probably stay awake.7
P.M.You just got home and you’re feeling much better. This is your second high for the day. You’re
not as awake as you were at 10 A.M., but you’re much more alert than you were at 2. After 7
though, you’re slowly—but very slowly—heading for the major low.4 A.M.Usually you’re in bed
long before this one hits. If you were awake, you’d be finding it very hard to stay that way. After 4
A.M. your cycle starts climbing again toward its morning high at 10. If you stay up all night
working, you’ll feel awful at 4, start to feel better by 6, and by 10, you’ll be wide awake.Calama, a
town in the Atacama Desert of Chile, went 400 years without rain.Calama, a town in the
Atacama Desert of Chile, went 400 years without rain.HOW DOES IT WORK?Science has been
studying our rhythms for decades, but we still don’t have all the answers. In part, the rhythm
depends on two opposing forces: the need for sleep and the need for wakefulness.The need for
sleep starts building the moment you wake up, triggering a sleep urge in one part of the brain,
while another part is working to keep you alert during daylight hours.Light is a signal for our
brains to stay alert. (Ever noticed how much harder it is to wake up in winter? It’s not just
because your bed is all warm and snuggly.)THE WEIRD PARTThe weirdest thing is that it’s not a
24-hour cycle—it’s closer to 25. Like a faulty alarm clock, your brain has to reset its time every
day. Otherwise your rhythm would drift forward and you’d oversleep and eventually sleep all day.
Sleep researchers don’t know why the cycle is 25 hours, but other animals’ cycles (which usually
have more highs and lows than ours) also need daily resetting.THE NIGHT SHIFTBefore
electricity there wasn’t enough light to keep us awake at night. Now that we have as much light
as we want at night, we have countless ways of messing up our rhythms.Some people live
nocturnal lives—and they’re not all vampires. They work at night and try to sleep during the day.
But studies show that even long-term night workers’ cycles never completely adjust to their
lifestyles.Workers on rolling shifts are even worse off—their rhythms are all over the place. Either
way, the graveyard shift is always tough and it’s hard to get enough rest in the daytime to combat
the 4 A.M. low. Which is why a remarkable number of industrial and traffic accidents happen at
about 4 A.M.PLANES, TRAINS—WELL, MOSTLY JUST PLANESAir travel is one of the best
ways to mess up your circadian rhythm. It’s not as simple as your internal clock thinking it’s still at
home, because your brain will actually have been trying to reset its own time by the lights of the



airplane cabin and when you touch down. If you travel across enough zones, your rhythms will
be hopelessly confused.Experts have observed that people who stutter rarely do so when alone
or talking to a pet.Experts have observed that people who stutter rarely do so when alone or
talking to a pet.The cure? Some people try to reset their internal clocks with bright light or drugs
like melatonin, but mostly it just takes time. Often you’ll need to catch up on lost sleep as well as
reset your rhythms. Try to adjust to your new zone as quickly as you can (this means dragging
yourself around all day for the first day or two), and remember, if you travel toward the west
(following the apparent movement of the sun), it’s easier to adjust.So let’s all go to California, if
we’re not there already.* * * * *A BREATH OF FRESH AIRA yawn is an involuntary inhalation that
increases our supply of oxygen and refreshes us. That’s why we usually yawn in the evening
when we’re tired and in the morning after we wake up. And we humans aren’t the only ones who
do it.You’ve probably seen cats and dogs yawn. But they don’t necessarily do it because they’re
tired. Different animals do it for different reasons—none of which have to do with lack of interest
in their fellow critters.THE YAWN KINGThe undisputed champ among yawners has got to be the
hippopotamus. This bulky creature can stretch open its huge cavern of a mouth an incredible
150 degrees! With a yawn, an old bull hippo can show everyone else in the hippo pool who’s
boss. It also serves as a toothy warning to any intruders who would dare trespass into his damp
domain.I SMELL GAZELLEThe predatory cats of the African plains often stretch and yawn
before setting out on a hunt. As with humans, a cat’s yawn serves the physiological function of
taking extra air into the lungs, which increases the oxygen in the blood. The heart then rushes it
to other parts of the body, providing instant energy for those short, high-speed chases.It takes
from 25 to 30 seconds for blood to circulate through the body.It takes from 25 to 30 seconds for
blood to circulate through the body.A FISH STORYA story that sounds fishy, about a fish that
looks and acts more like a cartoon character than the real thing.He’s not much to look at, but the
mudskipper is about as versatile as a fish can get. A native of the Asian and African coasts, he’s
a powerful six-inch-long bundle of muscle and fin that walks on land, climbs trees, and even
dances.A FISH OUT OF WATERThe mudskipper makes his home in a burrow on a soggy mud
flat, but he spends more than half of his life out of water, scampering across the flats and
scurrying up mangrove trees. He survives on land by storing water in his mouth and gill
chambers. And if that isn’t good enough, he can also breathe through his skin.GO CLIMB A
TREEHe takes to tree climbing like a fish to water, using his extremely muscular pectoral fins like
arms to propel himself forward and upward on land. A pair of pelvic fins joined together under his
body act as suction caps to secure him to the tree trunk.THE ALL-SEEING EYESSounds cute,
doesn’t he? Well, think again. Two big bulging eyes sit atop his bulbous head like a couple of
misplaced pool balls. When he swims his eyes stick out of the water and his focal point moves
up and down so he can see above and below the water simultaneously. When he’s out of the
water, his eyes stay moist, because every few seconds they roll back into their sockets. (Very
attractive, no?) At least he doesn’t have to wear glasses. Whereas most fish are virtually blind
out of the water, the mudskipper can see up to 30 feet (9 m) away on land.TANGO, ANYONE?



With a face only a lady mudskipper could love, he needs all the help he can get in the romance
department—and he’s got lots.He’s a pure exhibitionist. Poised on his powerful tail fin, he’ll jump,
twist, flit, rotate, spin, writhe, and contort himself into all manner of suggestive poses to get a
female’s attention.So the next time you’re wandering around the mud flats and you see a
dancing fish, grab your video camera. We can’t wait to see what happens next.It takes almost
seven years for a lobster to reach a weight of one pound.A FISH STORYA story that sounds
fishy, about a fish that looks and acts more like a cartoon character than the real thing.He’s not
much to look at, but the mudskipper is about as versatile as a fish can get. A native of the Asian
and African coasts, he’s a powerful six-inch-long bundle of muscle and fin that walks on land,
climbs trees, and even dances.A FISH OUT OF WATERThe mudskipper makes his home in a
burrow on a soggy mud flat, but he spends more than half of his life out of water, scampering
across the flats and scurrying up mangrove trees. He survives on land by storing water in his
mouth and gill chambers. And if that isn’t good enough, he can also breathe through his skin.GO
CLIMB A TREEHe takes to tree climbing like a fish to water, using his extremely muscular
pectoral fins like arms to propel himself forward and upward on land. A pair of pelvic fins joined
together under his body act as suction caps to secure him to the tree trunk.THE ALL-SEEING
EYESSounds cute, doesn’t he? Well, think again. Two big bulging eyes sit atop his bulbous head
like a couple of misplaced pool balls. When he swims his eyes stick out of the water and his focal
point moves up and down so he can see above and below the water simultaneously. When he’s
out of the water, his eyes stay moist, because every few seconds they roll back into their
sockets. (Very attractive, no?) At least he doesn’t have to wear glasses. Whereas most fish are
virtually blind out of the water, the mudskipper can see up to 30 feet (9 m) away on land.TANGO,
ANYONE?With a face only a lady mudskipper could love, he needs all the help he can get in the
romance department—and he’s got lots.He’s a pure exhibitionist. Poised on his powerful tail fin,
he’ll jump, twist, flit, rotate, spin, writhe, and contort himself into all manner of suggestive poses
to get a female’s attention.So the next time you’re wandering around the mud flats and you see a
dancing fish, grab your video camera. We can’t wait to see what happens next.It takes almost
seven years for a lobster to reach a weight of one pound.It takes almost seven years for a lobster
to reach a weight of one pound.THAT WHOLE UNPLEASANT PLUTO THINGIs Pluto a planet or
not? It depends on whom you ask.In school, kids are taught that our solar system has nine
planets, which are, in order of their orbital distance from the Sun: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars,
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. But at the Rose Center for Earth and Space, the
high-tech museum/planetarium at New York’s American Museum of Natural History, you’ll be
told that the solar system has only eight planets: Pluto’s gone from the lineup.WHAT???A victim
of the Death Star? Hardly. Pluto, already cold and lonely out there in the dark reaches of the
solar system, has been unceremoniously demoted from the lineup by the Rose Center. Why did
they do that? Because, “Pluto should assume its rightful status as the King of the Kuiper Belt of
comets,” said Neil deGrasse Tyson, the Rose Center’s director. One problem with the demotion:
The International Astronomical Union, who one would suspect knows about this stuff, steadfastly



maintains that Pluto is still a planet. The Rose Center is baldly bucking the scientific
community.THOSE NERVY NEW YORKERSSo what’s going on? Is Pluto a planet or not? How
do you demote a planet in the first place? Is this just a case of New Yorkers being pushy? And
what the hell is a Kuiper Belt and why does it have comets? Patience. All will be explained as we
delve into the mysteries of Pluto, the planet that isn’t a planet, except that maybe it
is.Thunderclouds have an average life span of about one hour.THAT FREAKY LITTLE
PLANETNo matter what you call it, Pluto has always been the oddball of the solar system family.
All the other planets fall comfortably into two groups: small, rocky, “terrestrial” planets—Mercury,
Venus, Earth, and Mars—or large, gaseous affairs like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. But
Pluto fits neither description. It’s pretty dinky relative to the other planets (less than 1,500 miles
[2,413 km] in diameter, which makes it smaller than several moons in the solar system, including
our own, which scores 2,200 miles [3,540 km]), but it’s not especially rocky or gassy. It’s more
like a snowball, comprised of ice, some rock, and nitrogen—its composition, in fact, is rather like
that of a comet.MORE FREAKY STUFFThere are other weird things about Pluto as well. First,
while the rest of the planets orbit the Sun within a few degrees of the ecliptic (an imaginary plane
on which Earth’s orbit rests), Pluto’s orbit is wildly off-kilter, dipping above and below the rest of
the solar system by more than 17 degrees. Pluto’s orbit is dramatically elliptical as well; the point
in Pluto’s orbit closest to the Sun is nearly 1.8 billion miles (2.9 billion km) closer than its most
distant point. Pluto’s orbit is so out of whack, in fact, that for a brief period of time in every orbit,
it’s closer to the Sun than Neptune, traditionally the second farthest planet out. (No point hoping
for a collision, however; thanks to Pluto’s orbital tilt, it’s always far above Neptune when this
happens.) Pluto’s far-back position in the solar system is also a puzzle, since all the other small
planets nestle close to the Sun, while the gas planets patrol the outer lanes of the solar
system.HOORAY FOR THE U.S.A.:OR, HOW PLUTO MET MICKEYEven Pluto’s discovery in
1930 was something of an accident.Astronomers were looking for a planet they thought was
disturbing the orbits of Uranus and Neptune, which they figured would have to be roughly six
times the mass of Earth. Clyde Tombaugh, working at the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff,
Arizona, found Pluto instead. As it happens, the Earth is 500 times more massive than Pluto
(and the “perturbations” of the other planetary orbits were probably just errors in measurement),
but hey, who cares?The important thing was that the good ol’ U.S. had discovered a planet!
People went Pluto-crazy; even Walt Disney got into the act, naming Mickey Mouse’s dog after
the new discovery. For the next 60 years or so, Pluto was a planet, no question.Lightning strikes
earth somewhere over 8 million times a day or about 100 times a second.THE OBJECTS OF
OUR REFLECTIONIt took another discovery in 1992 to plant the seeds of doubt about Pluto’s
planetary status. That year, astronomers Dave Jewitt and Jane Luu discovered another object,
similar to Pluto’s composition but much smaller, orbiting the Sun between Neptune and Pluto.
The object, named QB1, was just the first of these sorts of objects to be found—since then,
dozens have been discovered, some of them hundreds of miles in diameter, up to a third of the
size of Pluto itself. They’ve been dubbed “Kuiper Belt Objects,” after Gerald Kuiper, who decades



earlier predicted the existence of such objects, a “belt” where they were located, and the idea
that this belt is where many comets came from.IF IT LOOKS LIKE A PLUTO...You see the
problem. If all these new Kuiper Belt Objects look like Pluto, only smaller, wouldn’t it also be fair
to say that Pluto looks just like these Kuiper Belt Objects, only bigger? Couldn’t Pluto simply be,
as the Rose Center’s director says, “The King of Kuiper Belt Objects”? The answer many
astronomers give is: Of course it’s a Kuiper Belt Object, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be a planet
as well. Because here’s the dirty secret about planets: There’s not a good hard-and-fast
definition of what a planet is.Lightning travels 90,000 miles a second—almost half the speed of
light.YOU CALL THAT A PLANET?Given that there’s no absolute definition, here’s how Pluto
stacks up against its neighbors, including us:• One definition of a “planet” is an object that orbits
the Sun and whose gravity is large enough that the object has compacted into spherical form (a
sphere being the most compact shape possible, from gravity’s point of view—not counting a
black hole, that is). Well, Pluto does orbit the Sun, and it is a sphere, so it passes by that
definition. However, by that definition, so does Ceres, the largest of the asteroids, which is not
given the courtesy of being known as a planet by contemporary astronomers. Some of the larger
of the newly discovered Kuiper Belt Objects might also pass this planetary muster on closer
inspection, but it seems unlikely they’ll be elevated to planetary status, either.• Another definition
of “planet” might include the idea that a planet has to be massive enough to “sweep its lane”—
that is, knock any big objects out of its orbital path. Here Pluto fails, as evidenced by the
preponderance of Kuiper Belt Objects loitering between it and Neptune. On the other hand,
there’s a good chance that if Mercury were placed in Pluto’s orbit, it wouldn’t sweep the lane
either. (There are no big objects in Mercury’s orbit, but it’s also parked next to the Sun, which
helps clear things out.)• Maybe a planet needs an atmosphere? Pluto’s got one, at least part of
the time—a thin nitrogen atmosphere that freezes out as Pluto moves toward the outer reaches
of its orbit. But Mercury doesn’t. How about moons? Pluto has Charon, which is half its diameter,
making it the biggest moon in the system relative to the size of its planet. Once again Mercury
fails, with no moon. Venus also has no moon, but it’s indisputably a planet. It’s Earth-sized, and
has an atmosphere, as well.• The planet controversy works in the other direction, as well. Jupiter
is the largest planet in our solar system by far, but some stars have orbiting balls of hydrogen
and helium gas that are several times larger than Jupiter and even generate heat, but are too
small to be called stars in their own right. These objects are called “brown dwarfs” rather than
planets.THE LAST WORD, AT LEAST FOR NOWUltimately, the definition of a planet is whatever
scientists say it is, and for now, that means that Pluto retains its planetary status.In February
1999, the International Astronomical Union put out a press release that stated, “No proposal to
change the status of Pluto as the ninth planet in the solar system has been made by any
Division, Commission, or Working Group of the IAU responsible for solar system science.”Take
that, Rose Center!* * * * *“A scientist can discover a new star, but he cannot make one. He would
have to ask an engineer to do that.”—Gordon L. GleggBabies cry without tears for up to six
weeks after birth.THAT WHOLE UNPLEASANT PLUTO THINGIs Pluto a planet or not? It



depends on whom you ask.In school, kids are taught that our solar system has nine planets,
which are, in order of their orbital distance from the Sun: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. But at the Rose Center for Earth and Space, the high-tech
museum/planetarium at New York’s American Museum of Natural History, you’ll be told that the
solar system has only eight planets: Pluto’s gone from the lineup.WHAT???A victim of the Death
Star? Hardly. Pluto, already cold and lonely out there in the dark reaches of the solar system,
has been unceremoniously demoted from the lineup by the Rose Center. Why did they do that?
Because, “Pluto should assume its rightful status as the King of the Kuiper Belt of comets,” said
Neil deGrasse Tyson, the Rose Center’s director. One problem with the demotion: The
International Astronomical Union, who one would suspect knows about this stuff, steadfastly
maintains that Pluto is still a planet. The Rose Center is baldly bucking the scientific
community.THOSE NERVY NEW YORKERSSo what’s going on? Is Pluto a planet or not? How
do you demote a planet in the first place? Is this just a case of New Yorkers being pushy? And
what the hell is a Kuiper Belt and why does it have comets? Patience. All will be explained as we
delve into the mysteries of Pluto, the planet that isn’t a planet, except that maybe it
is.Thunderclouds have an average life span of about one hour.Thunderclouds have an average
life span of about one hour.THAT FREAKY LITTLE PLANETNo matter what you call it, Pluto has
always been the oddball of the solar system family. All the other planets fall comfortably into two
groups: small, rocky, “terrestrial” planets—Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars—or large, gaseous
affairs like Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. But Pluto fits neither description. It’s pretty
dinky relative to the other planets (less than 1,500 miles [2,413 km] in diameter, which makes it
smaller than several moons in the solar system, including our own, which scores 2,200 miles
[3,540 km]), but it’s not especially rocky or gassy. It’s more like a snowball, comprised of ice,
some rock, and nitrogen—its composition, in fact, is rather like that of a comet.MORE FREAKY
STUFFThere are other weird things about Pluto as well. First, while the rest of the planets orbit
the Sun within a few degrees of the ecliptic (an imaginary plane on which Earth’s orbit rests),
Pluto’s orbit is wildly off-kilter, dipping above and below the rest of the solar system by more than
17 degrees. Pluto’s orbit is dramatically elliptical as well; the point in Pluto’s orbit closest to the
Sun is nearly 1.8 billion miles (2.9 billion km) closer than its most distant point. Pluto’s orbit is so
out of whack, in fact, that for a brief period of time in every orbit, it’s closer to the Sun than
Neptune, traditionally the second farthest planet out. (No point hoping for a collision, however;
thanks to Pluto’s orbital tilt, it’s always far above Neptune when this happens.) Pluto’s far-back
position in the solar system is also a puzzle, since all the other small planets nestle close to the
Sun, while the gas planets patrol the outer lanes of the solar system.HOORAY FOR THE
U.S.A.:OR, HOW PLUTO MET MICKEYEven Pluto’s discovery in 1930 was something of an
accident.Astronomers were looking for a planet they thought was disturbing the orbits of Uranus
and Neptune, which they figured would have to be roughly six times the mass of Earth. Clyde
Tombaugh, working at the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona, found Pluto instead. As it
happens, the Earth is 500 times more massive than Pluto (and the “perturbations” of the other



planetary orbits were probably just errors in measurement), but hey, who cares?The important
thing was that the good ol’ U.S. had discovered a planet! People went Pluto-crazy; even Walt
Disney got into the act, naming Mickey Mouse’s dog after the new discovery. For the next 60
years or so, Pluto was a planet, no question.Lightning strikes earth somewhere over 8 million
times a day or about 100 times a second.Lightning strikes earth somewhere over 8 million times
a day or about 100 times a second.THE OBJECTS OF OUR REFLECTIONIt took another
discovery in 1992 to plant the seeds of doubt about Pluto’s planetary status. That year,
astronomers Dave Jewitt and Jane Luu discovered another object, similar to Pluto’s composition
but much smaller, orbiting the Sun between Neptune and Pluto. The object, named QB1, was
just the first of these sorts of objects to be found—since then, dozens have been discovered,
some of them hundreds of miles in diameter, up to a third of the size of Pluto itself. They’ve been
dubbed “Kuiper Belt Objects,” after Gerald Kuiper, who decades earlier predicted the existence
of such objects, a “belt” where they were located, and the idea that this belt is where many
comets came from.IF IT LOOKS LIKE A PLUTO...You see the problem. If all these new Kuiper
Belt Objects look like Pluto, only smaller, wouldn’t it also be fair to say that Pluto looks just like
these Kuiper Belt Objects, only bigger? Couldn’t Pluto simply be, as the Rose Center’s director
says, “The King of Kuiper Belt Objects”? The answer many astronomers give is: Of course it’s a
Kuiper Belt Object, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be a planet as well. Because here’s the dirty
secret about planets: There’s not a good hard-and-fast definition of what a planet is.Lightning
travels 90,000 miles a second—almost half the speed of light.Lightning travels 90,000 miles a
second—almost half the speed of light.YOU CALL THAT A PLANET?Given that there’s no
absolute definition, here’s how Pluto stacks up against its neighbors, including us:• One
definition of a “planet” is an object that orbits the Sun and whose gravity is large enough that the
object has compacted into spherical form (a sphere being the most compact shape possible,
from gravity’s point of view—not counting a black hole, that is). Well, Pluto does orbit the Sun,
and it is a sphere, so it passes by that definition. However, by that definition, so does Ceres, the
largest of the asteroids, which is not given the courtesy of being known as a planet by
contemporary astronomers. Some of the larger of the newly discovered Kuiper Belt Objects
might also pass this planetary muster on closer inspection, but it seems unlikely they’ll be
elevated to planetary status, either.• Another definition of “planet” might include the idea that a
planet has to be massive enough to “sweep its lane”—that is, knock any big objects out of its
orbital path. Here Pluto fails, as evidenced by the preponderance of Kuiper Belt Objects loitering
between it and Neptune. On the other hand, there’s a good chance that if Mercury were placed
in Pluto’s orbit, it wouldn’t sweep the lane either. (There are no big objects in Mercury’s orbit, but
it’s also parked next to the Sun, which helps clear things out.)• Maybe a planet needs an
atmosphere? Pluto’s got one, at least part of the time—a thin nitrogen atmosphere that freezes
out as Pluto moves toward the outer reaches of its orbit. But Mercury doesn’t. How about
moons? Pluto has Charon, which is half its diameter, making it the biggest moon in the system
relative to the size of its planet. Once again Mercury fails, with no moon. Venus also has no



moon, but it’s indisputably a planet. It’s Earth-sized, and has an atmosphere, as well.• The planet
controversy works in the other direction, as well. Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar system
by far, but some stars have orbiting balls of hydrogen and helium gas that are several times
larger than Jupiter and even generate heat, but are too small to be called stars in their own right.
These objects are called “brown dwarfs” rather than planets.THE LAST WORD, AT LEAST FOR
NOWUltimately, the definition of a planet is whatever scientists say it is, and for now, that means
that Pluto retains its planetary status.In February 1999, the International Astronomical Union put
out a press release that stated, “No proposal to change the status of Pluto as the ninth planet in
the solar system has been made by any Division, Commission, or Working Group of the IAU
responsible for solar system science.”Take that, Rose Center!* * * * *“A scientist can discover a
new star, but he cannot make one. He would have to ask an engineer to do that.”—Gordon L.
GleggBabies cry without tears for up to six weeks after birth.Babies cry without tears for up to six
weeks after birth.LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOTThose little things that we take for granted were
once some inventor’s bouncing baby brainchild.Ballpoint Pen: Invented by a Hungarian who
manufactured them in a factory in England, which was eventually taken over by a French
company called Bic. (So should we have been pronouncing it “beek” all this time? As in “fleek
your beek”?)Band-Aid: Invented by the husband of an accident-prone woman who was
constantly cutting and burning herself in the kitchen.Baseball Caps: Most players wore straw
hats until the late 1860s, when they started wearing visored caps that were based on the Union
and Confederate soldiers’ uniforms.Can Opener: Canned food was invented for the British Navy
in 1815. The can opener wasn’t invented until 50 years later. (While waiting, they used a chisel
and a hammer.)Cellophane: Move over, waxed paper. The inventor was trying to make a
stainproof tablecloth and came up with the first clear food wrap instead.Electric Blankets: Not
based as you might think on the electric heating pad, but on the electrically heated flying suits
that U.S. Air Force pilots wore during World War II.Flyswatter: The first was a square piece of
wire screen attached to a yardstick. The inventor wanted to call it a fly “bat,” but “swatter” fans
prevailed.Jockey Shorts: A Midwestern underwear manufacturer copied the design of men’s
bathing suits that were popular in France at the time (the 1930s).Levis: Their creator, Levi
Strauss, decided to dye them indigo blue so most stains would disappear into the fabric.Most
snowflakes are 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch in width and height.Matches: The first match was a stick that
the inventor (who was trying to invent a new kind of explosive) had used to stir his ingredients.
When he tried to remove the dried glob on the end of the stick, it ignited.Miniature Golf: Invented
by an unusual man who loved his family as much as he loved playing golf. This way he could get
his golfing fix and be with the wife and kiddies, too.Motorcycle: The first motorcycle had three
wheels, like a tricycle with a motor.Neon Lights: H. G. Wells wrote about them in When the
Sleeper Awakes; they weren’t invented until 11 years after the book was published.Paper Bag:
The machine that makes paper bags as we know them today—with a flat bottom—was invented
by a woman who worked as a bundler at a paper bag company where the flat-bottomed bags
were made by hand.Paper Cup: Because the inventor had in mind a disposable water cup that



wouldn’t carry germs, he called his invention “health cups.” Luckily, his office happened to be in
the same building as the Dixie Doll Company—voila!—Dixie Cups.Paper Towels: When a
defective roll of toilet paper—too heavy and very wrinkled—arrived at the Scott company’s mill,
somebody had the bright idea to sell it as paper towels.Peanut Butter: Ground peanuts and
peanut oil, it was the brainchild of a doctor whose patient was dying of “protein malnutrition” and,
because of a stomach disorder, couldn’t eat meat.Peanut butter never made it as a medicinal
remedy, but boy, did it catch on as an easy way to get kids to eat protein.Rear-View Mirror: The
first was introduced at the Indy 500 in 1911. Up till then there were two people in each car: the
driver and the mechanic, who also acted as lookout. That year, the inventor drove his rear-view-
mirrored car across the finish line to finish first.Roller Skates: The inventor wanted to make a
grand entrance at a party, playing his violin while wearing his new “wheeled feet,” but he crashed
into a full-length mirror and broke his violin, the mirror, and his new skates.One ragweed plant
can release as many as one billion grains of pollen.Running Shoes: A miler at the University of
Oregon heated some rubber in a waffle iron to get the kind of traction he wanted on the soles of
his running shoes. He started a shoe business and named the shoes Nike, after the Greek
goddess of victory.Scotch Tape: 3M invented it especially for Detroit automakers to use for
painting their two-tone models. The automakers thought 3M had skimped on the tape, so they
called it “scotch” tape (“scotch” being synonymous with “cheap” at the time). The name stuck,
even if the tape didn’t.Shopping Carts: The idea didn’t catch on right away—shoppers were used
to carrying their own baskets around a store—so the inventor (who was also the market owner)
hired some phonies to push the carts around and pretend they were shopping. That did the
trick.Stethoscope: A doctor who was too shy to put his ear to the chest of a pretty patient with a
heart condition invented the stethoscope. To his surprise, he could hear her heart much more
clearly.Typewriter: The first typewriter had no shift key and only printed in capital letters. The
apparent nonsensical scrambling of the letters on the keyboard was deliberate: to prevent the
rods that printed the letters from jamming.Vending Machine: Would you believe that vending
machines have been around since the 17th century? The first one, in England, dispensed one
pipeful of tobacco for a penny.Wire Coat Hanger: When a worker at the Timberlake Wire and
Novelty Company arrived at work and found all the coat hooks taken, he twisted some wire into
what looked pretty much like the ones we use now, and proceeded to hang up his
coat.Wristwatches: They were originally designed for women; men who wore them were
considered sissies. It took more than a hundred years—the end of World War I—for them to be
acceptable as men’s wear.Yo-yo: The word “yo-yo” means “come-come” in Tagalog. It was used
as a hunting weapon in the Philippines.Permafrost is ground that remains at 32°F (0°C) for at
least two years.LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOTThose little things that we take for granted were
once some inventor’s bouncing baby brainchild.Ballpoint Pen: Invented by a Hungarian who
manufactured them in a factory in England, which was eventually taken over by a French
company called Bic. (So should we have been pronouncing it “beek” all this time? As in “fleek
your beek”?)Band-Aid: Invented by the husband of an accident-prone woman who was



constantly cutting and burning herself in the kitchen.Baseball Caps: Most players wore straw
hats until the late 1860s, when they started wearing visored caps that were based on the Union
and Confederate soldiers’ uniforms.Can Opener: Canned food was invented for the British Navy
in 1815. The can opener wasn’t invented until 50 years later. (While waiting, they used a chisel
and a hammer.)Cellophane: Move over, waxed paper. The inventor was trying to make a
stainproof tablecloth and came up with the first clear food wrap instead.Electric Blankets: Not
based as you might think on the electric heating pad, but on the electrically heated flying suits
that U.S. Air Force pilots wore during World War II.Flyswatter: The first was a square piece of
wire screen attached to a yardstick. The inventor wanted to call it a fly “bat,” but “swatter” fans
prevailed.Jockey Shorts: A Midwestern underwear manufacturer copied the design of men’s
bathing suits that were popular in France at the time (the 1930s).Levis: Their creator, Levi
Strauss, decided to dye them indigo blue so most stains would disappear into the fabric.Most
snowflakes are 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch in width and height.Most snowflakes are 1/8 to 1/4 of an inch
in width and height.Matches: The first match was a stick that the inventor (who was trying to
invent a new kind of explosive) had used to stir his ingredients. When he tried to remove the
dried glob on the end of the stick, it ignited.Miniature Golf: Invented by an unusual man who
loved his family as much as he loved playing golf. This way he could get his golfing fix and be
with the wife and kiddies, too.Motorcycle: The first motorcycle had three wheels, like a tricycle
with a motor.Neon Lights: H. G. Wells wrote about them in When the Sleeper Awakes; they
weren’t invented until 11 years after the book was published.Paper Bag: The machine that
makes paper bags as we know them today—with a flat bottom—was invented by a woman who
worked as a bundler at a paper bag company where the flat-bottomed bags were made by
hand.Paper Cup: Because the inventor had in mind a disposable water cup that wouldn’t carry
germs, he called his invention “health cups.” Luckily, his office happened to be in the same
building as the Dixie Doll Company—voila!—Dixie Cups.Paper Towels: When a defective roll of
toilet paper—too heavy and very wrinkled—arrived at the Scott company’s mill, somebody had
the bright idea to sell it as paper towels.Peanut Butter: Ground peanuts and peanut oil, it was the
brainchild of a doctor whose patient was dying of “protein malnutrition” and, because of a
stomach disorder, couldn’t eat meat.Peanut butter never made it as a medicinal remedy, but boy,
did it catch on as an easy way to get kids to eat protein.Rear-View Mirror: The first was
introduced at the Indy 500 in 1911. Up till then there were two people in each car: the driver and
the mechanic, who also acted as lookout. That year, the inventor drove his rear-view-mirrored
car across the finish line to finish first.Roller Skates: The inventor wanted to make a grand
entrance at a party, playing his violin while wearing his new “wheeled feet,” but he crashed into a
full-length mirror and broke his violin, the mirror, and his new skates.One ragweed plant can
release as many as one billion grains of pollen.One ragweed plant can release as many as one
billion grains of pollen.Running Shoes: A miler at the University of Oregon heated some rubber
in a waffle iron to get the kind of traction he wanted on the soles of his running shoes. He started
a shoe business and named the shoes Nike, after the Greek goddess of victory.Scotch Tape: 3M



invented it especially for Detroit automakers to use for painting their two-tone models. The
automakers thought 3M had skimped on the tape, so they called it “scotch” tape (“scotch” being
synonymous with “cheap” at the time). The name stuck, even if the tape didn’t.Shopping Carts:
The idea didn’t catch on right away—shoppers were used to carrying their own baskets around a
store—so the inventor (who was also the market owner) hired some phonies to push the carts
around and pretend they were shopping. That did the trick.Stethoscope: A doctor who was too
shy to put his ear to the chest of a pretty patient with a heart condition invented the stethoscope.
To his surprise, he could hear her heart much more clearly.Typewriter: The first typewriter had no
shift key and only printed in capital letters. The apparent nonsensical scrambling of the letters on
the keyboard was deliberate: to prevent the rods that printed the letters from jamming.Vending
Machine: Would you believe that vending machines have been around since the 17th century?
The first one, in England, dispensed one pipeful of tobacco for a penny.Wire Coat Hanger: When
a worker at the Timberlake Wire and Novelty Company arrived at work and found all the coat
hooks taken, he twisted some wire into what looked pretty much like the ones we use now, and
proceeded to hang up his coat.Wristwatches: They were originally designed for women; men
who wore them were considered sissies. It took more than a hundred years—the end of World
War I—for them to be acceptable as men’s wear.Yo-yo: The word “yo-yo” means “come-come” in
Tagalog. It was used as a hunting weapon in the Philippines.Permafrost is ground that remains at
32°F (0°C) for at least two years.Permafrost is ground that remains at 32°F (0°C) for at least two
years.HOW COLD IS IT?When you think about an island, you probably imagine it filled with lush
tropical vegetation and exotic animals. Wrong!The island we’re talking about is cold enough to
solidify the spit in your mouth and freeze the drippings as they emerge from your nose. A place
where 32°F (0°C) is considered balmy and –140°F (–96°C) is the average for six to nine months
of the year. That’s when most vertebrates (or at least the smart ones) leave for warmer
climates.BOTTOM OF THE WORLD, MA!Antarctica is the biggest island on Earth, the fifth-
largest continent, and the only place in the world that doesn’t have an indigenous human
population. But it wasn’t always the frozen wasteland it is now. Fossils of ancient ferns, primitive
reptiles, and amphibians prove that the island was once covered with greenery. In fact, it was
almost tropical. Hard to believe that a continent covered with 6,000 feet (1,830 m) of ice could
ever be warm or host plants other than mosses and lichens. But that’s what the scientists
say.WHO’D BE CRAZY ENOUGH TO LIVE THERE?Scientists are the only vertebrates—other
than emperor penguins—who live on the continent year-round. During the winter, all the seals
and the other 42 species of birds (of which only seven are penguins) head north to warmer
climes. When they come home for the summer, they’re happily joined by 40 species of chewing
lice, four species of sucking lice, nine species of feather mites, and two species of ticks who
feed on them.HOME SWEET POOPThe rest of Antarctica’s permanent animal residents survive
because they have glycerol, a kind of antifreeze, in their blood. And who are they? Critters who
live in the soil or in bird poop, and who are so tiny you can best see them through a microscope.
The big papa of them all is a midge, the Belgica antarctica, which grows to a whopping half inch



in size.GOIN’ SOUTH?Now that you’ve met everyone, if you’re ever in the neighborhood, drop
by. But don’t forget the hot cocoa!Color-blindness affects 1 in 20 people, mostly males.HOW
COLD IS IT?When you think about an island, you probably imagine it filled with lush tropical
vegetation and exotic animals. Wrong!The island we’re talking about is cold enough to solidify
the spit in your mouth and freeze the drippings as they emerge from your nose. A place where
32°F (0°C) is considered balmy and –140°F (–96°C) is the average for six to nine months of the
year. That’s when most vertebrates (or at least the smart ones) leave for warmer
climates.BOTTOM OF THE WORLD, MA!Antarctica is the biggest island on Earth, the fifth-
largest continent, and the only place in the world that doesn’t have an indigenous human
population. But it wasn’t always the frozen wasteland it is now. Fossils of ancient ferns, primitive
reptiles, and amphibians prove that the island was once covered with greenery. In fact, it was
almost tropical. Hard to believe that a continent covered with 6,000 feet (1,830 m) of ice could
ever be warm or host plants other than mosses and lichens. But that’s what the scientists
say.WHO’D BE CRAZY ENOUGH TO LIVE THERE?Scientists are the only vertebrates—other
than emperor penguins—who live on the continent year-round. During the winter, all the seals
and the other 42 species of birds (of which only seven are penguins) head north to warmer
climes. When they come home for the summer, they’re happily joined by 40 species of chewing
lice, four species of sucking lice, nine species of feather mites, and two species of ticks who
feed on them.HOME SWEET POOPThe rest of Antarctica’s permanent animal residents survive
because they have glycerol, a kind of antifreeze, in their blood. And who are they? Critters who
live in the soil or in bird poop, and who are so tiny you can best see them through a microscope.
The big papa of them all is a midge, the Belgica antarctica, which grows to a whopping half inch
in size.GOIN’ SOUTH?Now that you’ve met everyone, if you’re ever in the neighborhood, drop
by. But don’t forget the hot cocoa!Color-blindness affects 1 in 20 people, mostly males.Color-
blindness affects 1 in 20 people, mostly males.SCALPEL, SPONGE, MAGGOTSIn which some
very creepy critters stage a medical comeback.In the bad old days of medieval medicine, a
patient would fall deathly ill and the doctor would arrive—only to place blood-sucking leeches on
the poor invalid’s skin. Out on the battlefield it was worse. Sanitation was so bad that soldiers’
open wounds crawled with flies and maggots. Sure makes you glad you live in the modern age,
where creepy crawlies are a thing of the past. Oops, maybe not. Leeches and maggots are
making a medical comeback, and the next hospital patient to have bedbugs could be you.A
CURE THAT SUCKSLeeches are segmented worms found mainly in water and swampy areas
(remember The African Queen?). They have suckers on each end of their bodies, and each of
those suckers has hundreds of tiny teeth. Leeches attach themselves to animals and humans,
chomp down, then suck out up to ten times their own body weight in blood.At least as far back
as ancient Egypt, doctors used these rather repulsive parasites to heal their patients. Physicians
noticed that taking blood from a sick person, a procedure called a “phlebotomy,” often made a
fever go down (though they couldn’t tell you why). By Napoleonic times, leeches were used—
without much justification—to cure everything from aches and pains to mental illness. As



medicine became more hygienic, leeches were dumped into history’s trash can as an antiquated
medical mistake.LEECHES MAKE A COMEBACKIt has now been discovered that
microsurgeons can reattach severed body parts with the help of leeches. When an appendage—
like, say, a finger—is reattached, sutures can reconnect severed arteries, but damaged veins are
harder to repair because they have thinner walls. As blood clots and stagnates, the finger turns
blue and tissue dies.Rainbows are doughnut-shaped when viewed from above.A leech placed
on damaged veins releases a pharmaceutical cocktail containing painkillers that anesthetize the
wound, natural disinfectants to prevent infection, an anticoagulant (hirudin) that keeps the blood
from clotting, and a vasodilator that makes blood vessels open. All these chemicals exist, of
course, to help blood flow so that the leech can have a good meal. But the chemicals also help
the patient by opening blood flow in damaged veins.FLYING IN THE FACE OF HYGIENEThe
fly’s four stages of life are egg, larva (also called “maggot” or “grub”), pupa, and finally, fly. And
what could be more repulsive than a black, smelly wound swarming with flies and maggots? A
black, smelly wound without them. Observant physicians like Napoleon’s battlefield surgeon,
Baron D. J. Larrey, noted that wounds filled with maggots healed better than clean wounds kept
free of flies. But modern medicine wasn’t paying attention; it was moving in the direction of
cleanliness and antibiotics like penicillin. So those repulsive maggots were left behind—until
now.TAKE TWO MAGGOTS AND CALL ME IN THE A.M.Dr. Ronald Sherman, at the University
of California, Irvine Medical Center, has seen maggots cure cases that seemed hopeless. When
surgeons were about to amputate a diabetic patient’s gangrenous leg, Dr. Sherman decided to
try maggot therapy first. He sewed sterilized blowfly maggots into the wound and sealed it with
glue and gauze. The maggots weren’t quite a millimeter long when they entered the wound, but
they came out two to three days later (yikes!) five to ten times larger. They’d feasted on the leg’s
dead and infected tissue while excreting a natural, ammonia-like disinfectant that protected the
healthy tissue. The patient’s gangrene healed, and the leg was saved.DOCS GO
BUGGYDoctors are using maggots to treat problems like bedsores, leg ulcers, and surgical
wounds that won’t heal. It turns out that maggot therapy heals wounds with minimal scarring, at
low cost, and with no anesthesia required. And there seem to be no side effects—except for a
certain (shudder) creepy feeling.So, after centuries of taking the bugs out of medicine, modern
physicians are putting them back in.Citronella irritates a mosquito’s feet.SCALPEL, SPONGE,
MAGGOTSIn which some very creepy critters stage a medical comeback.In the bad old days of
medieval medicine, a patient would fall deathly ill and the doctor would arrive—only to place
blood-sucking leeches on the poor invalid’s skin. Out on the battlefield it was worse. Sanitation
was so bad that soldiers’ open wounds crawled with flies and maggots. Sure makes you glad
you live in the modern age, where creepy crawlies are a thing of the past. Oops, maybe not.
Leeches and maggots are making a medical comeback, and the next hospital patient to have
bedbugs could be you.A CURE THAT SUCKSLeeches are segmented worms found mainly in
water and swampy areas (remember The African Queen?). They have suckers on each end of
their bodies, and each of those suckers has hundreds of tiny teeth. Leeches attach themselves



to animals and humans, chomp down, then suck out up to ten times their own body weight in
blood.At least as far back as ancient Egypt, doctors used these rather repulsive parasites to heal
their patients. Physicians noticed that taking blood from a sick person, a procedure called a
“phlebotomy,” often made a fever go down (though they couldn’t tell you why). By Napoleonic
times, leeches were used—without much justification—to cure everything from aches and pains
to mental illness. As medicine became more hygienic, leeches were dumped into history’s trash
can as an antiquated medical mistake.LEECHES MAKE A COMEBACKIt has now been
discovered that microsurgeons can reattach severed body parts with the help of leeches. When
an appendage—like, say, a finger—is reattached, sutures can reconnect severed arteries, but
damaged veins are harder to repair because they have thinner walls. As blood clots and
stagnates, the finger turns blue and tissue dies.Rainbows are doughnut-shaped when viewed
from above.Rainbows are doughnut-shaped when viewed from above.A leech placed on
damaged veins releases a pharmaceutical cocktail containing painkillers that anesthetize the
wound, natural disinfectants to prevent infection, an anticoagulant (hirudin) that keeps the blood
from clotting, and a vasodilator that makes blood vessels open. All these chemicals exist, of
course, to help blood flow so that the leech can have a good meal. But the chemicals also help
the patient by opening blood flow in damaged veins.FLYING IN THE FACE OF HYGIENEThe
fly’s four stages of life are egg, larva (also called “maggot” or “grub”), pupa, and finally, fly. And
what could be more repulsive than a black, smelly wound swarming with flies and maggots? A
black, smelly wound without them. Observant physicians like Napoleon’s battlefield surgeon,
Baron D. J. Larrey, noted that wounds filled with maggots healed better than clean wounds kept
free of flies. But modern medicine wasn’t paying attention; it was moving in the direction of
cleanliness and antibiotics like penicillin. So those repulsive maggots were left behind—until
now.TAKE TWO MAGGOTS AND CALL ME IN THE A.M.Dr. Ronald Sherman, at the University
of California, Irvine Medical Center, has seen maggots cure cases that seemed hopeless. When
surgeons were about to amputate a diabetic patient’s gangrenous leg, Dr. Sherman decided to
try maggot therapy first. He sewed sterilized blowfly maggots into the wound and sealed it with
glue and gauze. The maggots weren’t quite a millimeter long when they entered the wound, but
they came out two to three days later (yikes!) five to ten times larger. They’d feasted on the leg’s
dead and infected tissue while excreting a natural, ammonia-like disinfectant that protected the
healthy tissue. The patient’s gangrene healed, and the leg was saved.DOCS GO
BUGGYDoctors are using maggots to treat problems like bedsores, leg ulcers, and surgical
wounds that won’t heal. It turns out that maggot therapy heals wounds with minimal scarring, at
low cost, and with no anesthesia required. And there seem to be no side effects—except for a
certain (shudder) creepy feeling.So, after centuries of taking the bugs out of medicine, modern
physicians are putting them back in.Citronella irritates a mosquito’s feet.Citronella irritates a
mosquito’s feet.KNOW YOUR PLACEA quick tour of the Linnaean classification system. Oh,
come on! It’ll be fun.Calling all Homo sapiens, and yes, that means you. It’s just a name
scientists use to describe the human animal. Do you know why you’re called a Homo sapiens?



It’s because in the mid-1700s, a Swedish botanist named Carl von Linné (also known by his
Latinized name, Carolus Linnaeus) came up with a useful scientific classification system to tell
his favorite flower species apart. That’s how it all began.YOU CAN’T BEAT THE SYSTEMLinné’s
system eventually shoved every living thing into classification levels (or “taxa,” as scientists like
to call them) of varying sizes: From kingdoms, which originally separated the plants from the
animals, all the way down to species, the smallest box of all, containing a single type of flower,
fox, whale, human, or whatever. Humans fit into the box labeled “Homo sapiens”—that’s “wise
person” in Latin, a rather optimistic assessment of the human race, but you can’t blame
scientists for being hopeful.IF IT’S BROKE, FIX ITSince the 1700s, of course, there’ve been a
few changes to the original setup, as biologists learned more about how life evolved and how the
species that are alive today are related to each other. But the basic skeleton is intact and allows
scientists to more or less accurately place every species into its own cozy spot in the
biosphere.So where do humans fit into this grand classification system? Let’s take a tour of the
order of things and see where we end up. We’ll start at the top and work our way down.Scientists
believe that a new star is born every 18 days.THE GRAND TOURDomain: Domains? What
about kingdoms? Aren’t kingdoms the top level of the classification system of life? Not anymore
—because “life” isn’t just about plants and animals, you know. Nowadays many scientists
recognize another level of life called the domain. There are three domains: Bacteria, Archaea,
and Eukarya. You’ve heard of Bacteria—they’re the single-celled creepies that cause a number
of diseases in humans (although a few bacteria are good for us, too); Archaea are also single-
celled things, most of which live in places where no other life can be found, like in hot springs or
alkaline lakes. Humans belong to the domain Eukarya, as do most things we typically think of as
“life”: plants, animals, fungi, and so on.Kingdom: Did you think there were only two kingdoms:
animal and plants? Surprise! Meet the breakaway kingdoms of Fungi (mushrooms, toadstools)
and Protista (various algae). They’re not quite plants, not quite animals, and frankly, they were
just bringing down the property values in those kingdoms anyway.Also note that the kingdom
Animalia has a new name as well: Metazoa—a “metazoan” being a multicellular animal with
organs (which, barring an unfortunate industrial accident, describes you). Don’t worry, you can
still call it the animal kingdom in casual conversation. Plants are still plants, so far as we know.
Ever wonder how we tell the animals from the plants (and fungi and protista)? One word:
collagen. Really. We have it, they don’t. So it’s not just for plumping up wrinkly lips after all!
Phylum: Got a nerve cord? No, don’t take it out; we believe you. Congratulations, you’re in
Chordata, one of the 35 or so phyla in the animal (or Metazoa) kingdom. Phyla are the most
basic step of categorization after kingdom, sorting out life by gross evolutionary characteristics.
In addition to the chordates, other major animal phyla include Echinodermata (starfish, sea
urchins), Arthropoda (crabs, insects), Mollusca (clams, snails), and Annelida (segmented
worms). In addition to being chordates, humans are also vertebrates, a rather exclusive
subphylum open only to those creatures with spines and skulls. Spine but no skull? Take a hike,
pal. Go whine to the Cephalachordates. Maybe they’ll let you in.Seawater is, on average, three to



four percent salt. The Dead Sea has a salt content of 32%.Class: Within the vertebrate
subphylum reside seven classes of animals, which are largely the creatures we think of when we
imagine the word “animal.” Of these, three classes are fish: Agnatha (jawless fish, like lampreys),
Chondrichthyes (sharks and other fish with cartilage instead of bone), and Osteichthyes (fish
with bones). Then come the landlubbers: Amphibia (frogs, toads, newts), Reptilia (snakes,
lizards, dinosaurs), Aves (birds), and our class, Mammalia (mammals). Birds and mammals are
notable for having self-regulating metabolisms (which is a fancy way of saying we’re warm-
blooded); mammals also have hair and mammary glands (stop that snickering).Like phyla,
classes can be further subdivided. Humans, for example, are part of the mammalian subclass
Theria, which includes marsupials and placental mammals, and then also of the infraclass
Eutheria, in which those lousy marsupials are given the boot and only the placental mammals
remain. Go placentals!Order: Here’s where we start parting out the mammals into broad
categories, and you’ll find you’re familiar with some of these orders right off the bat (bats being of
the order Chiroptera, of course). Mice, rats, and squirrels: order Rodentia. Deer, sheep, cows:
order Artiodactyla. Lions, tigers, and bears (oh my!): order Carnivora. Rabbits, commonly
thought to be rodents, are actually in their own order, Lagomorpha. Horses also have their own
order, Perissodactyla.Humans belong to order Primata, the primates, which we share with
lemurs, lorises (small Asian prosimians with big eyes), monkeys, gorillas, and chimpanzees, all
of which share our opposable thumbs and forward-looking eyes, for an unbeatable combination
of visual depth perception and grabbiness.Any suborders? There sure are. Humans ditch the
lemurs and lorises to hang with the chimps, gorillas, and monkeys in the suborder Anthropoidea,
and we further lose some of the monkeys by joining the infraorder Catarrhini.Family: Sure, if by
family you mean family Hominidae.Hominidae are better known for things they lack than the
things they have. For example, they lack tails, broad incisors, and fangs. On the other hand, we
all also have relatively big brains, complex social structures, and nests (humans call their nests
“real estate”). Humans share this family with chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans. It’s worth
noting that until fairly recently, man was all alone in Hominidae, with chimps, gorillas, and
orangutans in their own family, Pongidae. But scientists eventually suggested we all belonged in
the same family. Think of it as the original family reunion; just don’t ask what the chimps put in
the potato salad.Since 1995, more than 40 planets outside our solar system have been
discovered.Genus: Humans are all alone in their genus of Homo, which is known for its big brain
and head relative to other primates, its upright stature, and its ability to walk on two legs all the
time. But don’t get emotional about it—today’s humans weren’t the only members of genus
Homo that ever existed. The first man was Homo habilis (whose name translates to
“handyman”), who was playing with tools on the African savanna 2.5 million years ago. After him
came Homo erectus (stop that!) 1.8 million years ago. Both of these variations of man died out
hundreds of thousands of years ago, however, leaving their descendants—us—to carry on the
whole human franchise.Species: Homo sapiens (that’s us) showed up about 300,000 years ago
and are identifiable by their use of complex tools (spears, hoes, computers), the invention of



agriculture and shampoo, and the ability to amuse themselves by staring dazedly into a noisy
box of electrons during the prime-time hours. Modern man is actually a subspecies of Homo
sapiens known as Homo sapiens sapiens (“wise wise person,” and how’s that for being both
smug and redundant), who arrived on the scene about 100,000 years ago and have since
transformed the world. Remember, however, that it took us 95 percent of that time to figure out
how to put a seed in the ground and then have the patience to watch it grow. So don’t get too
cocky.HOMO SAPIENS SEEKS SAMESo, to review, you are Homo sapiens. But your full
taxonomic classification is Eukarya Metazoa Chordata Mammalia Primata Hominidae Homo
sapiens sapiens [your name here]. Try putting that in a personal ad. Or better yet, memorize it
and recite it to a biologist. You’ll make a friend for life.* * * * *MNEAT MNEMONICSThe
Taxonomic Classification for HumansEukarya, Metazoa, Chordata, Mammalia, Primata,
Hominidae, Homo Sapiens• Exotic Malaises Can Make People Hate Helping the Sick.The
Biological Groupings Used in TaxonomyDomain, Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family,
Genus, Species• Danish Kings Possess Crowns Of Fine Gem Stones.• Dandy King Phillip
Came Over for Gene’s Special Variety.• Delighted Kings Play Cards On Fairly Good Soft
Velvet.• Drunken Kings Play Cards On Fat Girls’ Stomachs.• Destructive King Phillip Cuts Open
Five Green Snakes.• Dolphins, Kingfish, Pickerel, Catfish Over-Flowed God’s Seas.The face
and head are covered with over 50 small muscles.KNOW YOUR PLACEA quick tour of the
Linnaean classification system. Oh, come on! It’ll be fun.Calling all Homo sapiens, and yes, that
means you. It’s just a name scientists use to describe the human animal. Do you know why
you’re called a Homo sapiens? It’s because in the mid-1700s, a Swedish botanist named Carl
von Linné (also known by his Latinized name, Carolus Linnaeus) came up with a useful scientific
classification system to tell his favorite flower species apart. That’s how it all began.YOU CAN’T
BEAT THE SYSTEMLinné’s system eventually shoved every living thing into classification levels
(or “taxa,” as scientists like to call them) of varying sizes: From kingdoms, which originally
separated the plants from the animals, all the way down to species, the smallest box of all,
containing a single type of flower, fox, whale, human, or whatever. Humans fit into the box
labeled “Homo sapiens”—that’s “wise person” in Latin, a rather optimistic assessment of the
human race, but you can’t blame scientists for being hopeful.IF IT’S BROKE, FIX ITSince the
1700s, of course, there’ve been a few changes to the original setup, as biologists learned more
about how life evolved and how the species that are alive today are related to each other. But the
basic skeleton is intact and allows scientists to more or less accurately place every species into
its own cozy spot in the biosphere.So where do humans fit into this grand classification system?
Let’s take a tour of the order of things and see where we end up. We’ll start at the top and work
our way down.Scientists believe that a new star is born every 18 days.Scientists believe that a
new star is born every 18 days.THE GRAND TOURDomain: Domains? What about kingdoms?
Aren’t kingdoms the top level of the classification system of life? Not anymore—because “life”
isn’t just about plants and animals, you know. Nowadays many scientists recognize another level
of life called the domain. There are three domains: Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya. You’ve



heard of Bacteria—they’re the single-celled creepies that cause a number of diseases in
humans (although a few bacteria are good for us, too); Archaea are also single-celled things,
most of which live in places where no other life can be found, like in hot springs or alkaline lakes.
Humans belong to the domain Eukarya, as do most things we typically think of as “life”: plants,
animals, fungi, and so on.Kingdom: Did you think there were only two kingdoms: animal and
plants? Surprise! Meet the breakaway kingdoms of Fungi (mushrooms, toadstools) and Protista
(various algae). They’re not quite plants, not quite animals, and frankly, they were just bringing
down the property values in those kingdoms anyway.Also note that the kingdom Animalia has a
new name as well: Metazoa—a “metazoan” being a multicellular animal with organs (which,
barring an unfortunate industrial accident, describes you). Don’t worry, you can still call it the
animal kingdom in casual conversation. Plants are still plants, so far as we know. Ever wonder
how we tell the animals from the plants (and fungi and protista)? One word: collagen. Really. We
have it, they don’t. So it’s not just for plumping up wrinkly lips after all!Phylum: Got a nerve cord?
No, don’t take it out; we believe you. Congratulations, you’re in Chordata, one of the 35 or so
phyla in the animal (or Metazoa) kingdom. Phyla are the most basic step of categorization after
kingdom, sorting out life by gross evolutionary characteristics. In addition to the chordates, other
major animal phyla include Echinodermata (starfish, sea urchins), Arthropoda (crabs, insects),
Mollusca (clams, snails), and Annelida (segmented worms). In addition to being chordates,
humans are also vertebrates, a rather exclusive subphylum open only to those creatures with
spines and skulls. Spine but no skull? Take a hike, pal. Go whine to the Cephalachordates.
Maybe they’ll let you in.Seawater is, on average, three to four percent salt. The Dead Sea has a
salt content of 32%.Seawater is, on average, three to four percent salt. The Dead Sea has a salt
content of 32%.Class: Within the vertebrate subphylum reside seven classes of animals, which
are largely the creatures we think of when we imagine the word “animal.” Of these, three classes
are fish: Agnatha (jawless fish, like lampreys), Chondrichthyes (sharks and other fish with
cartilage instead of bone), and Osteichthyes (fish with bones). Then come the landlubbers:
Amphibia (frogs, toads, newts), Reptilia (snakes, lizards, dinosaurs), Aves (birds), and our class,
Mammalia (mammals). Birds and mammals are notable for having self-regulating metabolisms
(which is a fancy way of saying we’re warm-blooded); mammals also have hair and mammary
glands (stop that snickering).Like phyla, classes can be further subdivided. Humans, for
example, are part of the mammalian subclass Theria, which includes marsupials and placental
mammals, and then also of the infraclass Eutheria, in which those lousy marsupials are given
the boot and only the placental mammals remain. Go placentals!Order: Here’s where we start
parting out the mammals into broad categories, and you’ll find you’re familiar with some of these
orders right off the bat (bats being of the order Chiroptera, of course). Mice, rats, and squirrels:
order Rodentia. Deer, sheep, cows: order Artiodactyla. Lions, tigers, and bears (oh my!): order
Carnivora. Rabbits, commonly thought to be rodents, are actually in their own order,
Lagomorpha. Horses also have their own order, Perissodactyla.Humans belong to order
Primata, the primates, which we share with lemurs, lorises (small Asian prosimians with big



eyes), monkeys, gorillas, and chimpanzees, all of which share our opposable thumbs and
forward-looking eyes, for an unbeatable combination of visual depth perception and
grabbiness.Any suborders? There sure are. Humans ditch the lemurs and lorises to hang with
the chimps, gorillas, and monkeys in the suborder Anthropoidea, and we further lose some of
the monkeys by joining the infraorder Catarrhini.Family: Sure, if by family you mean family
Hominidae.Hominidae are better known for things they lack than the things they have. For
example, they lack tails, broad incisors, and fangs. On the other hand, we all also have relatively
big brains, complex social structures, and nests (humans call their nests “real estate”). Humans
share this family with chimpanzees, gorillas, and orangutans. It’s worth noting that until fairly
recently, man was all alone in Hominidae, with chimps, gorillas, and orangutans in their own
family, Pongidae. But scientists eventually suggested we all belonged in the same family. Think
of it as the original family reunion; just don’t ask what the chimps put in the potato salad.Since
1995, more than 40 planets outside our solar system have been discovered.Since 1995, more
than 40 planets outside our solar system have been discovered.Genus: Humans are all alone in
their genus of Homo, which is known for its big brain and head relative to other primates, its
upright stature, and its ability to walk on two legs all the time. But don’t get emotional about it—
today’s humans weren’t the only members of genus Homo that ever existed. The first man was
Homo habilis (whose name translates to “handyman”), who was playing with tools on the African
savanna 2.5 million years ago. After him came Homo erectus (stop that!) 1.8 million years ago.
Both of these variations of man died out hundreds of thousands of years ago, however, leaving
their descendants—us—to carry on the whole human franchise.Species: Homo sapiens (that’s
us) showed up about 300,000 years ago and are identifiable by their use of complex tools
(spears, hoes, computers), the invention of agriculture and shampoo, and the ability to amuse
themselves by staring dazedly into a noisy box of electrons during the prime-time hours. Modern
man is actually a subspecies of Homo sapiens known as Homo sapiens sapiens (“wise wise
person,” and how’s that for being both smug and redundant), who arrived on the scene about
100,000 years ago and have since transformed the world. Remember, however, that it took us 95
percent of that time to figure out how to put a seed in the ground and then have the patience to
watch it grow. So don’t get too cocky.HOMO SAPIENS SEEKS SAMESo, to review, you are
Homo sapiens. But your full taxonomic classification is Eukarya Metazoa Chordata Mammalia
Primata Hominidae Homo sapiens sapiens [your name here]. Try putting that in a personal ad.
Or better yet, memorize it and recite it to a biologist. You’ll make a friend for life.* * * * *MNEAT
MNEMONICSThe Taxonomic Classification for HumansEukarya, Metazoa, Chordata,
Mammalia, Primata, Hominidae, Homo Sapiens• Exotic Malaises Can Make People Hate
Helping the Sick.The Biological Groupings Used in TaxonomyDomain, Kingdom, Phylum, Class,
Order, Family, Genus, Species• Danish Kings Possess Crowns Of Fine Gem Stones.• Dandy
King Phillip Came Over for Gene’s Special Variety.• Delighted Kings Play Cards On Fairly Good
Soft Velvet.• Drunken Kings Play Cards On Fat Girls’ Stomachs.• Destructive King Phillip Cuts
Open Five Green Snakes.• Dolphins, Kingfish, Pickerel, Catfish Over-Flowed God’s Seas.The



face and head are covered with over 50 small muscles.The face and head are covered with over
50 small muscles.KICK-STARTING THE HORSEHow the eohippus got its start on the long road
to horsehood.The horse didn’t spring full-grown out of the Marlboro Man’s head, you know. First
there was eohippus, meaning “dawn horse.” But it was far from the long-legged beast of
today.CHANGING HORSESEohippus looked like a horse, but it was two feet (60 cm) long and
eight or nine inches (20–23 cm) high at the shoulder—about the size of a beagle. It had four
hoofed toes on the front feet, three hoofed toes on each hind foot, and a long skull with 44 teeth.
It lived about 50 to 60 million years ago in the Northern Hemisphere during the early Eocene
epoch. So there it was, living in the forest, contentedly munching leaves from bushes. Eventually
the earth’s forests started to shrink and grasslands started to spread. So some of our evolving
horses wandered out into the open and started to eat all that grass.HORSE-FEEDBut plants
evolve to survive, too, so some of them got harder to eat. Over the next few million years, horses
and grasses were locked into an arms race that changed them both.For instance, endangered
“lallang” grasses started including silica—jagged grains of sand—in their leaves. That wore
down the horses’ teeth, so some of them died off. The horses that had bigger teeth with thicker
enamel lived long enough to reproduce. And their offspring developed longer faces with stronger
jaws to make even better use of those big, efficient teeth.RIDING THE OL’ PRAIRIEAnd you’re
thinking, but they’re still so short! Oh, no. The whole time they were battling the grass—they were
out on the wide-open grasslands, remember—they could easily be seen by predators. So they
entered into speed races to survive. Each new species was longer-legged, faster, and stronger—
and had fewer toes, until they got down to the one toe per hoof of modern horses.Skin cells live
19 to 34 days.KICK-STARTING THE HORSEHow the eohippus got its start on the long road to
horsehood.The horse didn’t spring full-grown out of the Marlboro Man’s head, you know. First
there was eohippus, meaning “dawn horse.” But it was far from the long-legged beast of
today.CHANGING HORSESEohippus looked like a horse, but it was two feet (60 cm) long and
eight or nine inches (20–23 cm) high at the shoulder—about the size of a beagle. It had four
hoofed toes on the front feet, three hoofed toes on each hind foot, and a long skull with 44 teeth.
It lived about 50 to 60 million years ago in the Northern Hemisphere during the early Eocene
epoch. So there it was, living in the forest, contentedly munching leaves from bushes. Eventually
the earth’s forests started to shrink and grasslands started to spread. So some of our evolving
horses wandered out into the open and started to eat all that grass.HORSE-FEEDBut plants
evolve to survive, too, so some of them got harder to eat. Over the next few million years, horses
and grasses were locked into an arms race that changed them both.For instance, endangered
“lallang” grasses started including silica—jagged grains of sand—in their leaves. That wore
down the horses’ teeth, so some of them died off. The horses that had bigger teeth with thicker
enamel lived long enough to reproduce. And their offspring developed longer faces with stronger
jaws to make even better use of those big, efficient teeth.RIDING THE OL’ PRAIRIEAnd you’re
thinking, but they’re still so short! Oh, no. The whole time they were battling the grass—they were
out on the wide-open grasslands, remember—they could easily be seen by predators. So they



entered into speed races to survive. Each new species was longer-legged, faster, and stronger—
and had fewer toes, until they got down to the one toe per hoof of modern horses.Skin cells live
19 to 34 days.Skin cells live 19 to 34 days.YOU KNOW THE OLD SAYINGUncle John debunks
a few famous—but overworked—sayings about the animal worldYou’ve heard the saying “sly as
a fox.” Well, as it turns out, foxes are pretty cunning, based mostly on their well-developed
senses of sight, smell, and hearing. But if you believe these other notions, you’ll be led astray.If
you want to be thin, eat like a bird.Birds have a high metabolic rate and must consume more
food in proportion to their size than most animals. A warbler might eat 80 percent of its body
weight in a day. A hummingbird has to eat constantly or it will die of starvation in a matter of
hours. If you want to be thin, it’s better to eat like a mayfly: Their mouths aren’t fully developed,
so they can’t feed.Take care of your vision, or you’ll go blind as a bat.Bats aren’t blind, and most
species of bats can see very well, thank you. But bats that hunt tiny insects at night don’t rely on
their vision. Instead they use a system called “echolocation.” The bat emits high-frequency
sound pulses that strike nearby objects and send “echoes” back to the bat, which it then uses to
locate objects and navigate through the dark.When humans get overheated, they can sweat like
a pig.Pigs have no sweat glands and are unable to sweat; instead, they wallow in mud to cool
down. Their mucky appearance gives pigs a reputation for slovenliness. Actually, pigs are some
of the cleanest animals around. If given a choice, they refuse to excrete anywhere near their
living or eating areas.If you’re really brawny, you’re strong as a horse.Horses have fragile legs
and feet for their weight and size. This can make them prone to injury and lameness. If you’ve
ever seen an ox at work, you’ll know that “strong as an ox” is much more appropriate.Sweat
produces enough nutrition to feed 65,000 bacteria per square inch of the human body.When
you’re feeling good, you’re happy as a clam.As you may have guessed, it’s hard to tell when a
clam is happy. The full saying is: “as happy as a clam at high tide.” The idea is that clams are
happy at high tide because folks collect them at low tide. Unfortunately, the clam probably isn’t
very happy for long because it’s also preyed upon by green crabs, starfish, seabirds, fish,
whelks, and lobsters. With all those predators going after it, you have to pity the poor, unhappy
clam.Gone ’round the bend? You’re as crazy as a loon.Common loons are shy, solitary water
birds. They’re beautiful, a symbol of the North American wilderness—and perfectly sane. The
idea of being crazy as a loon comes from the loon’s “tremolo” call that can heard for miles across
the water. The tremolo, which sounds like a strange (some call it crazy) laugh, can be used to
greet another loon or to signal worry or alarm.Don’t bother trying to change someone: You can’t
teach an old dog new tricks.Oh, yes you can. Dogs can learn tricks at any age. If they’re smart
enough. Often it’s breed, rather than age, that helps a dog learn. Border Collies, poodles,
German Shepherds, and golden retrievers are said to learn tricks the fastest with the least
repetition.People who pretend to be sad are crying crocodile tears.The belief that crocodiles
wept over their victims before they ate them dates back to at least the 13th century. Though
crocodiles do have lachrymal (tear) glands, if a croc sheds tears it has nothing to do with phony
sadness or remorse; it’s because he’s been out of the water long enough for his eyes to need



moistening.A fish’s age is determined by its scales, which have growth rings like trees.People
who ignore things are taking the “ostrich defense” by burying their heads in the sand.At up to 8
feet (2.4 m) tall and 300 pounds (136 kg), the ostrich has a fine defense against danger that has
nothing to do with sand. Fast enough to easily run away from most predators, the ostrich also
fights them off with nasty kicks from its strong legs and clawed toes. The idea of the ostrich
burying its head may have come from the fact that when the female is sitting on her eggs, she’ll
stretch her head along the ground when danger approaches—supposedly in an attempt to
camouflage herself as a grassy mound or bush. Also, male ostriches use their bills to dig shallow
nests in the sand and move their eggs around, which might look like the male is sticking his
head in the sand.A brave and noble person is lion-hearted—like the noble King of Beasts.The
King of Beasts is actually something of a bum. The lion’s mighty roar is used to scare game in
the direction of his mate, who is the real hunter. While the King of Beasts sits around looking
brave and noble, it’s actually the females in the pride who hunt for food and care for the young.
The Lord of the Nap is a better name for him, since the King can snooze for up to 20 hours a
day.* * * * *THE SURVIVORCockroaches are ugly—flat and oval with long antennae, but they’re
really only harmful to people with allergies. Most of them range in length from a half inch to more
than three inches (8 cm). The biggest cockroach in the world (at about four inches [10 cm]) does
not (thankfully!) live in North America. It lives in tropical Madagascar and hisses like a snake in
an effort to scare predators. This cockroach is called—you could maybe guess—the Giant
Hissing Cockroach.The most common cockroach in North America is the American cockroach.
This black or brown insect is usually no longer than two inches (5 cm). (But it’s still a
cockroach.)Most of the breed are scavengers and like to eat decaying plants and animals. The
North American variety usually live under rotting logs and vegetation, but a few kinds find their
way indoors, where they come out at night (they’re repelled by light) to rummage through
garbage and unsealed food in kitchen cupboards.And if you think you can get rid of them
permanently, think again. Cockroach fossils have been dated at 55 million years before the
dinosaurs. They’re survivors.Average time between blinks of the eye—2.8 seconds.YOU KNOW
THE OLD SAYINGUncle John debunks a few famous—but overworked—sayings about the
animal worldYou’ve heard the saying “sly as a fox.” Well, as it turns out, foxes are pretty cunning,
based mostly on their well-developed senses of sight, smell, and hearing. But if you believe
these other notions, you’ll be led astray.If you want to be thin, eat like a bird.Birds have a high
metabolic rate and must consume more food in proportion to their size than most animals. A
warbler might eat 80 percent of its body weight in a day. A hummingbird has to eat constantly or
it will die of starvation in a matter of hours. If you want to be thin, it’s better to eat like a mayfly:
Their mouths aren’t fully developed, so they can’t feed.Take care of your vision, or you’ll go blind
as a bat.Bats aren’t blind, and most species of bats can see very well, thank you. But bats that
hunt tiny insects at night don’t rely on their vision. Instead they use a system called
“echolocation.” The bat emits high-frequency sound pulses that strike nearby objects and send
“echoes” back to the bat, which it then uses to locate objects and navigate through the



dark.When humans get overheated, they can sweat like a pig.Pigs have no sweat glands and
are unable to sweat; instead, they wallow in mud to cool down. Their mucky appearance gives
pigs a reputation for slovenliness. Actually, pigs are some of the cleanest animals around. If
given a choice, they refuse to excrete anywhere near their living or eating areas.If you’re really
brawny, you’re strong as a horse.Horses have fragile legs and feet for their weight and size. This
can make them prone to injury and lameness. If you’ve ever seen an ox at work, you’ll know that
“strong as an ox” is much more appropriate.Sweat produces enough nutrition to feed 65,000
bacteria per square inch of the human body.Sweat produces enough nutrition to feed 65,000
bacteria per square inch of the human body.When you’re feeling good, you’re happy as a
clam.As you may have guessed, it’s hard to tell when a clam is happy. The full saying is: “as
happy as a clam at high tide.” The idea is that clams are happy at high tide because folks collect
them at low tide. Unfortunately, the clam probably isn’t very happy for long because it’s also
preyed upon by green crabs, starfish, seabirds, fish, whelks, and lobsters. With all those
predators going after it, you have to pity the poor, unhappy clam.Gone ’round the bend? You’re
as crazy as a loon.Common loons are shy, solitary water birds. They’re beautiful, a symbol of the
North American wilderness—and perfectly sane. The idea of being crazy as a loon comes from
the loon’s “tremolo” call that can heard for miles across the water. The tremolo, which sounds like
a strange (some call it crazy) laugh, can be used to greet another loon or to signal worry or
alarm.Don’t bother trying to change someone: You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.Oh, yes you
can. Dogs can learn tricks at any age. If they’re smart enough. Often it’s breed, rather than age,
that helps a dog learn. Border Collies, poodles, German Shepherds, and golden retrievers are
said to learn tricks the fastest with the least repetition.People who pretend to be sad are crying
crocodile tears.The belief that crocodiles wept over their victims before they ate them dates back
to at least the 13th century. Though crocodiles do have lachrymal (tear) glands, if a croc sheds
tears it has nothing to do with phony sadness or remorse; it’s because he’s been out of the water
long enough for his eyes to need moistening.A fish’s age is determined by its scales, which have
growth rings like trees.A fish’s age is determined by its scales, which have growth rings like
trees.People who ignore things are taking the “ostrich defense” by burying their heads in the
sand.At up to 8 feet (2.4 m) tall and 300 pounds (136 kg), the ostrich has a fine defense against
danger that has nothing to do with sand. Fast enough to easily run away from most predators,
the ostrich also fights them off with nasty kicks from its strong legs and clawed toes. The idea of
the ostrich burying its head may have come from the fact that when the female is sitting on her
eggs, she’ll stretch her head along the ground when danger approaches—supposedly in an
attempt to camouflage herself as a grassy mound or bush. Also, male ostriches use their bills to
dig shallow nests in the sand and move their eggs around, which might look like the male is
sticking his head in the sand.A brave and noble person is lion-hearted—like the noble King of
Beasts.The King of Beasts is actually something of a bum. The lion’s mighty roar is used to
scare game in the direction of his mate, who is the real hunter. While the King of Beasts sits
around looking brave and noble, it’s actually the females in the pride who hunt for food and care



for the young. The Lord of the Nap is a better name for him, since the King can snooze for up to
20 hours a day.* * * * *THE SURVIVORCockroaches are ugly—flat and oval with long antennae,
but they’re really only harmful to people with allergies. Most of them range in length from a half
inch to more than three inches (8 cm). The biggest cockroach in the world (at about four inches
[10 cm]) does not (thankfully!) live in North America. It lives in tropical Madagascar and hisses
like a snake in an effort to scare predators. This cockroach is called—you could maybe guess—
the Giant Hissing Cockroach.The most common cockroach in North America is the American
cockroach. This black or brown insect is usually no longer than two inches (5 cm). (But it’s still a
cockroach.)Most of the breed are scavengers and like to eat decaying plants and animals. The
North American variety usually live under rotting logs and vegetation, but a few kinds find their
way indoors, where they come out at night (they’re repelled by light) to rummage through
garbage and unsealed food in kitchen cupboards.And if you think you can get rid of them
permanently, think again. Cockroach fossils have been dated at 55 million years before the
dinosaurs. They’re survivors.Average time between blinks of the eye—2.8 seconds.Average time
between blinks of the eye—2.8 seconds.MYTH EARTHThought you knew everything about our
home planet? These items might surprise you as they debunk some common myth-conceptions!
Myth: Mt. Everest is the earth’s tallest mountain.Fact: If you measure from the very bottom of the
mountain to its peak, the world’s tallest peak is Mauna Kea on the island of Hawaii. It rises
13,784 feet (4,201 m) above sea level, straight from the bottom of the sea. Of course the
mountain would seem a lot taller if you could see all of it. But even though 18,000 feet (5,486 m)
of the mountain is under the ocean, from its base to its height, Mauna Kea is over 31,000 feet
(9,448 m) high. Mt. Everest’s peak is a paltry 29,000 feet (8,839 m) high—above sea level.Myth:
The wettest spot on earth is located in the South American rain forest. (That’s why they call it the
rain forest.)Fact: Hawaii scores again. The wettest spot is on Mt. Waialeale on the island of
Kauai. Waialeale is consistently drenched by rainfall at the rate of nearly 500 inches (1,270 cm)
per year.Myth: The driest spot on earth is in the Saharan desert.Fact: The driest place on earth
is in Chile. It’s so dry in Calama, Chile, that 400 years went by without rain; the only source of
moisture was the fog in the air. (A torrential rainstorm broke the 400-year dry spell in 1972, but
the record remains intact.)Myth: The Andes is the longest mountain range in the world.Fact:
Actually, the longest mountain range is underwater—in the Atlantic Ocean to be exact. The Mid-
Atlantic Ridge runs 10,000 miles (16,093 km), all the way from Iceland to Antarctica.Myth:
There’s a hell of a lot of sand at the bottom of the sea.Fact: The ocean floor is mostly made of
basalt rock, formed by the lava spewed up from chains of underwater volcanoes along the
midocean ridges.Myth: Most of the world’s plant life is in the dense jungles of Africa and South
America.Fact: The vast majority—85 percent, in fact—of the world’s greenery is in the
oceans.The Pacific Ocean comprises 46% of the Earth’s water area.MYTH EARTHThought you
knew everything about our home planet? These items might surprise you as they debunk some
common myth-conceptions!Myth: Mt. Everest is the earth’s tallest mountain.Fact: If you measure
from the very bottom of the mountain to its peak, the world’s tallest peak is Mauna Kea on the



island of Hawaii. It rises 13,784 feet (4,201 m) above sea level, straight from the bottom of the
sea. Of course the mountain would seem a lot taller if you could see all of it. But even though
18,000 feet (5,486 m) of the mountain is under the ocean, from its base to its height, Mauna Kea
is over 31,000 feet (9,448 m) high. Mt. Everest’s peak is a paltry 29,000 feet (8,839 m) high—
above sea level.Myth: The wettest spot on earth is located in the South American rain forest.
(That’s why they call it the rain forest.)Fact: Hawaii scores again. The wettest spot is on Mt.
Waialeale on the island of Kauai. Waialeale is consistently drenched by rainfall at the rate of
nearly 500 inches (1,270 cm) per year.Myth: The driest spot on earth is in the Saharan
desert.Fact: The driest place on earth is in Chile. It’s so dry in Calama, Chile, that 400 years went
by without rain; the only source of moisture was the fog in the air. (A torrential rainstorm broke
the 400-year dry spell in 1972, but the record remains intact.)Myth: The Andes is the longest
mountain range in the world.Fact: Actually, the longest mountain range is underwater—in the
Atlantic Ocean to be exact. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge runs 10,000 miles (16,093 km), all the way
from Iceland to Antarctica.Myth: There’s a hell of a lot of sand at the bottom of the sea.Fact: The
ocean floor is mostly made of basalt rock, formed by the lava spewed up from chains of
underwater volcanoes along the midocean ridges.Myth: Most of the world’s plant life is in the
dense jungles of Africa and South America.Fact: The vast majority—85 percent, in fact—of the
world’s greenery is in the oceans.The Pacific Ocean comprises 46% of the Earth’s water
area.The Pacific Ocean comprises 46% of the Earth’s water area.LIGHTS FROM THE
DEEPStrange things are happening thousands of feet below the surface of our oceans. Take a
deep breath and come on down.Thousands and thousands of feet below the ocean waves is a
land without light. This strange, dark kingdom is inhabited only by sea creatures who have either
evolved to live in utter darkness or who have evolved cunning ways to produce their own light.
Down here in the dark, nothing grows and few creatures live, with eternal darkness their lot from
birth to death.But wait a minute.THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE AIR-HOSEThat was what
scientists always believed, that the deepest parts of the oceans were black as pitch. That is, until
1988, when a source of light was discovered at the bottom of the sea floor—a light that
nourishes its own utterly unique forms of life—and possibly even gives us the first example of
photosynthesis that doesn’t stem from the sun’s rays. The discovery has positively cosmic
implications. If life can flourish around this odd underwater light, why wouldn’t it be able to
proliferate in equally hostile locations elsewhere?A SHRIMP TELLS ALLThe lights were
discovered by a University of Alaska marine biologist who only intended to study a species of
shrimp, Rimicaris exoculata. The shrimp was not only blind, but also didn’t have any vision
organs. It spent its life swimming around its own neighborhood: the warm hydrothermal vents on
the mid-Atlantic range of underwater volcanic ridges.IN HOT WATERThe ridges, formed when
edges of the earth’s crust pull apart and allow hot magma to seep in between, have small vents
that spew volcanically heated liquid. The toxic liquid is as hot as 662°F (350°C), and contains a
lot of heavy metal and poisonous compounds. Surrounding that incredibly hot water is intensely
cold water just above freezing, with water pressure that would instantly crush a land-dwelling



creature. Doesn’t sound like much of a homestead to us, but the shrimp seemed to enjoy it.The
biggest snowflake ever reported measured 15 inches across.A HOT MEALScientists think that
the shrimp feed on bacteria that themselves feed on the sulfur compounds in the vent water. But
to get at the bacteria, the shrimp have to get awfully close to that superhot vent liquid. If you can
cook ’em on the stove, imagine what 662°F (350°C) water could do. How was it the shrimp were
staying close enough to the plumes of heat to nibble on bacteria, but at the same time staying far
away enough to avoid getting cooked?EYES IN THE BACK OF ITS SHELLUniversity of Alaska
scientist Cindy Lee Van Dover found one possible reason. After careful study of the exoculata
(which means “no eyes”) shrimp, her team found that the animal actually did have visual organs,
but they were on the back of its shell instead of on its head. And if it did have “eyes,” just what
exactly did it need them for? Down in the dark ocean there was no light to see. Or was there?
Van Dover and a few other scientists began to suspect there was some primitive form of light
emerging from the hydrothermal vents. Finally they confirmed it with underwater digital
pictures.ALL AGLOWThe discovery flew in the face of accepted scientific knowledge of the
underwater depths. Scientists still aren’t sure exactly what causes the haunting glow, but
published reports by Van Dover and other scientists suggest four main
theories:• Crystalloluminescence: The chemical brew emitted by the vents spews out at 662°F
(350°C) and comes into contact with sea water (at a much colder 36°F [2°C]). As they clash,
dissolved minerals in the hot water crystallize and become too heavy for the solution. The
energy produced by the crystallization and the “dropping out” of the liquid solution produces
light.• Chemiluminescence: In a reaction similar to crystalloluminescence, chemical reactions in
the vent water release energy in light form.• Triboluminescence: Mineral crystals in the hot liquid
emanate from the vent crack in the cold or bang together to produce light.• Sonoluminescence:
Microscopic bubbles collapse in the hot fluid, emitting a glow.The Great Barrier Reef is the
world’s longest reef at 1,250 miles (2,012 km).GENESIS?Even though they can’t yet pin down
the cause of the light, some scientists are becoming curious about what the light means.One of
the great scientific mysteries is our own evolution. How did we come to be here at all? How did
the magnificent human brain evolve from a soup of microbes and gases? And perhaps most
puzzling, how did we evolve over millions of years as vast asteroids hit the earth and Ice Ages
advanced and retreated? Recent evolutionary biology research suggests that
hyperthermophiles (microbes that thrive at high temperatures) are ancestral to all organisms
alive on the earth today. Could we have evolved from such watery environments?COSMIC
QUESTIONSThe deep-sea light’s surprising strength also raises questions surrounding
photosynthesis. Do the bacteria that live nearby, the bacteria on which the shrimp feed, use the
light for photosynthesis? Could the lights emanating from the thermal vents actually spark
photosynthesis that has nothing to do with the sun’s rays? And if it does, does that open up the
possibility of life in other environments far from Earth’s sun?Stay tuned.* * * * *YOU WOULD
THINK...That water pollution wouldn’t be a problem, since the natural water cycle purifies all the
water on earth. That’s the hydrologic cycle, nature’s ongoing way of purifying water. (Did you



know that the water we use today is the same water the human race started with? The next
glass of water you drink may have once helped fill Cleopatra’s bathtub.) The water cycle works
thusly. The sun turns water into vapor, which rises, and when it cools it forms clouds that become
heavy with water and rain back to earth—all squeaky clean and purified. But when fossil fuels
like coal are burned, releasing sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere, and car exhausts contribute
nitrous oxide, the two oxides combine to create sulfuric acid and nitrous acid, which fall back to
earth as acid rain, which joins the rest of the earth’s water as part of the hydrologic cycle.The
brain uses 20% of the body’s total blood supply.LIGHTS FROM THE DEEPStrange things are
happening thousands of feet below the surface of our oceans. Take a deep breath and come on
down.Thousands and thousands of feet below the ocean waves is a land without light. This
strange, dark kingdom is inhabited only by sea creatures who have either evolved to live in utter
darkness or who have evolved cunning ways to produce their own light. Down here in the dark,
nothing grows and few creatures live, with eternal darkness their lot from birth to death.But wait
a minute.THE LIGHT AT THE END OF THE AIR-HOSEThat was what scientists always
believed, that the deepest parts of the oceans were black as pitch. That is, until 1988, when a
source of light was discovered at the bottom of the sea floor—a light that nourishes its own
utterly unique forms of life—and possibly even gives us the first example of photosynthesis that
doesn’t stem from the sun’s rays. The discovery has positively cosmic implications. If life can
flourish around this odd underwater light, why wouldn’t it be able to proliferate in equally hostile
locations elsewhere?A SHRIMP TELLS ALLThe lights were discovered by a University of Alaska
marine biologist who only intended to study a species of shrimp, Rimicaris exoculata. The
shrimp was not only blind, but also didn’t have any vision organs. It spent its life swimming
around its own neighborhood: the warm hydrothermal vents on the mid-Atlantic range of
underwater volcanic ridges.IN HOT WATERThe ridges, formed when edges of the earth’s crust
pull apart and allow hot magma to seep in between, have small vents that spew volcanically
heated liquid. The toxic liquid is as hot as 662°F (350°C), and contains a lot of heavy metal and
poisonous compounds. Surrounding that incredibly hot water is intensely cold water just above
freezing, with water pressure that would instantly crush a land-dwelling creature. Doesn’t sound
like much of a homestead to us, but the shrimp seemed to enjoy it.The biggest snowflake ever
reported measured 15 inches across.The biggest snowflake ever reported measured 15 inches
across.A HOT MEALScientists think that the shrimp feed on bacteria that themselves feed on
the sulfur compounds in the vent water. But to get at the bacteria, the shrimp have to get awfully
close to that superhot vent liquid. If you can cook ’em on the stove, imagine what 662°F (350°C)
water could do. How was it the shrimp were staying close enough to the plumes of heat to nibble
on bacteria, but at the same time staying far away enough to avoid getting cooked?EYES IN
THE BACK OF ITS SHELLUniversity of Alaska scientist Cindy Lee Van Dover found one
possible reason. After careful study of the exoculata (which means “no eyes”) shrimp, her team
found that the animal actually did have visual organs, but they were on the back of its shell
instead of on its head. And if it did have “eyes,” just what exactly did it need them for? Down in



the dark ocean there was no light to see. Or was there? Van Dover and a few other scientists
began to suspect there was some primitive form of light emerging from the hydrothermal vents.
Finally they confirmed it with underwater digital pictures.ALL AGLOWThe discovery flew in the
face of accepted scientific knowledge of the underwater depths. Scientists still aren’t sure
exactly what causes the haunting glow, but published reports by Van Dover and other scientists
suggest four main theories:• Crystalloluminescence: The chemical brew emitted by the vents
spews out at 662°F (350°C) and comes into contact with sea water (at a much colder 36°F
[2°C]). As they clash, dissolved minerals in the hot water crystallize and become too heavy for
the solution. The energy produced by the crystallization and the “dropping out” of the liquid
solution produces light.• Chemiluminescence: In a reaction similar to crystalloluminescence,
chemical reactions in the vent water release energy in light form.• Triboluminescence: Mineral
crystals in the hot liquid emanate from the vent crack in the cold or bang together to produce
light.• Sonoluminescence: Microscopic bubbles collapse in the hot fluid, emitting a glow.The
Great Barrier Reef is the world’s longest reef at 1,250 miles (2,012 km).The Great Barrier Reef is
the world’s longest reef at 1,250 miles (2,012 km).GENESIS?Even though they can’t yet pin
down the cause of the light, some scientists are becoming curious about what the light
means.One of the great scientific mysteries is our own evolution. How did we come to be here at
all? How did the magnificent human brain evolve from a soup of microbes and gases? And
perhaps most puzzling, how did we evolve over millions of years as vast asteroids hit the earth
and Ice Ages advanced and retreated? Recent evolutionary biology research suggests that
hyperthermophiles (microbes that thrive at high temperatures) are ancestral to all organisms
alive on the earth today. Could we have evolved from such watery environments?COSMIC
QUESTIONSThe deep-sea light’s surprising strength also raises questions surrounding
photosynthesis. Do the bacteria that live nearby, the bacteria on which the shrimp feed, use the
light for photosynthesis? Could the lights emanating from the thermal vents actually spark
photosynthesis that has nothing to do with the sun’s rays? And if it does, does that open up the
possibility of life in other environments far from Earth’s sun?Stay tuned.* * * * *YOU WOULD
THINK...That water pollution wouldn’t be a problem, since the natural water cycle purifies all the
water on earth. That’s the hydrologic cycle, nature’s ongoing way of purifying water. (Did you
know that the water we use today is the same water the human race started with? The next
glass of water you drink may have once helped fill Cleopatra’s bathtub.) The water cycle works
thusly. The sun turns water into vapor, which rises, and when it cools it forms clouds that become
heavy with water and rain back to earth—all squeaky clean and purified. But when fossil fuels
like coal are burned, releasing sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere, and car exhausts contribute
nitrous oxide, the two oxides combine to create sulfuric acid and nitrous acid, which fall back to
earth as acid rain, which joins the rest of the earth’s water as part of the hydrologic cycle.The
brain uses 20% of the body’s total blood supply.The brain uses 20% of the body’s total blood
supply.EL NIÑO, A BAD BOYNaughty little boys get blamed for lots of troubles: spills, broken
windows, fires, floods, storms, cholera epidemics…Well, maybe not all little boys.The weather



phenomenon they call El Niño means “the boy,” but it wasn’t named for a brat. Fishermen off the
Peruvian coast noticed a warm current in the ocean that appeared right after Christmas every
year, so they named it after the baby Jesus. If they’d known the kind of trouble the kid could get
into, they might have called it something else.A BOUNCING BABY BOYEl Niños are born when
the surface of the Pacific Ocean, starting near the equator, gets warmer (no one knows why it
happens—it just does). The warm air rises and causes the trade winds, which normally blow to
the west, to subside and sometimes even change direction. Weather-wise, all hell breaks
loose.WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER GETS HOME!In most places, the weather flip-flops. Normally
dry areas in both North and South America get drenched with rain and snow; months later the
snow melts, which means floods and mudslides that can destroy crops. In poorer countries
flooding can lead to the destruction of sewage systems and cholera outbreaks.Tropical islands
like Indonesia and the Philippines get hit with drought; Australia, India, and China get less rain,
too. Meanwhile, Hawaii gets more dangerous typhoons and the Atlantic gets fewer hurricanes. In
North America, El Niño winters are warm and the springtimes are wetter.THE BABY-SITTER’S
REPORTResearchers have been keeping an eye on El Niños for 300 years. The usual pattern
calls for an El Niño every three to seven years, but for some reason there are more El Niños than
ever, most recently in 1986, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1997, and 2002. Science is getting better at
predicting them, so that farmers can get a heads-up on the best crops to plant, and everyone in
general can get a head start on managing water or stockpiling resources when they know El
Niño is coming over to their house for a visit.History’s deadliest cyclone: in 1970 in Bangladesh.
It killed more than one million people.EL NIÑO, A BAD BOYNaughty little boys get blamed for
lots of troubles: spills, broken windows, fires, floods, storms, cholera epidemics…Well, maybe
not all little boys.The weather phenomenon they call El Niño means “the boy,” but it wasn’t
named for a brat. Fishermen off the Peruvian coast noticed a warm current in the ocean that
appeared right after Christmas every year, so they named it after the baby Jesus. If they’d known
the kind of trouble the kid could get into, they might have called it something else.A BOUNCING
BABY BOYEl Niños are born when the surface of the Pacific Ocean, starting near the equator,
gets warmer (no one knows why it happens—it just does). The warm air rises and causes the
trade winds, which normally blow to the west, to subside and sometimes even change direction.
Weather-wise, all hell breaks loose.WAIT TILL YOUR FATHER GETS HOME!In most places, the
weather flip-flops. Normally dry areas in both North and South America get drenched with rain
and snow; months later the snow melts, which means floods and mudslides that can destroy
crops. In poorer countries flooding can lead to the destruction of sewage systems and cholera
outbreaks.Tropical islands like Indonesia and the Philippines get hit with drought; Australia,
India, and China get less rain, too. Meanwhile, Hawaii gets more dangerous typhoons and the
Atlantic gets fewer hurricanes. In North America, El Niño winters are warm and the springtimes
are wetter.THE BABY-SITTER’S REPORTResearchers have been keeping an eye on El Niños
for 300 years. The usual pattern calls for an El Niño every three to seven years, but for some
reason there are more El Niños than ever, most recently in 1986, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1997, and



2002. Science is getting better at predicting them, so that farmers can get a heads-up on the
best crops to plant, and everyone in general can get a head start on managing water or
stockpiling resources when they know El Niño is coming over to their house for a visit.History’s
deadliest cyclone: in 1970 in Bangladesh. It killed more than one million people.History’s
deadliest cyclone: in 1970 in Bangladesh. It killed more than one million people.SO YOU THINK
YOU’VE SEEN A UFOA checklist to use before you tell all your buddies at the bar.Everybody
loves a good UFO story. What’s not to love? Strange moving lights in the sky, alien abductions,
cow dissections, and of course, those famous probings of the human anatomy that aliens just
can’t seem to get enough of.Besides, even former President Jimmy Carter has filed a UFO
report (in 1973—before he was president, mind you). So seeing a UFO doesn’t automatically
make you a deranged paranoid who hates X-Files reruns because they don’t go far enough. You
could just be a normal person with an extraordinary experience to share. One that doesn’t
involve a probe of some sort.THE CHECKLISTWell, before you start telling all your friends about
your close encounter, keep the following in mind. Because while we would never say you didn’t
see a UFO, we also want to keep you from enduring a lifetime of mockery from less open-
minded “friends.”1. Make sure it’s not Venus: Yes, Venus is a famous culprit in many UFO
sightings, because it’s bright and unblinking and because it can be seen while it’s still light out
(and, apparently, many people think that a bright, unblinking light just hanging there in the sky
while it’s still light has just got to be a UFO). Now, you might say to yourself, “Who the heck can’t
tell the difference between a UFO and a planet millions of miles away?” Well, Jimmy Carter, for
one; an examination of the details of the UFO observation he and others made on the night in
question rather strongly suggests that the 39th prez was looking at Venus. Jupiter, which can get
almost as bright as Venus, is another common planetary UFO culprit.The first hurricane given a
male name was “Bob,” in July 1979.2. Make sure it’s not a meteor: Most meteors streak across
the sky and are done with it, but some larger ones can become fireballs and zoom across the
sky for a good long time, trailing smoke and sparks behind them and even exploding in midair
(when they do that, it’s called a “bolis”). Fireballs and bolises can be seen during the day as well,
so don’t let that fool you.3. Make sure it’s not falling space junk, either: Booster rockets,
communications satellites, abandoned space stations—sooner or later they all fall back to earth.
Don’t be the one that confuses them for aliens making a U-turn on their way back to deep space.
Also, be aware that man-made satellites that aren’t falling are often mistaken for UFOs because
they’re bright, starlike objects that cruise across the sky at a good clip.4. Make sure it’s not a
cloud: No, we’re not trying to insult your intelligence. Certain types of altocumulus clouds take on
the traditional “flying saucer” shape and do such a good job of it that people get fooled.5.
Weather balloons are out there: They’re released every day all across the U.S.; they’re bright and
shiny, and they float up tremendously high in the sky (well into the stratosphere), pretty much
where you’d suspect there’s no man-made object at all. They also make “course changes”
depending on the winds up there.6. Military aircraft can get you: Sure, most people know what a
commercial aircraft looks like. But lots of people were fooled in the early days of the SR-71 spy



plane, especially when the pilot of said plane did a maneuver called the “Dipsy Doodle,” which to
a ground observer looks like a UFO diving, hovering for a second, and then taking off at
tremendous speeds. More recently, various “stealth” planes have frightened the credulous with
their unconventional shapes.7. Electrical discharges happen: This is the famous “swamp gas”
and “St. Elmo’s Fire,” in which strange but perfectly natural balls of ionized particles bounce and
glow and make some people think they’re being chased by those crazy ETs. Electrical
discharges near high-power lines and power stations have also been known to get a UFO label
slapped on them.Earth’s 15 tectonic plates move one inch a year, about the same rate that
fingernails grow.8. Your eyes see more than what’s there: Here’s a dirty little fact about human
eyesight—it’s not as reliable as people think it is. Involuntary eye movements can make objects
that are perfectly still appear to jerk around in the night sky (this is one of the reasons Venus is
so frequently confused for a UFO when it’s just sitting there).Human eyes will also embellish
briefly seen objects with details that aren’t actually there: People reporting UFOs that turn out to
be reentering space junk will often report blinking lights, windows, and purposeful movement,
when none of those things were part of the falling debris. This tendency will likely be
accentuated if (ahem) you’re under the influence of anything.9. Get Independent Third-Party
Verification: One of the really big problems with so many UFO sightings is that no one else is
around to see them. Your UFO experience will be much more believable if someone else is
experiencing it as well, preferably someone you don’t know. There’s nothing like having a total
stranger come up to you and say, “Did you just see what I just saw?” It won’t mean that what you
saw is any more a true UFO than it would otherwise be (please review points 1 through 8). But at
least you’ll have some backup when you go to the bar to tell your friends.* * * * *Mnemonics for
the spectral classes of stars, hottest to coldest:OBAFGKMRNSThe astronomer who first
classified them in alphabetical order didn’t really know what he was doing, so later astronomers
had to switch them around, but they kept the letters. That’s why the list looks like a spoonful of
alphabet soup. So:• Oh Be A Fine Girl Kiss Me Right Now, Sweetheart.• Octopus Brains, A
Favorite Gastronomical Kitchen Menu, Requires No Sauce.• Odd Ball Astronomers Find
Generally Kooky Mnemonics Really Nifty Stuff.• Oh Big And Ferocious Gorilla, Kiss My
Roommate Next Saturday.• Oven Baked Ants, Fried Gently, Kept Moist, Retain Natural
Succulence.The elephant is the only mammal with four knees.SO YOU THINK YOU’VE SEEN A
UFOA checklist to use before you tell all your buddies at the bar.Everybody loves a good UFO
story. What’s not to love? Strange moving lights in the sky, alien abductions, cow dissections,
and of course, those famous probings of the human anatomy that aliens just can’t seem to get
enough of.Besides, even former President Jimmy Carter has filed a UFO report (in 1973—before
he was president, mind you). So seeing a UFO doesn’t automatically make you a deranged
paranoid who hates X-Files reruns because they don’t go far enough. You could just be a normal
person with an extraordinary experience to share. One that doesn’t involve a probe of some
sort.THE CHECKLISTWell, before you start telling all your friends about your close encounter,
keep the following in mind. Because while we would never say you didn’t see a UFO, we also



want to keep you from enduring a lifetime of mockery from less open-minded “friends.”1. Make
sure it’s not Venus: Yes, Venus is a famous culprit in many UFO sightings, because it’s bright and
unblinking and because it can be seen while it’s still light out (and, apparently, many people think
that a bright, unblinking light just hanging there in the sky while it’s still light has just got to be a
UFO). Now, you might say to yourself, “Who the heck can’t tell the difference between a UFO
and a planet millions of miles away?” Well, Jimmy Carter, for one; an examination of the details
of the UFO observation he and others made on the night in question rather strongly suggests
that the 39th prez was looking at Venus. Jupiter, which can get almost as bright as Venus, is
another common planetary UFO culprit.The first hurricane given a male name was “Bob,” in July
1979.The first hurricane given a male name was “Bob,” in July 1979.2. Make sure it’s not a
meteor: Most meteors streak across the sky and are done with it, but some larger ones can
become fireballs and zoom across the sky for a good long time, trailing smoke and sparks
behind them and even exploding in midair (when they do that, it’s called a “bolis”). Fireballs and
bolises can be seen during the day as well, so don’t let that fool you.3. Make sure it’s not falling
space junk, either: Booster rockets, communications satellites, abandoned space stations—
sooner or later they all fall back to earth. Don’t be the one that confuses them for aliens making a
U-turn on their way back to deep space. Also, be aware that man-made satellites that aren’t
falling are often mistaken for UFOs because they’re bright, starlike objects that cruise across the
sky at a good clip.4. Make sure it’s not a cloud: No, we’re not trying to insult your intelligence.
Certain types of altocumulus clouds take on the traditional “flying saucer” shape and do such a
good job of it that people get fooled.5. Weather balloons are out there: They’re released every
day all across the U.S.; they’re bright and shiny, and they float up tremendously high in the sky
(well into the stratosphere), pretty much where you’d suspect there’s no man-made object at all.
They also make “course changes” depending on the winds up there.6. Military aircraft can get
you: Sure, most people know what a commercial aircraft looks like. But lots of people were
fooled in the early days of the SR-71 spy plane, especially when the pilot of said plane did a
maneuver called the “Dipsy Doodle,” which to a ground observer looks like a UFO diving,
hovering for a second, and then taking off at tremendous speeds. More recently, various “stealth”
planes have frightened the credulous with their unconventional shapes.7. Electrical discharges
happen: This is the famous “swamp gas” and “St. Elmo’s Fire,” in which strange but perfectly
natural balls of ionized particles bounce and glow and make some people think they’re being
chased by those crazy ETs. Electrical discharges near high-power lines and power stations have
also been known to get a UFO label slapped on them.Earth’s 15 tectonic plates move one inch a
year, about the same rate that fingernails grow.Earth’s 15 tectonic plates move one inch a year,
about the same rate that fingernails grow.8. Your eyes see more than what’s there: Here’s a dirty
little fact about human eyesight—it’s not as reliable as people think it is. Involuntary eye
movements can make objects that are perfectly still appear to jerk around in the night sky (this is
one of the reasons Venus is so frequently confused for a UFO when it’s just sitting there).Human
eyes will also embellish briefly seen objects with details that aren’t actually there: People



reporting UFOs that turn out to be reentering space junk will often report blinking lights,
windows, and purposeful movement, when none of those things were part of the falling debris.
This tendency will likely be accentuated if (ahem) you’re under the influence of anything.9. Get
Independent Third-Party Verification: One of the really big problems with so many UFO sightings
is that no one else is around to see them. Your UFO experience will be much more believable if
someone else is experiencing it as well, preferably someone you don’t know. There’s nothing like
having a total stranger come up to you and say, “Did you just see what I just saw?” It won’t mean
that what you saw is any more a true UFO than it would otherwise be (please review points 1
through 8). But at least you’ll have some backup when you go to the bar to tell your friends.* * * *
*Mnemonics for the spectral classes of stars, hottest to coldest:OBAFGKMRNSThe astronomer
who first classified them in alphabetical order didn’t really know what he was doing, so later
astronomers had to switch them around, but they kept the letters. That’s why the list looks like a
spoonful of alphabet soup. So:• Oh Be A Fine Girl Kiss Me Right Now, Sweetheart.• Octopus
Brains, A Favorite Gastronomical Kitchen Menu, Requires No Sauce.• Odd Ball Astronomers
Find Generally Kooky Mnemonics Really Nifty Stuff.• Oh Big And Ferocious Gorilla, Kiss My
Roommate Next Saturday.• Oven Baked Ants, Fried Gently, Kept Moist, Retain Natural
Succulence.The elephant is the only mammal with four knees.The elephant is the only mammal
with four knees.TIME TRAVEL MOVIE MARATHON!Got some time? Here’s at least a day’s
worth of time travel flicks.Hollywood loves time travel—they’re always punting people forward in
time or backward in time, or just plopping them into a feedback loop where they relive the same
day over and over and over again. Even though time travel is scientifically impossible (sorry to
disappoint), it doesn’t keep people from making or going to movies about it.Army of Darkness:
Technically the third part of director Sam Raimi’s Evil Dead series, but it’s not like you need a
road map for this plot, which features a one-handed discount store salesman (the impossibly
lantern-jawed Bruce Campbell) hurled back into the Middle Ages to fight zombies and skeletons
and a creepy, man-eating flying book. It’s kind of dumb, but all horror freaks love it (and you know
how high their standards are). It’s pretty funny, in a stupid comic-book way. Besides, any movie in
which a minimum-wage earner from the future can condescendingly call a castle full of medieval
types a bunch of “monkeys” can’t be all bad.Back to the Future: Michael J. Fox goes back to the
1950s and is called “Calvin” because that’s the name sewn into his underwear (Calvin Klein
underwear—can’t believe we need to explain this). The film’s still funny in its own right
(especially with freaky Crispin Glover as Fox’s loser dad), but now it’s like two time travel movies
in one. First you get the 1950s, which Fox goes back to, then you get the 1980s, which is the
“present” for the film. It’s enough to give you a shiver (look for the Huey Lewis cameo). There
were two more Back to the Future films, but unless you’ve got a thing for Michael J., you needn’t
bother.The Great Lakes contain one-fifth of the world’s fresh surface water.Groundhog Day: Bill
Murray goes back in time—exactly one day, over and over again. In the process he turns from
obnoxious twit to the perfect man (or at least the perfect man for Andie MacDowell, and who
wouldn’t want to be that man?). It’s a fine, fine film, and in addition to being funny, it’s actually



sweet and even a little serious, and it proved that Murray was a little better of an actor than
anyone gave him credit for before. But let’s not kid ourselves: If you had to live Groundhog Day
over and over again, you’d become a little zen yourself to keep from going utterly freakin’
insane.Planet of the Apes: Charlton Heston lands on what he thinks is an alien planet and finds it
populated by talking apes who think he’s a savage (mind you, this was before he became the
NRA’s alpha male). Ol’ Charlie is awesome in this—he grunts, he snarls, he chews scenery like a
silverback confronted with a particularly choice bunch of bananas (“Get your stinking paws off
me, you damned dirty ape!”). They remade this one recently, but the new version is—how do the
French say? Ah yes—un lame-o stinkeroo. Stick with Charlie, baby.TIME TRAVEL MOVIE
MARATHON!Got some time? Here’s at least a day’s worth of time travel flicks.Hollywood loves
time travel—they’re always punting people forward in time or backward in time, or just plopping
them into a feedback loop where they relive the same day over and over and over again. Even
though time travel is scientifically impossible (sorry to disappoint), it doesn’t keep people from
making or going to movies about it.Army of Darkness: Technically the third part of director Sam
Raimi’s Evil Dead series, but it’s not like you need a road map for this plot, which features a one-
handed discount store salesman (the impossibly lantern-jawed Bruce Campbell) hurled back
into the Middle Ages to fight zombies and skeletons and a creepy, man-eating flying book. It’s
kind of dumb, but all horror freaks love it (and you know how high their standards are). It’s pretty
funny, in a stupid comic-book way. Besides, any movie in which a minimum-wage earner from
the future can condescendingly call a castle full of medieval types a bunch of “monkeys” can’t be
all bad.Back to the Future: Michael J. Fox goes back to the 1950s and is called “Calvin” because
that’s the name sewn into his underwear (Calvin Klein underwear—can’t believe we need to
explain this). The film’s still funny in its own right (especially with freaky Crispin Glover as Fox’s
loser dad), but now it’s like two time travel movies in one. First you get the 1950s, which Fox
goes back to, then you get the 1980s, which is the “present” for the film. It’s enough to give you a
shiver (look for the Huey Lewis cameo). There were two more Back to the Future films, but
unless you’ve got a thing for Michael J., you needn’t bother.The Great Lakes contain one-fifth of
the world’s fresh surface water.The Great Lakes contain one-fifth of the world’s fresh surface
water.Groundhog Day: Bill Murray goes back in time—exactly one day, over and over again. In
the process he turns from obnoxious twit to the perfect man (or at least the perfect man for
Andie MacDowell, and who wouldn’t want to be that man?). It’s a fine, fine film, and in addition to
being funny, it’s actually sweet and even a little serious, and it proved that Murray was a little
better of an actor than anyone gave him credit for before. But let’s not kid ourselves: If you had to
live Groundhog Day over and over again, you’d become a little zen yourself to keep from going
utterly freakin’ insane.Planet of the Apes: Charlton Heston lands on what he thinks is an alien
planet and finds it populated by talking apes who think he’s a savage (mind you, this was before
he became the NRA’s alpha male). Ol’ Charlie is awesome in this—he grunts, he snarls, he
chews scenery like a silverback confronted with a particularly choice bunch of bananas (“Get
your stinking paws off me, you damned dirty ape!”). They remade this one recently, but the new



version is—how do the French say? Ah yes—un lame-o stinkeroo. Stick with Charlie, baby.
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Sara Cole, “Love this series. I like trivia, so I'm nuts for Uncle John's.”

StoneHenge, “Great for bathrooms, libraries, and cars. Any place you need something quick to
read. All of these Bathroom readers are good, my kids went through a time when they read them
a lot, especially my teenager.They're best for community bathrooms, or bathrooms where you
have someone who already sits in their for a long time.However, they're also good for just your
coffee table or library table. I even kept one in the car for awhile when my teenagers wanted
something to read while he was waiting to pick my other kids up from school.They contain
sometimes, interesting, sometimes intriguing, sometimes gross stuff to read. The length of stuff
varies and you can pick and choose depending on how long you have to read something.I was
never overly impressed with these for myself, but everyone else in my family really seemed to
love them.”

MWinAZ, “Quality throne reading. I own many of these books and share them with my friends. I
usually, don't accept them back knowing that they probably handled these naked and on the
toilet. It usually comes up from them the things they learned reading these books. Two of my
buds keep asking when I'm gonna finish this one. When I'm damn well ready. Even though I
don't require extended periods of time on the throne, I do read through these rather quickly and
always catch myself saying "hmmm, interesting".But anyhoo, these books are all crammed full of
interesting tidbits of life in general and I just wish I could remember all of it because I would
dominate Trivia Night.I will eventually own and read all of these books”

Jonathan franks, “Fun, entertaining, and gaining knowledge of unusual facts and origins..
Chalked full of interesting facts and stories. Great book broken down into small segments. Can
read for 5 minutes or 2 hours without feeling that you can’t find a good stopping point.”

Marcy K., “It's OK. I like it but don't love it. It is not as amusing as the usual bathroom reader, and
while it has a lot of info the articles they are a lot longer then I care for. I know it is history, so the
format needs to be different, I expected more bits of info as opposed to long pages of details.
We read the Bathroom Reader to the family at the dinner table so it doesn't work as well.”

S. Beck, “Shorts lead to the next trivia tidbit - A Reading Pleasure!. Absolutely enjoy this book.
Was looking for something that included all kinds of odd trivia. All the other books I've found
were boring one blurb write ups. The authors have created this in such a way that when you're
reading about a queen or a pirate - it's a short story and leads into the next trivia tidbit. Very
enjoyable to read and full of fun and interesting facts. I'll definitely be getting another Uncle
John's Reader - trouble is, which one (there's so many of them!)”



Kathy B., “Highly recommend for everyone's bathroom bookcase.. We have purchased four of
these. The first I kept in the bathroom. Since then my visitors have come out telling me little
pieces of information that captured their undivided attention. I have given the others as gifts to
them for their own bathrooms. Great way to capture kids and adults attention about important
scientific findings without the pressure to read something worthwhile.”

Anita Simpson, “Lots of fun in the right place!. I'm a big fan of the Bathroom Reader series, but
this is the first time I have read one of their themed editions. There are some fascinating facts in
here! For example, did you know that, in spite of the common saying "slow as molasses in
January," a huge wave of molasses swept through Boston at 35 mph, killing 21 and injuring 150
people? This really happened in 1919! If you like history (especially if you need something to
read in that "special" location), I strongly recommend the Bathroom Reader Plunges into History.”

Glenn Cook, “A Welcome Plunge into All The Interesting Bits of History You Never Knew about
and More.. Yet another wonderfuk title in the Uncle John's Bathroom Reader surfaces then
Plunges us into History.This time Plunges into History (Uncle John's Bathroom Reader) is all to
do with history but not the stuff they bother to tell you in schools the really interesting, disgusting
or down right fascinating facts.I'm a fan being entertained by these books for a few years.They
are wonderful but if anything have got better and better as well as bigger over the years.Uncle
John has a great style and panache to his writing. Never pandering to the typical 11 year old
reading age of the Sun but being a worthwhile read for any well read individual.my latest Uncle
John Book and it is just as good as all the others which is some praise indeed.I've acquired
several of these Uncle John's Slightly Irregular Bathroom Readers over the years and each one
has been mightily entertaining and educational.As you may have guessed the book is designed
to be read in the smallest room.John being the American word for toilet.Now some people may
raise their hands up in the air and decry that reading on the toilet is a bad habit.Those of us with
more enlighten tastes and others from life experiences. I was a working class lad and in a tiny 2
up 2 down house the only place I could get some peace and quiet was the toilet. Know that
reading in the smallest room is enjoyable.I always seem to regret wasting time and having a read
whilst answering the call of nature seemed a good trade off.Now we in the West have gone away
from the communal even mixed toilets of the Roman Era were you would spend the time of day
about your business chatting to the person next to or opposite you in communal toilets.This
book is that rare thing.An entertaining, educational and amusing book that you can dip in and
out of at random or read cover to cover.Each annual is new and different if you get a much
earlier one than the latest it is still a brilliant read. And if you can get it for pennies is a great
investment when you spend a penny.Think of QI and Uncle John, so to speak got there first.#For
example what links a love of fish and the down fall of Napoleon?Well Nelson wanted to fight in a
certain way but the 80 years old Admiral above him was dallying with his new bride of just 18. he
had a love of Halibut so Nelson ordered his men to catch one then offer to the sexually



distracted honeymooner. result Trafalgar.Don't believe me  read it up.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for trivia!. Fantastic book if you like historic trivia. Plus will keep you
busy for a while it’s a thick book!”

drew, “Five Stars. super”

Tony Baker, “Excellent!. Good book for the bathroom, lots of tidbits of information!”

justaguy, “Love it! Read this already. Love it! Read this already... makes me stay in there a bit
longer but hey the knowledge pays off lol”

The book by Bathroom Readers' Institute has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 200 people have provided
feedback.
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Elephant Eye See High Hopes for Hemp Seeing Stars The Original Love Bug Archimedes—the
Greek Streak Mean Mountains Leap Seconds The Year Without Summer Make Your Own
Zombie I’ve Got You Under My Skin Beauty or Blight? Dinosaurs: Hey, What Happened?
Something Fishy About the Fugu Accidental Discoveries Balancing Act Walking Tall Ask Uncle
John: In the Bathroom 10 Things Science Fiction Got Wrong Frankenfoods Silly Goose Success
in Sports can Depend on De Feet It’s Not Just Cold and Wet Their Names Live On—in Diseases
Heh, Heh, Heh. You Said “Uranus” Calling Dr. Green! Eye Stands for Inspiration Give Me S’Mohs
What They Mean Is Everything I Know I Learned From a Fruit Fly Dirty Snowballs in Space
Twilight Time Pass the POPs We’re Off to See the Wizard Fire Down Below Bedtime Stories
Mother Nature, Weather Gal To Your Health! Part I 10 SF Books Even Nongeeks Would Love
Reality Bites Astronaut Life With a Robot What the Heck Is That Thing? My Ozone’s Got a Hole
in It Red Hot Mama The Air up There Waiter! Put More Flies in My Soup! Tool Time Hear Ye!
Hear Ye! What Are You Wearing? The Mouse That Roared Menu on the Moon Old As the Hills A
Salty Tale Scratch and Sniff Astronauts Do It Sitting Down To Key or Not to Key Keep on Movin’
Bubonic Plague? Try Denver Genomes: From Yeast to You All Together Now In One End and
Out the Other If You Could Bottle Those Bubbles Half Breeds Bug-Hunting We Will Go Ever See
a Fulgurite? Science Is So Awesome, Dude! To Sleep, Perchance to Dream? Left Out in the Cold
A Whale of a Tale Islets and Insulin What’s the Frequency, Hedy? Do Ya Think I’m Sexy? Read a
Weather Map Like a Pro What’s in a Name? Outbreak! We’ve Got Your Number Hopper to It 10
Things Science Fiction Got Right Pleistocene Park Medical Meteorology To Your Health! Part II
When North Was South Ask Uncle John: Zen Questions *Big Moments in Forensics *Cool
Astronomical Terms to Make Friends and Impress People *Take Your Vitamins Already! *The
Poop on Dog Breeding *The Drake Equation *True Stories of the Zodiac *Attack of the Movie
Monsters Index
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